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Executive Summary 

The New Pathways Academy PCS (NPAPCS) is a non-traditional high school that will 

educate at risk youth in far southeast using a skills-based thematic approach throughout 

the school to educate youth who are not succeeding in the traditional school setting----

students who typically experience poor academic achievement, are chronically late to 

school or experience excessive absences and other risk  factors that predispose them to 

dropping out of school, or who have dropped out,  been pushed out or, for any number of 

reasons and circumstances, are not attending school. NPAPCS is modeled after the small 

high schools known as “street academies”, particularly the successful Dix Street Academy 

High School that was located in far northeast Washington in Ward 7. NPAPCS will have a 

challenging academic program that will be skills based, interdisciplinary, aligned with 

District of Columbia Public Schools (DCPS) standards and the Common Core State 

Standards (CCSS) with a focus on work force readiness and social skills development, 

efficiently and effectively managed. Commitment, Communication and Collaboration are 

the three management pillars.  Progress will be measured by the PARCC (DCCAS) and other 

standardized tests and teacher-made assessments to ensure that students meet the 

rigorous District of Columbia Public School (DCPS) standards and NPAPCS goals and 

objectives. The unifying theme of NPAPCS is student success today, tomorrow and in the 

future. Student success will be measured across academic areas, behavior management, life 

skills and work skills development. 

Student success is central to the mission of NPAPCS.  The environment, school climate, 

administrative and teacher attitudes, instructional strategies, materials, academic and non-

academic services, supports and opportunities are specifically designed to foster student 

success and safety. The school is uniquely designed to meet the assessed cognitive, social, 

psychological, ethical, and behavioral needs of each student to enable students to achieve a 

high school diploma and to seek meaningful employment. Learning and thinking skills, 

personal and emotional skills and social skills, as well as transferable literacy, numeracy 

skills will be as important as traditional “subject” knowledge.  

Common Core State Standards (CCSS)  

The NPAPCS curriculum is based on the national Common Core State Standards that is a 

state-led effort to establish a shared set of English/Language Arts and math standards that 

has been adopted by 40 states, five territories and the District of Columbia. The standards 

will provide for structure, continuity and consistency that allow for our students’ progress 

to be measured against other students similarly situated.  It will further ensure that our 

students are receiving the academic skills that will make them competitive in the world of 

work and post-secondary education. This curriculum provides a solid, coherent foundation 

of learning.  It is a guide to coherent content from grade to grade, designed to encourage 
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steady progress that can be individualized as students build their knowledge and skills 

from subject to subject and one year to the next.  

Work Skill/Social Skill Readiness   

Today’s workforce requires students to not only know, but demonstrate what they know.  

The skills necessary for successful employment include both academic skills and workplace 

skills. "Workers will need technical skills, academic proficiency, and the ability to solve 

problems, to work as team members, and to communicate effectively with a variety of 

people in a workplace setting," note Schmidt, Finch, Faulkner, and Kandies (1995).  

Social skills development needs to be integrated into job readiness and career pathways. 

An individual who has been properly socialized knows the what, how, when, where and 

who of any situation and is comfortable interacting in varied social settings. The social 

skills can be grouped into the 5 D’s:  Demeanor, Discourse, Discipline, Diplomacy and 

Decorum.  In language arts and social studies, using anecdotes, role play, social laboratory 

and practical experiences, the participants will be placed in real life situations where they 

will have to exercise appropriate judgment to solve social problems that arise within any 

school or work situation.   

K-12 A+anyWhere Learning System™ on line program 

This program is specifically designed for students at risk for dropping out of school.  

Students are enrolled in this program based on need.  Students are encourage to complete 

as much coursework as possible using the software in an open-ended, open exit 

environment that is not intimating and is full of rewards.  While using the software, 

tutoring or other academic supports, students are working to pass end –of-course 

examinations and to demonstrate proficiency according to the rigor of state and national 

CCSS and guidelines. Not only can it be used for remediation, but it can allow for 

individualized instruction of content materials, acceleration or credit recovery. The goal 

always is high school graduation and preparedness of the students to enter a highly skilled 

workforce, or to pursue higher education.   

Skills Based 

Although NPAPCS will utilize a thematic skills based approach, it is clear that certain skills 

need focused attention and are best developed through daily effort and reinforcement until 

they reach a certain skill level. As a result, NPAPCS will be based on the needs of the 

student and separate some skill-based programs such as mathematics, writing, and Spanish 

so that students can master these tools for application in real world problems. Within a 

self-directed framework, students receive individual direction, and are held accountable for 

realistic progression and pacing. Student work is, therefore, both self-paced and carefully 

guided, with particular attention to developing skills, and competence within each topic. 
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A. Educational Plan 

1. Mission and Purpose of the Proposed Public Charter School 

a. Mission and Philosophy 

The mission of the NPSAPSC is for students to learn in a non-traditional student-centered, 

real life learning environment with a focus on social, work and academic skills.  This is 

supported by a holistic, skilled based academic/educational curriculum that fully utilizes 

the life skill experiences and interests of the students to master the skills required to 

achieve a high school diploma and work readiness. The holistic academic model is designed 

to address the immediate needs of the student population and intervene to provide 

supportive services such as substance abuse and HIV-AIDS counseling, health care, 

referrals and follow up through on site counseling, and clinical social worker staff and 

community partnerships.  For parenting students, onsite child care will be available. 

Our philosophy is premised upon a fundamental belief that students must be at the center 

of learning and all students can learn; however, how and when they learn is influenced by a 

series of social, emotional, psychological, ethical and cognitive factors that must be 

addressed in the learning environment. Students do not leave their needs at the door when 

they enter the school.  NPAPCS will attract students with learning disabilities, English 

Language Learners, and students as the name implies are disconnected from the larger 

society because of the lack of social, work and academic skills to be productive citizens. 

They will come with a plethora of academic gaps and behavioral issues. They are not in 

school and not working; however, it is because of their life skills experiences, once re-

enrolled they have a readiness to learn.  

Underlying causes of student risky and negative behavior must be addressed in the 

learning environment. Early indicator of youth who will engage in high risk behavior such 

as  drug abuse, unprotected sexual behavior, drug abused, alcohol and juvenile delinquency 

is the cognitive inability to problem solve, anticipate consequences and lack of decision-

making.  While risks taking can be productive, we must teach our students  how to 

discriminate between risks that should be taken and risk that should be avoided (Brynes & 

Miller 1997) When people make decisions in real-world contexts, their choices reflect (a) 

their beliefs about how one is supposed to behave in these situations (moral) and 

conventional beliefs, (b) their values about what is important (including other people’s 

opinion about you), (c ) their beliefs about the likely consequences of actions carried out in 

that context, (d) their goals to pursue outcomes that elicit positive emotions and goals to 

avoid negative emotions (their current state of mind (including fatigue, emotional arousal, 

mood, intoxication), (f) the degree they reflect on their options, strategies for modifying 

and compensating for unhelpful states of mind or temperamental traits (e.g., impulsivity), 

and (g) their working memory  capacity—that is, the processing space for entertaining the 
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issues in (a) to (d) consciousness (Brynes, 1998). In order to change the risky behavior in 

our student population we must teach social and cognitive problem solving skills. We must 

teach our youth how to think critically to avoid problematic situations or if once in a 

situations how to get out of it.  Also how to exercise judgment to avoid negative peer 

pressure related to self-esteem issues.  

b. Educational Needs of the Targeted Population 

At full capacity, the New Pathways Street Academy Public Charter School (NPAPCS) will 

serve 350 students from the District of Columbia. NPAPCS intends to locate in Ward 7. 

NPAPCS will initially serve 110 students in the 9th grade and will add a grade each year 

until we reach the 12th grade. The primary community populous will be from Wards 7 and 

8, which are the areas of the city with the fewest opportunities for students who have 

dropped out or fit the profile of at risk youth who are in danger of dropping out.  These may 

be students under court supervision, students on long term suspensions from a District 

public school or other charter schools, as defined by the Office of the State Superintendent 

for Education (OSSE); students who withdrew from school and have been out of the 

learning environment for a substantial period of time; students who failed courses, 

homeless, expelled and cannot return; students committed to the Department of Youth 

Rehabilitation; students who are pregnant or parenting; students under treatment for drug 

abuse and other at-risks status as defined by OSSE. The surrounding neighborhoods of the 

schools in Wards 7 and 8 also suffer from the highest concentrations of poverty and adult 

unemployment of any other areas in the District. These statistics create concerns regarding 

whether these youngsters are getting a solid foundation for educational achievement. 

An examination of the profiles of Ward 7 and Ward 8 would reveal many similarities that 

further indicate the need for a holistic, student-centered educational program with an 

emphasis on re-enrollment back into the educational system. Both communities are 

approximately 97 percent African American, and the distribution among age groups is 

similar in both wards. These data show that of the 70,540 persons residing in Ward 7, 20 

percent (14,457) are youths ages 5–17. The adult population between 18 and 44 is only 35 

percent. Of Ward 8’s population of 70,914, 26 percent (18,195) are ages 5–17, and 40 

percent (28,336) are adults ages 18–44.    The 14-18 youth group will be targeted by 

NPAPCS. Projections indicate that NPAPCS will have an enrollment of approximately 12 

special education students and 18 English Language Learners, which may include Latino, 

African, or Asian students. 

Latino students should make a significant transition from the norms and traditions of their 

native countries to those of the United States as well as from bilingual/English as a Second 

Language classes to English-only instruction in mainstream classes. For older students this 

transition is even more difficult because it is accelerated. By using a holistic, student-

centered, interdisciplinary, workforce readiness–focused learning environment, NPAPCS 
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will help students make the transition and assure success. 

Academic Needs 

Poor reading and math skills as demonstrated on the DCCAS and other teacher made 

assessments have driven many youth from the learning environment. Only 46% of DCPS 

students ranked proficient in math and 43.5% proficient in reading.  Student find 

themselves being grade repeaters and unable to gain meaningful success in the learning 

environment. Given the emphasis on testing, they are left behind. While there is an 

emphasis on outcomes, there is not similar emphasis on teaching the missing skills in a 

student centered environment so that no student is truly ever left behind. There are so 

many reason that student have learning gaps. NPAPCS will address both the academic and 

the social needs of its students. Currently there are 27 public charter schools that recruit 

high school students, five are in Ward 7 and 5 are in Ward 8.  None of the current public 

charter schools are designed to service the needs of students who have dropped out of 

school or fit the profile of those students who may be potential dropouts using a non-

traditional education model or approach. There are three DCPS high schools that serve this 

population Luke Moore High School (293) students, below average rating by Great School), 

Spingarn STAY (162 Students) below average rating and Ballou STAY (735 students) below 

average rating.  Spingarn STAY is targeted for closing after the 2012-2013 academic year. 

Ward 7 has not had a high school that utilizes an alternative education approach since the 

closing of the Dix Street Academy that was created to serve the drop out population in the 

1970’s. Of the 5 charter high schools in Ward 7 and the 5 in Ward 8, none of them have as 

their mission to specifically target the drop out population and at risk youth. In addition 

DCPS High Schools have been rated below average with math scores on average at 14-18% 

and reading scores17-23%.  An examination of the District of Columbia Report Card of the 

No Student Left Behind Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP), 46% of DCPS students rank 

proficient in Math and 43.5% are proficient in reading. 

Some groups of young people are at especially high risk of faltering on the path to 

adulthood. In 2007, 8 percent of youth 16 to19 were disconnected by virtue of being out of 

school and not working. American Indian (15 percent), African American (13 percent) and 

Hispanic (12 percent) youth were more likely to be disconnected than their white and 

Asian counterparts (KIDS COUNT Data Center, 2009). In addition male youth (8.4 percent) 

were more likely to be disconnected than female youth (7.9 percent) (Anne E. Casey 

Foundation, 2009).  

Educational Needs 

It was recently reported by the February 2013 issue of the Hillcrest Community Newsletter 

that 20% of DC Students are truant, 5 times the national average.  According to Kid’s Count, 

as calculated by the ACGR, 61 percent of the District’s students graduated from high school 
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in 2012 with a regular diploma after a four-year period. While there was not a very 

significant difference in graduation rates for traditional high schools from 2011 to 2012, it 

was at non-traditional high schools that the rates really went up. At non-traditional public 

schools, there was a 7 percentage-point increase in graduation rates. 

 Graduation rates rose specifically at Luke C. Moore High School, an alternative 

secondary school that serves students ages 17 to 20 who have dropped out of other 

schools or who have been facing difficulties in a traditional school setting. Luke C. 

Moore saw a 12 percent rise in its graduation rate from 2011 to 2012. In an 

announcement from the school district (DCPS), Principal Azalia Hunt-Speight 

credited the impressive leap in graduates to the school’s establishing a focus on a 

student-centered and student-supported climate and culture. 

 For the 2010-2011 school year, Luke C. Moore implemented a new, non-traditional, 

accelerated master schedule, along with online learning, evening credit recovery 

and portfolio-based classes to help its students prepare for the real world. In 

addition, teachers and school leaders communicated with students through various 

channels that make them more comfortable in a learning atmosphere— including 

text messages, emails and through social media. 

Chancellor Kaya Henderson is proposing to close 13 schools at the end of 2012-2013 

school year. Of the 13, three will impact high school aged youth: Spingarn Senior High 

School, Spingarn STAY and CHOICE at Hamilton.  Experience from the closings of 2008 

revealed virtually all students in closed schools were minorities and three-quarters were 

low-income 

 91% of students in closed schools were black and 8% were Hispanic; only 15 

students in closed schools were white.  Of total enrollment, 80% were black, 11% 

Hispanic, and 7% white. 

 77% of students in closed schools were low-income.  Of total enrollment, 59% were 

low-income 

The closing of Spingarn,  an underperforming high school, Spingarn Stay an alternative 

school for youth who dropped out of public school and CHOICE, school for youth with 

disciplinary problems will have a disproportionate impact on an already youth population 

who have been termed “disconnected youth.” Roosevelt STAY closed in 2008 in that cycle 

of school closings 

In a frantic attempt to stop poor attendance in the schools,  the District of Columbia City 

Council is proposing an ill-conceived option to attack the ongoing truancy crisis by 

introducing the "Attendance Accountability Amendment Act of 2013" to penalize parents 

for a youth’s failure to attend school.  
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To address a similar crisis in the 70’s, there arose a national movement called the “Street 

Academy Movement” to provide a non-traditional approach to education for youth who 

dropped out, were pushed out or just simply refused to attend schools that were not 

meeting their needs.  Most street academies offered the GED, Washington Street Academy 

and DC Street Academy, now Luke Moore Academy.  However one such school, the Dix 

Street Academy, was able to persuade the District of Columbia School Board to permit it to 

offer a high school diploma in a non-traditional setting utilizing a skilled based, open-

ended, ungraded interdisciplinary approach.  

There are many documented reasons why a student drops out of school.   One cause may be 

the alarming number of students of color and students with disabilities who have missed 

time in the classroom due to the discriminatory use of out-of-school suspensions.  Students 

barred from the classroom are more likely to drop out and end up in the juvenile justice 

system.  

NPAPCS will attract students because of its challenging non-traditional pragmatic focused 

academic program with work and social skills integrated in the curriculum. The school will 

operate in a holistic manner using youth development strategies to provide supports, 

services and opportunities to meet the needs of the “whole student.” According 2006-2010 

data Ward 7 had 40.3% and Ward 8 had 48.3% of students under 18 living below 100% of 

the federal poverty level.  The medium family income in Ward 7 is $31,800 and $26,700 in 

Ward 8 where poverty is perverse, with over 25 percent of the heads of households are 

single females there is an educational need for a supportive, nurturing school environment 

that will set high expectations for achievement for students.  The students in these 

communities have few academic options and must seek a quality alternative education 

outside the boundaries of their immediate community, which can pose additional financial 

hardships for families that are overwhelmed by trying to secure basic necessities. 

Social Needs 

The NPAPCS philosophy is premised on the belief that all Students can learn. Our students 

will be exposed to the highest quality of education designed to ensure that students learn 

and achieve notwithstanding their socioeconomic conditions. In many instances it is 

because of these social conditions of parenting, drug abuse, juvenile delinquency, abuse 

and neglect, lack of academic skills to perform in a traditional school setting that students 

opted out or were forced out of local schools.   

These conditions and youth outcomes demonstrate the urgent necessity of intervening in 

the lives of D.C. public school students to better their life circumstances and chances. Our 

students in these wards need educational advocates who will ensure that they are not left 

behind and left out of the civil society and global community. Family conditions for D.C. 

youths in Wards 7 and 8 are among the direst in the city, with poverty levels in the wards 
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being the highest in Washington, D.C. The two wards have a high percentage of the 

population on food stamps and using Section 8 vouchers for housing assistance. Because 

many of the parents of our target students either dropped out of school or attained only a 

high school diploma or general equivalency diploma, they are marginally employed with no 

leave or medical benefits. It is difficult for this population to focus on needs that go beyond 

the basic necessities of food, clothing, and shelter. NPAPCS will collaborate with social 

service organizations, health care providers, substance abuse programs, the courts and 

juvenile justice program providers through Memorandum of Understanding to provide 

service and supports for a transition back into the learning environment. 

Students Role Students must have an active role in the furtherance of their academic 

achievement. They must be given a role in decision making as they chart their academic 

path.  They must be given the opportunity to collaborate with administrators, teachers, 

peers and community stakeholders. Students who are vested in their learning and given 

supports will be able to overcome learning gaps that hindered their success in a traditional 

educational setting. 

Parents are welcomed in the learning environment and a member of the Student Support 

Team (SST).  Parents are not just observers, but have an active role in the learning 

environment and are kept apprised of their student’s progress and needs. 

Communities with at risk students have many needs that have gone unattended for years.  

Layers of defensive behavior, suppressed anxieties and fear of failure, attitudes of “I cannot 

problem solve” have created a wall between the school and students.  Community 

collaborators who can offer a plethora of services can chisel away at this wall by addressing 

these neglected needs.  Community collaboration is essential to student success. 

The NPAPCS's mission is to provide its diverse student body with the best possible 

education by focusing on the fundamental academic disciplines in an atmosphere that 

affirms academic achievement, and in so doing, to offer the community true choice in public 

education. NPAPCS will establish a foundation built for a lifetime of learning. Some schools 

sacrifice high expectations for fear of undermining student self-esteem.  NPAPCS believes 

that knowledge must come first, and that Students acquire genuine self-esteem through 

academic accomplishment. Many schools currently deprive learners of this experience by 

failing to set and celebrate milestones of achievement.   As a result wide gaps in 

achievement emerge that cannot be explained by variations in ability alone. Disturbingly 

but not surprisingly, these gaps often correspond to student’s socioeconomic differences 

and varying levels of parental support. Some are created by inconsistent or even ineffective 

treatment of core areas such as language arts and mathematics. NPAPCS believes that a 

stronger education program will help to bridge these gaps, if not completely close all of 

them.  
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These problems are urgent and cannot await gradual reforms. The Students in our schools 

today have only one chance at a good education. NPAPCS hopes to influence the course of 

public education by positive example for the benefit of our Students and the society they 

will create. 

To accomplish this mission, NPAPCS will have:  

1. Rigorous curricula, with well-defined grade-by-grade outcomes in line with District, 

Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and high school graduation requirements.  

2. Teaching methods guided by student needs that provide students the support and 

challenges they need to master grade-appropriate skills, ideas, and facts in every 

subject area with an emphasis on problem solving, decision making and literacy.  

3. Integrated formal assessments to confirm student progress; promptly identify 

situations that require intervention or greater challenge, and to guarantee 

accountability of the school.  

4. A school climate that values collaboration and cooperation and encourages 

academic achievement and recognizes the importance of hard work and personal 

responsibility. NPAPCS holds out high expectations for every student and teacher - 

while fostering fairness, a respect for others, and for the rights and responsibilities 

of citizenship in a democratic society. 

5. Timely and complete communications with parents about their student progress 

(Comer Model). 

6. A curriculum that integrates the A+anyWhere Learning System to promote a variety 

of learning strategies to address the learning styles of students. 

c. Educational Focus 

Workforce Readiness 

Good jobs will go to people who can put knowledge to work, but more than half of the 

students in the United States leave high school without the knowledge necessary to hold 

those jobs (Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, (1991). Neither 

academic nor vocational education by itself prepares students with the skills needed for 

either postsecondary education or high-wage employment (National School-to-Work 

Learning and Information Center, (1996).  

In order to provide students with the skills they need to succeed in college, technical 

school, or the work force, high schools must ensure that students acquire both academic 

and workforce skills in their courses. To emphasize the importance of this goal, federal 

legislation relating to school-to-work transition has called for an integration of academic 

and workforce education.  
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NPAPCS will integrate work skills, social skills, and academic skills by developing an 

applied and integrated school-to-work curriculum.  

"Integration [of academic and work skills and social skills] is a rather broad concept that 

entails the blending together of concepts, principles, and content from academic disciplines 

(e.g., English, mathematics, science) with context, applications, and soft work and social 

skills from various occupations.” 

Horizontal alignment occurs when one or more teachers structure their courses so that 

students are learning about similar subjects at the same time in both courses. Real life 

experiences in work and social settings can present problems to be solved, motivating their 

examination in academic courses. For example, a social studies and language arts may align 

their courses so that a social studies topics and language arts skills can integrate those 

experiences. (See Appendix) 

Another model proposed by Grubb, Davis, Lum, Phihal, and Morgaine (1991) calls for 

modifying the academic curriculum to make it more vocationally relevant. Two approaches 

for this model are: incorporating vocational applications in academic courses, and 

designing applied academic courses to be more relevant to vocational students. 

"The most common approach is for principals to urge academic teachers to incorporate 

vocational applications whenever possible; examples include: 

 Using reading materials that describe individuals at work or [reading] literature 

about work. Assigning instruction manuals for comprehension exercises.  

 Including job-related writing exercises, such as business letters and resume writing, 

in English classes.  

 Using job-related examples from carpentry, machining, electronics, and other 

occupational areas in math classes.  

 Investigating occupations and the occupational composition of different states or 

countries in social studies classes.  

 Examining the implications of biology for health workers, of electricity for 

electronics and computer occupations, and of physics for the design of machines." 

(Grubb, Davis, Lum, Phihal, and Morgaine, 1991, p. 30)  

 

Reading/Literacy 

 

NPAPCS believes that reading is critical to success in the mastery of class content material. 

Often preparation to teach reading is limited.  In a March 19, 2007, Washington Post article, 
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Illiteracy Aid Found to Lag in District:  High Rate Said to Hurt Economy,” 47 percent of the 

jobs in the District require a college or advance degree.  At 50.4 percent, Ward 7 had the 

highest percentage of residents over the age 16 that were functionally illiterate.  Ward 8 

ranked second with 48.9 percent, Students of illiterate adults often end up illiterate 

themselves.”  

NPAPCS believes that success in a contemporary society demands sound judgment —the 

use of language for thinking, problem solving, and communicating. A high level of literacy is 

vital in todays and tomorrow’s world if one is to be a local, national, and global citizen.  

Problem solving skills and situational judgment skills will be integrated through the school 

curriculum reinforced by the life skills of the students.   

Social Skills Development 

NPAPCS believes that a social-ethical program should promote proper decorum, proper 

decision-making, and proper dialogue in social situations. Students will be provided 

exposure to address some of the critical social needs of the students through social-ethical 

activities. A weekly unisex listening circle to focus on work-skills and social in real life 

situations.  The social-ethical program will contain diverse activities such as cultural 

enrichment and lifestyle improvement, which will include etiquette/sportsmanship 

workshops, civility training, conflict resolution, money management, and healthy living will 

echo real life situations.  

Community Service 

The NPACS curriculum supports the development of citizenship through experiences such 

as volunteering and internships. NPAPCS will couples humanitarian and social 

responsibility with community action. In the 10th grade, one afternoon each week, our 

students will volunteer with local non-profits, and work on projects with significant 

responsibilities and substance while building relationships with community leaders.  

There are four major interconnected components that clearly define the non-traditional 

educational program, school management, and school climate of NPAPCS: 

Student Centered Measurable Success, Common Core State Standards aligned with skills 

based theme focused content, work force readiness, social skills training ,and  the 

A+anyWhere Learning System. 
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There are so many opportunities for teachers to work together using the integrated 

thematic skills based approach to curriculum development. A traditional education 

approach will not attract our targeted population. As themes are developed there will be 

adequate coverage of DCPS curriculum objectives. All theme work would be done on paper 

or through practical activities, Teachers, students and parents will have the opportunity to 

evaluate the curriculum at the end of each theme. Themes will allow for the incorporating 

skills development and opportunities for ‘real’ life experiences.  A theme could be the 

Anacostia River in which students would learn about the history, geography, habitats 

through visits, internet, maps, photos, paintings.  They can work in small groups, present a 

documentaries that they record to DVD and show at community events. When determining 

the themes with parent and student input, teacher will determine the aspects of the 

curriculum (subject and skills) will be taught.   Content must be presented so there is 

immediate application to real life situations.  Information must be presented across content 

areas through team teaching, cross-curricular and interdisciplinary strategies, and life 

skills integration and computer technology. Student must be able to connect the 

information to some life goal they wish to achieve. To accomplish this type of curriculum 

integration requires training, team planning, and team meetings. Teachers will meet to 
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exchange information and document the progress of each unit so that improvements can be 

made and successes can be noted. Using mastered skills, life experiences and content, 

students will have the tools to inquire about careers and post-secondary education. 

Organizing units and lessons around a theme has a number of important benefits. It 

connects content, language and culture around a “big idea.” It makes instruction more 

understandable to learners, because the theme creates a meaningful context. Themes 

provide a rich context for standard-based learning. When determining themes, teachers 

will engage the students in selecting materials that have relevance and reflect experiences 

useful in social and work settings. The sharing of common experiences starts with the 

students collaboratively exploring individual experiences and backgrounds. It is this 

learning opportunity that will open the way for inquiry and discussion. 

The students will learn the essential skills within the scope and sequence of their content 

courses and use the knowledge, skills, and understanding of that information to master 

these skills needed for graduation. Themes will provide an opportunity for teachers to 

collaborate to address the different students’ learning styles and developmental needs. 

The themes will help unify the curriculum. Teachers provide the opportunity for students 

to incorporate local, national, and global issues in the content courses. Depending on the 

theme, the course subject focus may vary. A theme “Who We Are” may focus on social 

studies, science, and math. Within those subjects students will acquire the particular skills 

required by the standards, and the teacher will follow the course scope and sequence using 

flexibility where appropriate. The skills from content materials will provide the tools for 

students to explore and understand other subjects. For our targeted population 

information must be transferable and have practical application. 

NPAPCS will provide a comprehensive aligned curriculum with the DCPS Course Content 

Scope Sequence providing the framework. Work skills, social skills, literacy and problem 

solving skills will be integrated across all subjects and in all grades when and where 

appropriate. Teachers will determine if it is appropriate.  

NPAPCS will have an educational program designed to challenge students academically, 

socially, and technologically. NPAPCS will develop citizens for a democratic society as 

follows: 

 Academically, students will learn how to use content learned and skills mastered in 

each course to understand and appreciate local, national and global societies; 

 Socially, they will interact well with people of all backgrounds; and 

 Technologically, they will use and value computers to accelerate their learning and 

skill mastery. 

Utilizing no-fault, consensus, and collaboration strategies—the NPAPCS staff will work in 
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content/skilled based teams to (1) identify books, games, media (2) align these materials 

with CCSS, (3) identify the unit contents in the texts, (4) develop timelines for teaching 

skills/content, (5) develop skill unit assessments, and (6) determine how to integrate social 

skills and workforce within each unit of study. Staff will meet after the end of each theme to 

obtain student and parent feedback. The relevant themes will be selected with input from 

the Advisory Council, parents and students. This information will be revised during the 

school year and will be shared with the Student, Parent Management Team (SPMT). During 

the school year, teams will revisit their plans to see if they are within the agreed timelines 

and make necessary adjustments as needed. 

NPAPCS will expose students to the larger community through integration within the 

curriculum, extracurricular activities, and special programs. For example, exposure to 

other cultures present unique opportunities to use social skills and will stir student interest 

and allow for practical transfer and reinforcement of learning within all subject areas. 

These experiences will enable students to vicariously and actually relate to other people 

and the world. 

To develop work force readiness skills, students will participate in career mentoring 

programs and internships. NPAPCS will utilize the resources of Washington’s unique 

community and work in collaboration with Department of Employment Services, local 

universities, entrepreneurs, governmental agencies and corporations.   Throughout the 

curriculum there will be opportunities for student to inquire about careers. Students will 

receive threads of career information in each subject—math, science, social studies, 

language arts, reading, foreign languages, and physical education, art, and music—

interwoven into the curriculum. 

2. Goals 

The goals of the NPAPCS are specific, measurable, and support the school’s mission and 

philosophy. The academic and nonacademic goals are designed to create a student-

centered learning environment that will enable at-risk students as well as gifted and 

talented students, English Language Learners, and students with disabilities to succeed. 

The goals will be constantly reviewed, modified, and critiqued by the (SPMT) to ensure that 

measurable academic and social skills are being met. The goals as outlined reflect the 

expected outcomes. 

a. Academic Goals  

Through a holistic, student-centered, aligned curriculum, students will: 

 Be able to read at grade level or above through the use of A+anyWhere Learning 

System, that is skilled based and teaches reading, strong communication and 

language skills, phonics, and decoding strategies that will enable students to read 
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and comprehend a variety of materials in content subjects at a statistically 

significant level; 

 Be able to use numeration and master increasingly challenging mathematical 

concepts at grade level that will enable students to apply math skills to solve 

everyday problems at a statistically significant level; 

 Be able to communicate effectively at grade level through speaking and writing in a 

modern foreign language (Spanish,) in school and social settings with appreciation 

of the cultural values of the language; 

 Be able to communicate effectively in writing and speaking that will enable students 

to express themselves in an articulate, grammatically correct, and comprehensive 

manner in class and social settings; 

 Utilize the scientific method in reports and projects and be able to apply it to both 

laboratory experiments and projects that reflect real-world situations using 

methods of inquiry to develop research and thinking skills 

 Be able to demonstrate an understanding of geographical terms appropriate to 

explore the world to expand their work and career options 

 Be able to listen and to use punctuation, spelling, and grammar effectively at grade 

level to read with understanding and to speak and write persuasively to enhance 

workforce readiness 

 Be able to develop an appreciation for music and art in various forms 

 Be proficient in the use of current technology that will enable students to increase, 

supplement, and expand information and knowledge; 

 Develop an understanding of different cultures of the world  

 

b. Nonacademic Goals  

Through a holistic, student-centered, aligned curriculum, the students will: 

 Demonstrate a positive attitude toward school and learning; 

 Develop respect for self and others through social skills, developmental workforce 

readiness and a code of conduct adopted by all stakeholders; 

 Promote a safe and secure learning environment; 

 Contribute to their school and community to develop principles of citizenship; 

 Use peer mediation and conflict-resolution strategies to enhance the social climate 
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of the school to facilitate leaning; 

 Develop motivation to learn and achieve in a way that will increase their academic 

and occupational aspiration levels; and 

 Demonstrate excellent attendance and constant enrollment. 

 

c. Organizational and Management Goals 

NPAPCS will: 

 Develop an organizational relationship between support services and the 

educational program of the school with an emphasis on the social needs of the 

students 

 Make educational and operational decisions by collaboration, consensus, and no-

fault using the Comer School Model; 

 Operate through sound budget and financial management; 

 Develop patterns of shared responsibility and decision making among parents, 

students and staff; 

 Have ongoing training and staff development, which will enhance staff skills and 

knowledge of instruction; student’s social need such health, HIV-AIDs, Drug Abuse, 

parenting, etc.  and expose staff to new strategies to meet student needs; and 

 Create a collaborative environment where parental and community input is solicited 

and parents and community members are actively recruited to participate in the 

school culture and educational programs. 

 Create a non-traditional school climate where safety and security are maintained. 

 

3.   Student Academic Achievement Expectations 

 

Student Assessment  

 

Teacher-made assessment instruments (written, oral, projects, etc.), online assessments, 

and textbook unit assessments will be used to measure skills mastery within content 

courses. Teachers will use a variety of materials and teaching strategies including Bloom’s 

Taxonomy to ensure that students have mastered the skills in a meaningful way. This 

approach means that students can be given increasingly difficult assignments when groups 

of skills are mastered. Students will be taught to look at grades as a continuous mastery of 

skills that build on previous learning. Students will be taught the importance of having the 
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proper foundation before moving on to the next assignment.  Students will be encouraged 

and supported to learn, improve, and enhance their critical thinking, problem solving, 

communicating, writing, mathematics, language, social and technology skills. Because 

students, parents, and teachers will closely monitor students’ progress, each student will 

know what he or she needs to do in order to be successful, productive, contributing citizens 

in the 21st century. 

 

The 2001 No Child Left Behind is still in effect.  However, as of September 2011, the 

Elementary Secondary Education Act-Flexibility (ESEAFlEX), DC along with other states 

received a waiver that provides more flexibility for demonstrating success.   This new 

process was further reiterated before Congress in February 2013 by the US Department of 

Education’s Secretary. This new option gives states an opportunity to address the most 

pressing educational challenges in creative and tailor made reforms.  Progress will be 

measured by standardized tests, textbook assessments, and teacher-made assessments, 

artifacts, and portfolios to ensure that students are working toward meeting the No Child 

Left Behind benchmarks, the core state standards, and NPAPCS goals and objectives. 

 

The NPAPCS students will participate in the state assessment DC Comprehensive 

Assessment System (CAS) as well as the Partnership for Readiness for College and Careers 

(PARCC) when the state implements this new assessment instrument in 2014-2015. 

 

NPAPCS has created a school that will enable all students to achieve academic excellence 

and acquire the essential knowledge and skills necessary for our global community. The 

founders envision a school that will connect students in a collegial environment and link 

them to members of their community and peers in the community through joint research 

projects, volunteering, mentoring, and internships. There is also a strong commitment to 

using multiple measures of assessment to guide all aspects of instruction.  

 

Administrators, consultants, peer instructors as well as mentors will work with teachers 

who will be, at times, struggling with the demands of their positions.  Teachers, 

administrators, and staff will get to know the students, their families, and the community; 

take attendance, cover classes, and supervise corridors and lunches-gaining firsthand 

experience in the challenges and issues that arise in starting a school. School climate 

including violence and drug prevention, positive social skills, and safety will be a primary 

focus. Faculty will be reminded, every day, that while assessment is essential, students are 

far more than data on tests.  

 

NPAPCS will demonstrate progress for its population particularly in reading, mathematics, 

social skills, and prereadiness for careers and the workplace.  
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The approach to assessment: 

Each student will have his/her academic abilities and learning needs assessed before 

starting classes at NPAPCS... This entry-level assessment will provide baseline data for 

measuring student progress. It will be based on an analysis of student diagnostic results, 

achievement results on previous standardized tests, (where available), an analysis of 

student work, and other relevant data (e.g. attendance records, language and mathematic 

achievement levels, recognized strengths). 

An individualized learning development plan, based on the results of the entry-level 

assessment, will be designed for each student by charter school faculty, parents, and the 

students themselves. The plan will target performance standards, drawn from the A+ 

Learning System, for the student to achieve during the year, and an instructional strategy 

aimed at helping the student master targeted standards. The learning plan will form the 

basis 

Traditionally, educators have not always based their practice on assessment.   Teachers 

must have the necessary knowledge or experience to give life to that vision. They will 

benefit from the technical support that the administration will provide. In the late summer 

and early fall of 2014 the Curriculum Coordinator will work with the  founders, leaders, 

and teachers to begin to develop and implement a school-wide assessment plan-starting 

with the task of gathering entry level data on each student. As this process begins, some 

teachers may be eager and excited about the possibility of having comprehensive 

information about their students' strengths and weaknesses 

The assessment plan includes individualized learning plans, student-centered instruction, 

formal and informal, formative and summative assessments, and student portfolios. 

Implementing this plan will be challenging. This is a new school.   The culture is developing, 

and there's the opportunity to include rich success and accountability in the fabric of that 

culture. 

In the informal assessments, teachers will utilize screenings, some teacher made diagnostic 

instruments, teacher made summative tests, rubrics with student input, parent feedback, 

observations, portfolios, artifacts, and narratives to demonstrate the student’s level of 

success.  Or that the student is in need of more individual instruction.  These diverse 

opportunities will allow teachers as well as parents many strategies to ascertain whether 

students need more intensive or supplemental teachings for the student’s progress to the 

next sequence. 

Collecting the Data 

One of the overarching goals of the NPAPCS is for all students to achieve academic 
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excellence. To meet this goal, teachers need multiple forms of assessment information 

about the strengths and needs of all of their students in a variety of subject areas. The 

NWAPCS staff will begin collecting data in reading, writing, spelling and mathematics- 

processes that are essential to a thematic approach in all content areas. 

Testing students the summer before they enter the school in July and August 2014, 

students, parents, teachers, administrators and staff will collaborate to obtain the data 

students will need to enhance their academic success.  

With the formal summative and formative assessment, all students will be administered 

the standardized KeyMath3, which is a normed referenced measure of essentials in 

mathematics concepts and skills.  The test will be readministered every three months 

alternating forms.  In light of the texting that exists, the Ayres Spelling List will be an 

important instrument to identify correct spellings and will be readministered quarterly to 

mark success.   Gates McGinitie Reading Test (GMRT) of comprehension and vocabulary, 

which will served as the general screening tool. Based on the outcomes of this screening 

test, individualized reading assessment plans will be developed for each student.  

Students who score at or above grade level on the Gates will be assigned to the Scholastic 

Reading Inventory (SRI). The SRI provides a lexile score that can be used to place students 

in books that are at an appropriate level of difficulty. Students who score below grade level 

on the GMRT will follow a different plan. Instead of the SRI, these students will be tested 

individually using the Qualitative Reading Inventory II (QRI), an informal reading inventory 

of comprehension and word recognition processes. The QRI provides information about 

students' literal and inferential comprehension, their facility with narrative and expository 

texts, and a measure of their word identification skills.  

NPAPCS teachers will administer the QRI.  For students who take the QRI, the first 

emphasis will consist of those with adequate word recognition skills but difficulty with 

comprehension. The second focus will be on students with poor word recognition skills and 

poor comprehension. Students in need of these skills will be assigned to additional testing 

using the Lexia Quick Reading Assessment, which provides information about specific gaps 

in students' word recognition skills, has a companion instructional piece that features 

targeted individualized instruction and practice in specific word recognition skills. Or 

individually, teachers may utilize the Reading Competency Test that provides a diagnosis 

regarding facility with phonemics, phonemic awareness and decoding new words.  

With NPAPCS’s focus on adolescent literacy for the 21st century, students will be tested in 

math, reading, and spelling. Since literacy is the foundation for knowledge acquisition in all 

other subject areas, using a constructivist approach, the NPAPCS will make literacy their 

number one priority. In addition, all NPAPCS students will be given a writing assessment 

similar to the one administered by the Massachusetts Department of Education. By the end 
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of the testing, the NPAPCS will have gathered extensive assessment information on every 

student. 

The next step will be to disaggregate, analyze, and synthesize the data to improve teaching 

and learning. There is a growing consensus among educators and policy makers about the 

importance of disaggregating data "not to sort and classify for convenience in teaching but 

to identify students who require a different intervention to reach high standards.  

Disaggregating data is an essential aspect of translating test scores or operationalizing data 

into useful information for teachers. The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 with ESEAFLEX 

waiver requires that schools disaggregate student achievement data by gender, ethnicity, 

free and reduced lunch/ poverty levels, and special populations. This legal requirement is 

intended to make sure schools and teachers identify specific students and/or diverse 

student populations that are not meeting the standards and/or making progress. More 

importantly, educators have begun to use these data for instructional decision-making.   

Staff will enter the data in a Microsoft Excel file. Although there are several different data 

analysis programs on the market, Excel is the program of choice.   NPAPCS did not have a 

program specifically designed for data collection. Further, the Excel database would be 

compatible with any program the school might purchase in the future. Finally, Excel will 

provide adequate tools to effectively and efficiently work with the data. 

NPAPCS curriculum coordinator along with the reading instructor will review the 

disaggregated data, identify patterns of performance /achievement, and develop reading 

profiles: 

Three specific questions will be answered through the disaggregating Process particularly 

as related to the state assessment DCCAS or the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS): 

1. What are the patterns of achievement among sub groups of students that are not 

achieving (e.g., girls/boys, ethnic groups, special populations like special education, 

English language learners)? 

2. What additional information is necessary to figure out why these students are not 

achieving? 

3. What curriculum and/or instructional strategies need to be examined/changed to 

address the situation? 

With this data teachers will be able to differentiate instruction in their heterogeneous 

classes, and to use vocabulary and comprehension strategies in their different content 

areas. 

Using Data for Instructional Decision-Making.  In the fall of 2014, the teachers at the 

NPAPCS will be totally immersed in the details of their daily work.  New Pathways staff will 

assist teachers and administrators to use the assessment for planning schedules, programs, 
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and curriculum. They will analyze and disaggregate the assessment data and create 

comprehensive reports for teachers and leaders. Based on these analyses, students will be 

placed in heterogeneous groups for content-area instruction. Teachers will be instructed in 

approaches to differentiate instructions that are based on assessment and recognize 

students' varying background knowledge and experience and be able to use a 

constructivist approach... Using assessment data and related strategies for differentiated 

instruction is challenging for even the most experienced teachers. NPAPCS teachers will 

develop a reflective stance toward their practice in order to make the right instructional 

decision for struggling readers as well as advanced readers. 

Ongoing Assessment 

Assessment is a continuing part of NPAPCS instruction. Teachers will monitor students’ 

placements and progress. Students showing significant progress, along with students 

continuing to struggle, will be carefully monitored to gauge their progress.   

Teaching will be data-driven with assessment feedback and follow-up. The data collection 

process will be ongoing.  

At the end of the first year of school, teachers and NPAPCS faculty and staff will administer 

end-of-year assessments and analyze the data to determine program effectiveness. And as 

returning and new students prepare to enter NPAPCS, they will be greeted by another 

round of data collection aimed at building a profile of each student to improve the 

achievement of all.  NPAPCS will be vigilant to develop plans for further assessment-based 

initiatives. Professional development while maintaining high expectations. All teachers will 

address possible gaps between a student's potential for excellence and his/her actual 

performance.  

Assessment Methods 

How will student progress be assessed? 

The NPAPCS will use a system of performance standards based on NPAPCS’s integrated 

curriculum framework and the District of Columbia’s Comprehensive Assessment System 

(CAS), PARCC in 2014 or whatever the state assessment is as a basis for measuring student 

progress. Thus, performance standards will reflect (a) state and district-wide content and 

performance standards for each grade level in the areas of mathematics, science, English, 

and social studies; and (b) performance standards that NPAPCS will identify related to the 

school's four cross-cutting curriculum themes --- career awareness,  technology literacy, 

social learning, work skill readiness. Curriculum Coordinator will work with teachers, 

charter school staff and key stakeholders to identify a set of performance standards that 

each student will be expected to achieve. 

Each student will have his/her academic abilities and learning needs assessed before 
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starting classes. This entry-level assessment will provide baseline data for measuring 

student progress. It will be based on an analysis of student achievement results on earlier 

standardized tests, an analysis of student work, and other relevant data (e.g.) attendance 

records, language development levels, recognized strengths). An individualized learning 

development plan, based on the results of the entry-level assessment, will be designed for 

each student by teachers, charter school staff, parents, and the students. The plan will 

target performance standards for the student to achieve during the year, and an 

instructional strategy aimed at helping the student master targeted standards. 

Summative Assessment System:  Student Year-end Learning Review 

Each year, every student will participate in a year-end learning review. The purpose of this 

review is for the student to demonstrate and provide evidences of his/her learning to a 

panel of student peers, school staff, parents, school district personnel, and business and 

community members. During the review, the student will demonstrate how he or she has 

mastered the goals of his/her learning plan. Evidence of mastery can include performance 

tasks in a specific content area, projects, quizzes, tests, observations, and work samples, 

letters of recommendations, descriptions, and self-assessments. 

Special needs students, like all students at NPAPCS, will have individualized learning 

plans/Individualized Education Plan as required by Federal law that will be used to direct 

and help measure student performance. Charter school faculty and staff will work with 

special needs students and their families to develop relevant instructional strategies to 

support student efforts to master the goals of their learning plan. Some strategies include 

providing supportive assistive technology tools in students’ classrooms and homes. 

NPAPCS also will meet the special learning needs of English Language Learners (ELL) 

bilingual students. At the outset, an assessment will be made of bilingual student language 

needs.  NPAPCS will identify and adapt English language development models from around 

the country. The school will work with those transitional models that have been used 

successfully to encourage rapid language learning and academic achievement. Examples of 

the types of models and bilingual instructional strategies that will be considered include 

the following: the use of technology and other school and home-based tools to assist 

students in building language proficiency; providing bilingual students with a community 

mentor, who will help them practice their English skills as they engage in learning 

activities; offering cross-grade bilingual classes that use a mixture of native language and 

English language instruction. In such an environment, students may begin learning in their 

native language, and as their English language skills develop, transition to an English only 

classroom environment; and the provision of English Language Learners (ELL) 

instructional support for bilingual students. 

 

Literacy Assessments Decision-Making  
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Educators at the NPAPCS must ensure that every student has access to rigorous curriculum 

and can thus reach high standards. 

To accomplish this, NPAPCS teachers need to demonstrate an understanding of students' 

strengths and areas of need-particularly in the area of reading. With this understanding 

and professional development/support they will be able to differentiate instruction in 

content-area classes and provide targeted reading interventions that will support students' 

ongoing development. Assessment is central to this task. Each student at the NPAPCS will 

be assessed based on an assessment tool that allowed NPAPCS to gather critical 

information about all students. This tool outlined the use of the assessments described 

below. 

The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, Fourth Edition (MacGinitie and MacGinitie, 2000), a 

general screening test, will be administered to all students. This timed test provides a 

general level of reading achievement for individual students as well as a measure for 

vocabulary and comprehension. Results are reported in grade levels and stanines. Stanines 

describe a student's level of achievement in relation to other students at the same grade. 

Students who score no more than one stanine below average for their grade level on the 

Gates-MacGinitie, will be given a grade appropriate version of the Scholastic Reading 

Inventory (Scholastic, 1999). The results of this untimed test are reported in Lexiles Scales, 

which link texts and readers under a common metric without subjective evaluation. 

Readers are not measured against other readers; instead they are measured against a 

standard text. Teachers can use lexile to match students with texts that are at an 

appropriate level of difficulty.  

Students who score more than one stanine below grade level on the Gates-MacGinitie will 

be given the Qualitative Reading Inventory III (Leslie and Caldwell, 2002). The Qualitative 

Reading Inventory (QRI) is an individually administered, informal reading inventory that 

provides diagnostic information about students' strengths in word identification and 

comprehension. The QRI provides grade level scores; however, these scores represent 

complex information about students' word identification skills, background knowledge, 

and comprehension strengths and needs. Students who experience difficulties with word 

identification on the QRI will be given a digitized phonics test, the Lexia Quick Reading Test 

(Lexia Learning, 2000). This test provides information about speed and accuracy in word 

identification along with other diagnostic information. In addition, the results of this test 

indicate (In general, a student combined score in the lower ranges of the Gates-MacGinitie 

4th stanine or below) indicates that the individual student has not yet developed the 

reading skills necessary to reach proficiency in all of the strands of the Massachusetts 

Curriculum Frameworks. Thus, the general recommendation made after considering the 

Gates-MacGinitie scores is that every student who scores slightly below the level of 

proficiency should be placed into an English/Language Arts Enrichment Course to receive 
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instruction and practice with the specific literacy skills that challenge that particular 

student (according to the remainder of his/her assessment results). 

Curriculum Materials Recommendations: 

After consultation with the curriculum coordinator and other adolescent literacy experts in 

the field, NPAPCS will make recommendations for curriculum materials for the final 

reading program. Recommended for use with students at risk, the Language materials will 

support the literacy development of students who need additional practice with decoding 

skills (as determined by their performance on the Qualitative Reading Inventory or the 

Reading Competency Test) and other reading skills. The Language Program is designed to 

address the essential components of adolescent literacy development, and is in alignment 

with the Massachusetts English/Language Arts Frameworks.  

Assessments NPAPCS Will Use 

Selected Academic Assessments and State Standards 

 Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test: This formal test is designed to assess the word 

identification, comprehension, and vocabulary of students. 

 Qualitative Reading Inventory: This formal test is designed to repair the deficient 

reading skills that may interfere with a student’s success. 

 Ayres Spelling List:  This instrument examines the student’s spelling skills 

necessary for formal writing.  

 The KeyMath3 Arithmetic Test: This formal assessment diagnosis a student’s 

essential mathematics skills and concepts. 

 A+anyWhere Learning System:  This record keeping and assessment process is 

designed for repair, mastery, or acceleration. 

 Required citywide assessments—English, Mathematics, Science, and Writing: 

These assessments will be designed to match core state standards. This test 

determines whether the school can demonstrate it has met the standards to 

evidence progress for challenging learners. 

Assessment information is attained by collecting quantifiable and qualitative data, 

including observations of the student at work, student self-report explanations, interviews 

with the students, student logs, student journals, student-teacher contracts, behavioral 

checklists, surveys, sentence completions, and multiple choice questions.   Special students 

may create and present portfolios and artifacts, while gifted students may present 

solutions to real-world or practical problems that they solve with community resources or 

independently. 
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How Academic Assessment Will Be Used in the Classroom 

To make the assessments meaningful, there must be some correlation between skills taught 

in the classroom and skills tested. The interpretation of test results and the transfer of the 

data into a useful tool to aid the students in their performance will require support from 

persons trained in test results interpretation (i.e., the testing company, the administrator, 

the Curriculum Development Committee, the testing chairperson, and teachers). Not only 

must the raw data be analyzed and linked to classroom course work, but also the growth 

and developmental needs must be overlaid.  Therefore, the best opportunity for success 

can be achieved. 

In the NPAPCS student-centered and holistic learning environment, assessment becomes as 

important as instruction.  It lets the teachers know if the instruction is accomplishing its 

stated purpose. If it is not, then immediate changes shall occur in instruction until the 

child’s learning style and readiness are captured in the learning environment and it can be 

demonstrated that goals and objectives are being met.  NPACPS will utilize various 

assessment tools and strategies to chart student achievement. One type of assessment is 

not sufficient to capture the data necessary to show case the student’s needs. 

The NPAPCS assessment program is designed to diagnose, support and encourage 

appropriate teaching and learning in the classroom in order for students to meet or exceed 

the standards adopted by the school. The purpose of the assessment program is to 

determine whether or not students have gained specific knowledge and skills, diagnose 

strengths and weaknesses to determine what the students have learned and how they 

learn, make adjustments in instruction, and assist in decisions to improve student 

outcomes since ESEAFLEX allows for demonstrating academic growth with challenging 

populations by focusing on students’ progress  

From looking at the assessment data and observations, teachers can pinpoint skill 

strengths and deficiencies in content areas and set specific goals for students.  Students and 

teachers can chart their progress. Teachers can use the assessment data for intervention 

and tutorial support. Homework assignment can target the educational needs of all 

learners—gifted students, students with special needs, and ELLs—while strengthening the 

partnership with the parents/guardians. 

Standardized tests should be just one aspect of a regular regime of testing. An important 

relationship of the school’s assessment program is that it supports and encourages 

appropriate student learning that is aligned with the textbook content, local and national 

standards, formative and summative assessment instruments. Standardized tests will help 

the teacher place students on their individual instructional levels based on baseline data or 

pretests gathered from appropriate assessments. 

Frequent textbook content assessments track the students’ progress as well as the 
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A+anyWhere Learning System’s assessment and can accelerate their learning based on 

their performance. Through regular assessment, the teacher will identify educational 

difficulties and provide the necessary intervention strategies to assist the students to 

accomplish academic success. 

No single assessment reveals the whole child. All NPAPCS assessments will support 

appropriate learning and national and local standards.  However, learning theorists have 

separated assessments into two categories: formative and summative. Formative 

assessment such as textbook content assessments, teacher-made tests or informal tests 

with accompanying rubrics, and formal tests are used to provide detailed feedback to 

teachers about their students’ capabilities. The teacher is seen as a supporter to assist the 

student in achieving beyond what he or she can already accomplish and make corrective 

actions where necessary (or in the case of the gifted population, deepen the knowledge 

base by enriching the teaching and offerings). On the other hand, summative assessments 

are used to provide information about students’ achievement at the end of a project or 

course. These can be teacher-made tests with appropriate rubrics or informal and formal 

tests including standardized assessments. The summative findings or results act as a 

mechanism for student, teacher, and school evaluation as well as curriculum revisions.  All 

decisions are based on data followed by collaboration and consensus on the activities and 

assessments that will be implemented to meet the academic and developmental needs of 

the students and improve the school environment. 

Nonacademic Assessments Designed to Support the Comer Model—School Planning 

and Management Team (SPMT) for At-Risk Children 

The following instruments are in the affective domain and have no state standards; 

however, research supports that they are essential for an effective school. These 

nonacademic assessments will be administered throughout the school year as part of the 

school management. These data will be gathered by the school’s administration to improve 

the operation of NPAPCS: 

 The School Climate Questionnaire: This assessment assists the administration in 

identifying the perceptions of the parents and staff of the school climate.   

 Piers-Harris Children’s Self-Concept Scale (2nd ed.): This assessment is designed 

for students ages 7 through 18, written at the 2nd grade reading level. This 

instrument assists the administration in examining the psychological health in 

children and teens and can assist in determining if further testing or treatment is 

needed. Teachers may administer these scales. The test measures the child’s 

perception of his or her physical appearance and attributes, freedom from anxiety, 

intellectual and school status, behavioral adjustment, happiness and satisfaction, 

and popularity. 
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 Social Skills Assessment: This instrument is a pre/post diagnostic assessment for 

grades 6-12 to examine their strengths and weaknesses that the student must be in 

possession of for operating in the global community. 

 Work Readiness Inventory:  Quick assessment of attitudes and skills required in 

the work place to enhance a successful experience. 

 TGEL Overview:  An in depth assessment that NWAPCS will use for internships, 

readiness for summer youth employment, and/or part-time positions in the real 

world. 

 Work Skills Situational Judgment and Active Listening:  an assessment tool and 

workbook designed to enhance critical thinking and problem solving. This 

instrument is supported by the Work Skills Council. 

 Learning Style Assessment:  This instrument is designed to support the method of 

learning for each student’s strength. 

 Naglieri Nonverbal Ability Test second edition NNAT2:  is a culturally fair 

assessment for the gifted and talented designed to identify students regardless of 

intervening factors (.i.e. reading level, academic achievement, or socio-economic 

factors) 

How Nonacademic Assessment Will Be Used 

The school’s climate has two notable characteristics: (1) the frequency and quality of 

interactions among parents, teachers, students, the principal, and administrators; and (2) 

the feelings of trust and respect that exist within the school community. The school’s 

academic climate can be classified on a continuum from “psychologically adequate” to 

“nurturing.” A psychologically nurturing school provides the perfect ground for student 

achievement, professional development, and education reform initiatives aimed at 

improving aspects of the educational process. Grade-level teachers and teachers in other 

departments who do not work well together cannot come together as a team and 

implement a new curriculum initiative. Individual teachers by themselves are not able to 

engage in preventive actions on behalf of students. Poor-quality relationships between staff 

members and students interfere with the educative process. Poor interpersonal 

relationships among the students disrupt the classroom and school. 

The reason for assessing school climate is to examine the extent to which relationships 

among adults and between adults and youths will change as a result of the implementation 

of the Comer process utilizing the three principles of no-fault, consensus, and collaboration. 

Positive relationships are crucial for the establishment of a caring climate and are the 

foundation for bringing about change. It is essential that changes in relationships be 

monitored. Information from the School Climate Survey will aid in the decision-making 
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process regarding activities that should be included in the overall Comprehensive School 

Plan for the purpose of improving the conditions at the school. The data will be used to help 

create the best learning environment for students, staff, and parents. 

Justification for the Specific Assessments Selected 

The assessments were selected for NPAPCS from among many other choices. These 

particular tests stand out because of their validity and reliability as indicated by the various 

research articles and experts that place them among the best in the marketplace to 

determine academic skills and functioning in the affective domain. This mixture of 

assessments supports the scholarly effort to reach and/or exceed the core state standards 

and enhance the effective, efficient functioning of a school. 

Assessment Strategies for Gifted and Talented, Special Needs, and ELL Students 

Through a review of the assessment data, the  (which includes the classroom teacher and 

parents/guardians) can determine whether a student is perceived to be gifted according to 

the Naglieri Nonverbal  diagnostic instrument, the student’s highly inquisitive behavior, 

and the learning strategies that the student employs. It may be appropriate for that student 

to participate in more accelerated and differential classroom experiences and curriculum. 

Students perceived to need special services will be provided with intervention strategies 

commensurate with their strengths, weaknesses, and learning styles to remain in the 

general education population. If these strategies lack success, the student will be referred 

for special education testing and services. If the student is found eligible, the school, with 

the assistance of the parents, classroom teachers, psychologists, and other related service 

providers, will create an IEP to meet the student’s specific needs. (DCPS is selected as the 

LEA for purposes of special education support services.)  If students are ineligible, the 

aforementioned multidisciplinary team will generate a prescription for the students with 

more intense intervention strategies and activities. The English Language Learner, with 

information from the Language Assessment Survey that the state provides to the schools, 

will be interpreted in accordance with his or her fluency in English. (The school may have 

to receive assistance from the native embassy or foreign language organization to assist the 

student to meet the benchmarks and state standards.) The question of whether the 

student’s developmental pathways were addressed during the student-centered 

instruction will be reviewed and collaboratively discussed. It is through this SSST process 

of collaboration that the data are analyzed, corrective strategies are developed, and student 

progress is monitored. 

These assessments are targeted toward all of the stakeholders—the urban youth, the 

limited English students, the special needs students, and the gifted and talented students—

all meeting or exceeding the standards that the state has presented and established.  The 

ELL students will be communicating in their native languages: “urban English,” Spanish, 
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Amharic, Arabic, French, and/or Vietnamese. The D.C. State Language Assessment Office 

will provide the NPAIPCS with the results of the Language Assessment Survey that 

provides the level of proficiency of the English Language Learner. The teachers will be able 

to program appropriately for the students by using the assessment to identify student 

strengths and weaknesses. 

Homework, personal journals, class writing assignments, and performance on tests show 

whether students are mastering important content. In addition, observations of the way 

students approach their work help teachers determine whether students are grasping 

critical concepts. Thoughtfully constructed homework assignments also provide useful 

sources of data for teachers about how students learn independently and how they seek 

help. Homework assignments are equally important in helping teachers understand the 

way parents and families engage in students’ learning. As parent involvement is a critical 

element of the Comer process homework is an area in which parents and teachers can 

become teammates. 

Assessment Schedule 

2014 Suggested Assessment Schedule 

July Appoint testing chairperson from or in collaboration with the 

Curriculum Development Team 

Order assessment materials and resources 

August–September Provide staff development for administrators, teachers, and 

paraprofessionals to administer and proctor tests 

October Administer academic assessments including CTBS   

November Administer the School Climate Survey 

Analyze results from academic assessments and develop 

and/or revise content units 

Analyze the School Climate Surveys 

SPMT plans school wide activities to improve student learning 

and school climate 

Convene school/community meeting on assessment and school 

climate data and school goals 

December–May Content units with pre- and post-assessment 
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February Administer CTBS  instrument as a posttest for NPAPCS to 

determine if students are on track for upcoming citywide 

assessment 

Obtain test interpretation and maintain and/or generate 

corrective actions to meet established goals and objectives, 

state standards, and annual yearly progress 

May Required citywide standardized assessments—tentative, date 

based on state schedule 

June Analyze results from standardized test 

Share posttest results with the school and community 

SPMT begins planning school wide activities for next school 

year 

 

NPAPCS students will be pre-tested using the selected academic assessment in October of 

each year. These data will be analyzed, and appropriate corrective plans will be developed 

and/or revised based on these assessment data. The SPMT will plan school wide activities 

based on the assessment data. These pre-assessment data will be shared with the parents. 

The SPMT will hold a school/community meeting on the data results. The school’s data-

driven goals will be shared at this meeting along with the school wide planned activities. 

Teachers will then develop unit assessments and will track students’ skills mastery. These 

formative unit assessments will be in the format of the standardized testing. 

In November of each year the school staff and parents will complete the School Climate 

Survey. This survey will allow the school to collect data on the school climate. Based on this 

information, the SPMT and Parents Program will develop programs and activities to 

improve the school climate. The results of these data and the school wide-planned activities 

will be shared with all staff and parents. 

During the school year, all unit and textbook content assessments will be in the format of 

the standardized test. Teachers will chart and analyze student’s pre- and post-data. 

Discussions of these data will be a part of staff weekly grade-level meetings. 

Student will have a standardized post-assessment schedule based on the state testing 

calendar. Posttest data will be analyzed, shared, and operationalized. 

Alignment of Assessments with Curriculum and Core State Standards  

The assessment program is a major tool for aligning the curriculum and reinforcing the 

curriculum goals. It provides differentiated information about student achievement. Some 

assessments are informal and formal pre-assessments—to establish baseline data. 
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Teachers use the baseline data and are informed as to what information, knowledge, and 

skills the students possess and design lessons, experiences, and projects to build on the 

skills the students must have to meet the core state standards. These tests are group and 

individually administered by teachers, psychologists, or other service providers. Post-

assessments establish the extent to which the student has learned the skills and can exhibit 

those skills under established and defined testing conditions. . 

Appropriate assessments keep both the curriculum and the instructional level on target. 

With the no-fault, collaborative, and consensus principles, the Curriculum Development 

Team and grade-level teams provide opportunities for the evaluation and alignment of the 

curriculum and the instructional program in relationship to the textbook content and 

developmental pathways to meet the needs of the students.  NPAPCS is student centered, it 

is critical that performance standards and content materials intersect at intervals that will 

allow for internal evaluation to determine if the performance standards are being met. 

a. Basis for Promotion and Graduation 

Before earning the necessary Carnegie Units for the next grade or graduation, NPAPCS 

students will be able to demonstrate that they have mastered the critical skills in each 

course. Students must meet high academic standards before they can be promoted or 

graduated. NPAPCS believes that learning is continuous and that the compartmentalization 

of learning makes it difficult for students to master and transfer skills within and among 

content classes.  This supports the Thematic Approach in the classroom setting. It is the 

mastery of skills identified in the Aligned Curriculum at each grade level that will be a 

substantial factor in the determination of promotion and graduation. NPAPCS is student 

centered and holistic. 

As part of the Aligned Curriculum Process, teachers working in interdisciplinary and/or 

grade-level teams will chart the skills needed to achieve proficiency in each subject. Skills 

mastery is cumulative and reflects skills mastered in the previous grade and the 

prerequisite skills needed to enter the next grade. Skills will be placed in a hierarchy of 

learning by teachers based on their significance in overall understanding of the course 

content. Skill attainment will be charted daily, weekly, biweekly, and monthly, depending 

on the support needed for success. Some skills are complex and require some knowledge 

from other disciplines (Thematic Approach), whereas others are simple. Teachers and 

students working together will chart student progress.  

Federal Law permits special education students to attain a High School Diploma or a 

Certificate of Attendance.  Selection should be made by the 16th Birthday of the student 

and his or her parent or guardian.  Additionally, after age 16, special education students 

must be actively in a transition program that intensely examines the world of work to 

obtain prereadiness career/college and or work skills. 
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d.   Student Intervention 

The A+anyWhere Learning System and Aligned Curriculum are skills-based and tracks 

student progress at regular intervals via technology, teacher-made and classroom-based 

assessments that are close to the actual learning and the students and most aligned with 

the actual instruction. Through this process students can receive immediate feedback 

because formative assessment will give teachers a systematic way to evaluate how well 

students are progressing. Teachers and parents will know if it is necessary for intervention 

from formative assessments. Parents often know the areas where intervention is needed. 

They will partner with the school and staff and provide input on what is happening in the 

home or community environment that should be factored into the intervention plan. 

Parents will be tremendous assistants in monitoring and supporting the intervention 

strategies. 

The teacher will work with the student to pinpoint the academic and developmental issues 

affecting the student’s ability to achieve his or her benchmarks. Intervention will be based 

on the data teachers have about their students. Students have different learning styles and 

needs that must be considered when implementing intervention strategies. 

NPAPCS believes that any intervention program must address the “whole student.” The 

following intervention strategies will be used to help individual students who are 

struggling: 

 Peer Teaching: Fellow students who understand the skills or have grasped the 

concepts and can explain or demonstrate the tasks or skills to be mastered in a 

manner that will enable their fellow students to achieve academic success will be 

selected to assist the students needing assistance.  

 Tutoring (Individual and Group): Students who are having difficulty with certain 

units, subjects, projects, assignments, or other issues in the learning environment 

that are impairing their ability to achieve can receive tutorial services, one on one or 

in small groups. Teachers will provide folders paper/electronic for tutors that cover 

the subjects where help is needed. This is an effective way to provide support where 

a student may have a deficiency. Tutoring may occur in before- and after-school 

care, during club activities, or during the biweekly half-day special activity days. 

 Individualized Instruction: Ongoing assessments and teacher observations will 

make the teacher uniquely aware of what may be causing the student difficulty. The 

teacher can prepare individualized materials, reviews, or computer programs that 

can put the student back on the right grade or classroom level. 

 Interdisciplinary Intervention: A student may be able to read and not be able to read 

math problems, comprehend social studies concepts of compare and contrast, or 
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science theories. This inability to transfer skills to other content areas will have to 

be addressed across disciplines. Student support and intervention must be provided 

by well thought-out activities and projects that are interdisciplinary and scripted to 

help students attain the skills necessary for success in other core content classes. 

 Mentoring: A student may be accomplished academically, and need additional 

assistance with handling day to day issues, finding balance or homeostasis, and 

making good decisions to be a more successful contributing member of the global 

community. 

4.  Charter School Curriculum 

a. Student Learning Standards 

Because NPAPCS is student centered, it is critical that performance standards and content 

materials intersect at intervals that will allow for internal assessments to determine if the 

performance standards are being met. The Education Committee of the founding group is 

composed of parents, community members, school administrators, and secondary teachers, 

foreign language teachers, math and science advisers, special education and reading 

specialists, an art and music teacher, and language arts teachers with varied educational 

experience in the District of Columbia Public School (DCPS), public charter schools, and 

universities. It was the consensus of this group that inasmuch as our students are expected 

to meet or exceed DCPS Standards and are required to take the same standardized tests as 

students in the D.C. public schools, it is an educationally sound decision to model our 

academic design around the newly adopted and current DCPS Common Core State 

Standards (CCSS). 

An aligned curriculum will insure that instruction is consistent with the DCPS standards 

and assessments while providing each teacher with a framework. During this aligning 

process, teachers will meet in teams and come to a consensus about what skills are most 

important to teach within their content areas and assess. Once this is determined, the 

teaching staff will align the skills that will be taught with the student prerequisites skills, 

national and local standards, and, standardized test used by NPAPCS, and the academic, 

work skills and social needs of the students. Staff will then develop formative assessment 

and a content assessment. The formative assessment provides students with practice on 

the formats of standardized tests, a critical variable in enhancing outcomes. The content 

assessment is given by all teachers to determine how well students perform on significant 

tasks and the standards aligned with the significant tasks. The SPMT will provide ongoing 

monitoring of the faculty’s efforts. 

Components of a NPAPCS Aligned Curriculum   
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Purpose 

Standards provide an objective measure of how well students are performing in their 

subjects. The learning standards specify what students should know and be able to do as 

learners at the end of each class or online session. Standards hold students responsible for 

what they learned in previous sessions as well as their current learning experiences. 

Standards alone do not express what students learn or what students are capable of 

learning. They are simply one tool that should be used in conjunction with teacher-made 

assessments and teacher observations. 

NPAPCS will adopt the same performance standards used by DCPS because they address 

the skills a student needs to master in each subject area in order to achieve academic 

success, work skills preparation and college entry level performance.  Most of the teachers 

employed by NPAPCS will be familiar with these standards. NPAPCS will have an integrated 

thematic skills-based curriculum that will be aligned with the textbooks, standards, 

formative and summative assessments, and work skills and social skills. This process will 

enable teachers to make sure that their students meet or exceed the No Student Left Behind 

benchmarks. The standards adopted by NPAPCS will provide all students with the 

knowledge and skills needed for future entry level work and postsecondary education, as 
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evident by the following key characteristics: 

 sets high expectations for all students 

 includes explicit Graduation requirements 

 places emphasis on active  skilled base learning 

 provides framework for formative internal and interim assessments to measure 

learning and for tailoring learning experiences to the individual needs and learning 

styles of the students 

 provides opportunity to clarify goals and learning gaps in self-assessments to chart 

progress by students and families 

 provides opportunity to offer effective means to communicate short-term and long-

term priorities and monitor performance 

 provides a clear basis for improving academic and nonacademic performance 

 provides summative assessments to measure progress against key relevant 

standards and norms 

 

b. Resources and Instructional Materials 

NPAPCS will have a rigorous academic program using the varied materials to teach the 

skills based on the skills based thematic curriculum and technology to stimulate the 

interest and supplemental work skills and social skills resources that will develop students 

who are independent thinkers and decision makers. NPAPCS will utilize the thematic 

approach Spring Board Curriculum for use in English and Math. Spring Board is aligned to 

the Common Core State Standards and helps all students and teachers reach the goals of 

the Common Core Initiative. The Common Core Standards provide the “what” in the form of 

required achievements for students. Curriculum materials must provide the “how” to help 

students achieve the standards outlined. The Spring Board curriculum materials support 

student acquisition of the skills and knowledge to meet Common Core standards by: 

 Providing engaging and relevant activities that allow students to develop the 

essential skills needed for success in college level work as well as in the workplace 

 Incorporating appropriate rigor that challenges students by requiring them not only 

to apply concepts and skills, but also to explain the thinking behind their 

applications of knowledge 

 Designing the program around evidence of what works in the classroom: research-

based practices such as designing instruction with the end in mind, scaffolding 
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activities to prepare students for increasing levels of rigor, integrating learning 

strategies that help students “learn how to learn” 

 Integrating content that addresses key strengths found in current state standards; 

the rigor of the curriculum fully meets and often exceeds the expectations of key 

state standards 

 Spring Board infuses rigor, sets high expectations, and expands access and 

opportunity for all students. Spring Board provides culturally and personally 

relevant activities designed to engage students in problem solving, academic 

discourse and critical analysis. This unique approach to individualized learning 

provides teachers with a road map for opening the doors to a bright future for all 

students. 

1. Instructional methods for this integrated curriculum often include "applied teaching 

methods and team-teaching strategies" so that learning is "more contextualized, 

more integrated or interdisciplinary, student-centered, active, and project based," 

notes Phelps (1997, p. 43). A student-centered approach encourages students to be 

active participants in their own learning. Instead of emphasizing memorization and 

abstract learning, teachers focus on authentic instruction to promote contextual 

learning. Contextual learning refers to "learning that occurs in a real-life context or a 

close simulation of a real-life context," note Rogers, Hubbard, Charner, Fraser, and 

Horne (1996). These teaching and learning processes require students to solve 

problems and complete tasks that are found in real-life situations--especially, but 

not solely, in workplace situations. Students work in small groups to acquire and use 

information, make decisions, and apply academic knowledge to vocational or real-

world frames of reference. Teamwork and hands-on approaches are emphasized. 

Such instructional practices make learning more meaningful, help students to see 

the applications of their knowledge and skills, and connect learning to the world 

outside the classroom. Because this type of learning is very different from learning 

that occurs in the traditional classroom, teachers need to develop new assessment 

practices. Approaches to authentic assessment may consist of student portfolios, 

presentations, or exhibits.  

2. Besides implementing new methods of instruction and assessment, schools must 

have openness to changing the structure of the school. Class periods may vary from 

the standard 50-minute period to allow time for project development and team-

teaching activities. If teachers in different subject areas are teaching integrated 

units, classes must be scheduled so that the same students are in class with each 

teacher in different blocks of time (Walker, 1996). 

3. Because most teachers have been trained to teach curricula that are school-based 
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and subject-specific, professional development is necessary for teachers to adopt 

different roles and teaching strategies. Stasz (1997) states that teachers need to 

increase their knowledge of workplace practice and authentic applications of their 

subjects, to create high-quality integrated curricula that combine academic and 

vocational skills, to adopt teaching roles that support authentic learning, and to 

develop alternative assessments that provide meaningful feedback. A case-study 

approach may be helpful in preparing teachers to successfully integrate work skills 

and academic education.  

4. Time must be provided for teachers to plan lessons, visit businesses or schools, and 

meet with the curriculum team. Some of this staff development time will involve 

going out into the business community to see what math, science, social studies, 

language arts, artistic, and occupational skills are required in the contemporary 

workplace.  

5. The task of choosing the most appropriate models can be accomplished by a 

planning team comprising school administrators, academic teachers, parents, and 

representatives from the business community. The involvement of community 

businesses and industries is essential to the development of an integrated school-to-

work curriculum. 

NPAPCS will develop communication skills that enable our students to comprehend and 

become active participants in the world around them. The NPAPCS curriculum will teach 

the following core subjects: reading/ literacy, language arts, math, science, and social 

studies. These core subjects will be augmented with and through foreign language 

(Spanish), physical education, art, and music. NPAPCS will anchor the academic program 

with K-12 A+anyWhere Learning System, work skills and social skills,  The 

interdisciplinary/cross-curricular teams  are examples of an instructional method to meet 

student educational needs. Content information from other subjects and life skills will be 

integrated in foreign language classes for practical application in daily living. Course 

content information will be used to expose students to art and music from other cultures. 

Using the integrated, interdisciplinary skills based thematic curriculum approach to create 

opportunities to expose students to content enhances the opportunities for learning and 

using life skills to transfer learning to real life situations. Learning will be challenging but 

the non-traditional methodology will keep youth motivated to come to school. The student-

centered philosophy will be conveyed in bulletin boards, photo galleries, community 

projects and programs with one message, “this is your school” here to provide you support 

services and opportunities. Students may be learning about one particular skill, but they 

are receiving this information from different course content scope and sequence, varied 

methodologies and strategies, and multidisciplinary materials and activities. The 

educational laboratory research based data and latest technology will help to accelerate 
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learning. Our students who are re-enrolling are coming back into the learning environment 

with the readiness to learn looking for new pathways to the future. The approach requires 

team planning, collaboration, and consensus, but it ensures consistency and continuity of 

learning while avoiding duplication. Using this model, English Language Learners and 

students with disabilities will be able to meet their potential in a supportive environment 

where the teachers come together to provide the confidence and comfort necessary to 

promote learning. 

The NPAPCS founders believe that all students require a basic set of skills in order to 

succeed in school. Skills mastery within the content areas will be a major tool of inquiry 

into content and will accelerate learning in a self -paced, open-ended premised upon skills 

acquisition. Students will be required to master subject matter skills that transcend the 

boundaries of a specific content class. Skills are the building blocks of learning. Skills 

previously taught and mastered lay the foundation upon which knowledge can be 

successfully built in subsequent content areas. Skills acquisition is essential to build 

independent thinkers. Teachers will identify the skills in their content areas and the skills 

necessary to acquire, organize, and communicate knowledge that transcends the 

boundaries of their subjects: 

 Social Skills: accepting responsibility, respecting others, cooperating, resolving 

conflicts, etc. 

 Problem Solving Skills: comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation 

 Communication Skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, etc., and  

 Developmental Skills: gross motor skills, fine motor skills, psychological  cognitive 

 Workforce Readiness Skills: to simulate real work situations and identify career 

pathways and mentors.   

These skills are integrated in the curriculum and developed in each content area. 

Using a theme, teachers can work collaboratively on a unit. The teachers may share 

materials and may use the same space to teach the unit. This type of 

interdisciplinary/cross-curricular team-teaching provides students with twice the 

exposure to social studies and science content. Teachers working together could integrate 

the topics.   

During the nine-week cycle, the focus can be on different themes. Literacy skills will give 

students the cognitive tools to explore, analyze, critique and communicate orally and in 

writing about content materials.    Using this approach, the integrated curriculum will spark 

the interest of the students  

Initially, the theme will be identified during the summer proceeding from content material, 
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but thereafter at the end of each theme to gain input from students, parents, and 

community stakeholders during the school year. This planning process is critical to 

successfully integrate skills within the curriculum. Teachers will be able to plan creative 

ways to introduce cultural information. They will have time to select the best materials and 

order supplies. They will be able to conduct research and share information. Teachers 

working collaboratively will determine not only the themes with input team students but 

also how much time will be devoted to a particular focus. 

To assist teachers, there will be ongoing staff development throughout the school year that 

will address current youth who (cannot read or write). Staff will integrate this current 

information into their established curriculum. As new topics are explored, formative and 

content assessments will be updated, thus giving the teachers a clearer understanding of 

students’ skills mastery. Teachers will compare pre- and post-assessments and be able to 

track student progress as they work and plan collaboratively.  

 

Reading 

Students will work in learning blocks of 100 minutes, so that they can develop the core 

competencies of reading and writing.  Effective literacy skills are central to student 

learning. Our curriculum will integrate the core literacy skills of reading, writing, listening 

and speaking, viewing and presenting across all disciplines. Communication skills and 

strategies are intertwined with content strands and concepts to help students see the 

connections among people and disciplines. 

Literacy will be the hallmark of NPAPCS, with every teacher using reading skills for 

strategies. A reading specialist will assist teachers in preparing lessons that ensure that 

reading skills are integrated daily and taught across content areas, reinforced and 

monitored in keeping with the Aligned Curriculum. A student will be able to read in 

language arts, understand reading comprehension in social studies, read math materials, 

and read and understand science materials. 

The reading specialist will train teachers on how to introduce reading in each content 

subject. The interdisciplinary teams will have reading as the underpinning for group and 

one-on-one projects. The continual reinforcement of reading will provide students with 

varied instructional methods that will meet them at their readiness level and address their 

individual learning style. 
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Every Teacher Teaches Reading 

 

 

Work Skills Readiness/Career Preparation 

NPAPCS will provide a comprehensive program that includes, but is not limited to 

individualized counseling sessions, testing, career and interest inventories, and college 

preparation courses for senior students, and financial aid. The goal is to work with all 

students in cultivating attitudes and behaviors that will lead to success while navigating 

their post-secondary options and career options. 

AVID Curriculum 

In the 2014-2015 school year, NPAPCS will begin participating in the AVID program 

(Advancement Via Individual Determination). Founded in 1980, AVID is a college readiness 

program that addresses the achievement gap for minority students in the United States and 

was developed with the intent to make sure first-generation college students are prepared 

to enter college. Its curriculum focuses on organizational management/study skills, 

leadership, college exposure, and strategies for improving and maintaining academic 

achievement. Now serving almost half a million students in the United States, the AVID 

program has a proven track record of success in ensuring high school graduation and 
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college enrollment for traditionally underserved students at NPAPCS.  

In the 12th grade, the senior seminar plays an important role in preparing students for 

their life after high school graduation. This class is designed to assist students in seeking 

jobs or completing and submitting college applications, applying for financial aid and 

making a successful transition from high school to a post-secondary environment and the 

workplace. Students also participate in local job and college tours and fairs in addition to 

meeting with their college counselor throughout the year to ensure they are on track to 

graduate.  Financial aid seminars are held in the Fall to assist students and parents with 

completing financial aid applications and understanding financial literacy from a 

parent/student perspective. The course requires a considerable amount of independent 

work and study. 

The most important element of the education at a NPAPCS is that students learn in the real 

world.  A part of the student’s education is the LTI (Learning through Internship/Interest). 

In this internship with an expert mentor in the field of the student’s interest, the student 

completes an authentic project that benefits the student and the mentor at the internship 

site. The projects are connected to the student’s interests and meet the needs of the 

mentors, and are the main root to deepening student learning and academic growth. 

There are three primary reasons for connecting real world, adult mentors to the schooling 

process: 

1.  Students learn how to be adults by being with adults. 

Teenagers are on the brink of adulthood, and we believe the best way for them to learn 

how to be an adult is by being immersed in the adult world. With mentoring, a young 

person steps into that adult world on a regular basis, and interacts with a variety of adults. 

Mentoring moves a young person beyond the familiarity of the adults in his or her personal 

life and provides a broader range of role models. 

2. The expertise is out in the real world. 

Advisors know a great deal about human development and their own specialties. However, 

Big Picture schools do not expect advisors to know about all the interests that their 

students may have. The expertise of a mentor in her/his field is valuable to both the 

student and to the advisor. Mentors become living examples of the careers that students 

are thinking of pursuing. 

3. The guidance is invaluable. 

The mentor-intern relationship is special for people of all ages. The guidance and direction 

that mentors give is personal, and based on the intern’s own particular needs, talents, and 

interests. There is a level of comfort in this kind of guidance that makes it possible to learn 

through both accomplishments and mistakes. For teenagers, it can be an especially 
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important haven during the tumultuousness of adolescence. 

Social Skills 

Success in today’s work place requires interpersonal and intrapersonal social skills.  Since 

its inception in 1997, the High Tea Society (HTS) has worked with at-risk girls to bridge the 

gap between the family and larger society and global communities. Character, values and 

conduct will be the guiding principle practiced at NPAPCS, which will be social laboratory.  

NPAPCs will utilize social and values curriculum of HTS.   

The Friday listening social skills sessions superheaded by the HTS will be unisex sessions.  

The students will be grouped into listening clusters of 10 students per cluster.  The staff 

will be trained in listening skills.  Listening, the Forgotten Skill (Madilign Burlez-Allen, 

1995). The focus of these sessions is to provide opportunities to use real life situations.   

Physical Education/Healthy Living 2.5 units 

NPAPCS offers a health related fitness program.  Students will experience a variety of 

cardiovascular and fitness related activities as well as develop skills while participating in 

individual and team centered activities.  NPAPCS aims to prepare students for a lifetime full 

of physical activity and provides opportunities to be active.  Students will acquire the 

practical knowledge needed to establish a healthy lifestyle, both as an adolescent and as a 

maturing adult. NPAPCS also offers a health course that provides students with essential 

preventative health information that is intended to help avert negative health behaviors 

and enhance the student’s quality of life. 

Additionally, students have regular access to a clinical social worker and intervention 

counselor for questions regarding diet, mental/emotional health, and safe sex. 

The holistic philosophy of NPAPCS is premised on a belief that schools must be 

knowledgeable of and willing to meet the total needs of the student. Health, nutrition, and 

exercise have been proven to be factors that affect the capacity of a student to perform in 

the learning environment.  At NPAPCS, students will have programs and classes on healthy 

living. Demonstrations on nutritious meals and snacks and discussions on weight gain and 

fast foods, the dangers of soft drinks, the importance of drinking water, and growth and 

development will be an integral part of the program. The physical education program will 

be diverse, with group exercises such as yoga, tai chi, walking, movement, and dance. The 

school will take full advantage of any community resources that can enhance and expand 

the physical education options available to our students. The key component of the 

physical education program that NPAPCS chooses is that it will address the mind and the 

body. Through the SPMT, weekly activities will be planned to enhance concentration and 

thinking and other activities to stimulate circulation and increase stamina and strength. 

The physical education program will be designed to motivate student performance in the 
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classroom.  

d.    Methods of Instruction 

NPAPCS has expanded the methods of instruction to address student needs. The methods 

of instruction will reflect the three guiding principles of the Comer School Model: 

collaboration, consensus, and no-fault. These principles create a learning environment 

where students, parents, and teachers develop a relationship that allows students to learn 

and succeed. 

Student Centered 

The Student Individual Learning Plan (SILP) takes center stage in the instrumental 

environment. Teachers’ instructional plans, students’ work, and supplemental data are at 

the heart of decisions about the tools that support teaching strategies, student learning, 

and student development. Instructional plans are based on data teachers have about their 

students. In the student-centered learning environment, learning and developmental goals 

are established that take into account students’ levels of readiness and preparedness for 

challenging academic work. All the methods of instruction have one goal, for the student to 

believe, in this class, in this school, I can succeed. Parents will receive orientation in the 

various methods of instruction and will be encouraged to visit, assist, and observe in 

classrooms. Parents will receive training on how to help their students with homework and 

how to help them in the classroom. 

How the classroom is organized facilitates student learning and student interaction. In an 

open ended, shelf-paced environment there may be centers, small group circles, or large 

group activities, A+anywhere computer centers.  The classroom will create an environment 

in which students are active learners and decision makers. At the start of a class, a teacher 

may describe to students the learning objectives for the day and the process for pursuing 

the objectives. Students may be asked to suggest how they will carry out the various 

learning tasks; students may make suggestions regarding classroom rules and how certain 

discipline issues could be addressed. This allows students to contribute to classroom 

management and take pride in the productive learning environment they have created. 

Differentiated Instruction 

What is Differentiated Instruction?  To differentiate instruction is to recognize students 

varying background knowledge, readiness, language, preferences in learning, interests, and 

to react responsively. Differentiated instruction is a process to approach teaching and 

learning for students of differing abilities in the same class. (Hall, 2001 National The VARK 

Questionnaire will assess the student’s learning style). 

The Kinesthetic/Tactile Learning Style 

Kinesthetic/Tactile learners process information actively through physical means. 
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Kinesthetic learning refers to whole body movement while tactile learning refers only to 

the sense of touch. These learners gesture when speaking, are poor listeners, and lose 

interest in long speeches. Most students that do not perform well in school are 

kinesthetic/tactile learners. The crux of this learning style is that the learner is connected 

to real situations through experience, example, practice, or simulation.  

Learning Strategies for Each Learning Style 

The Visual Learning Style  

 Replace words with symbols or initials.  

 Translate concepts into pictures and diagrams.  

 Underline or highlight your notes or textbooks with different colors.  

 Practice turning your visuals back into words.  

 Make flashcards of key information with words, symbols, and diagrams.  

The Aural Learning Style  

 Attend lectures and tutorials.  

 Discuss topics with your instructor and other students.  

 Put summarized notes on tape and listen to them.  

 Join a study group or have a "study buddy."  

 Tape records your lectures.  

 When recalling information or solving problems, talk out loud.  

The Reading/Writing Learning Style  

 Write out important information again and again.  

 Read your notes silently.  

 Organize any diagrams into statements.  

 Rewrite the ideas and principles in other words.  

 Make flashcards of words and concepts that need to be memorized.  

The Kinesthetic/Tactile Learning Style  

 Sit near the instructor in classroom situations.  

 Read out loud from your textbook and notes.  

 Copy key points onto large writing surfaces (i.e. chalkboard or easel board).  
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 Copy key points using word processing software.  

 Listen to audiotapes of your notes while exercising.  

 Take in information through field trips, laboratories, trial and error, exhibits, 

collections, and hands-on examples.  

 Put real life examples into your notes summary.  

 Recall experiments and role-play.  

 Use pictures and photographs that illustrate an idea.  

 

Teachers will have a solid repertoire of instructional models, routines, and practices and 

will be able to start best practices for the instructional needs of individual students. 

Teachers will use instructional methods that will address the developmental and social 

needs such as homelessness for students who couch surf, health, dental, student care, and 

court appearances in their daily planning.  The ISLP will be readily available as teachers 

collaborate and use interdisciplinary approaches to address social, ethical, linguistic, 

cognitive, and psycho-emotional needs. 

Students may be placed for varying time spans into one of the basic learning modes—

independent study, one-on-one instruction, small group instruction, and large group 

instruction, and K-12 A+anyWhere Learning System. Learning centers will be developed, 

and computer technology will be available to accommodate independent study, one-on-one 

lessons, and small group instruction. 

Students will move from group to group, so teachers in a team can collaborate and share 

information about their progress or a single teacher can use centers to address individual 

student needs within the classroom. The students may group and regroup as they pursue 

different learning objectives. Instructional adaptations may be required for students who 

are gifted and talented, have special needs, or are English Language Learners. Parents will 

be encouraged to become educational advocates for their Students and join the team to 

address the learning needs of their students. 

Looping 

The open end approach and skills based curriculum will lend itself to looping where by 

students will work with a teacher in the continuing of learning beyond one academic year. 

Many of the targeted population have not had adult relationships, essential for behavioral 

development and some do not have a family to fall back on. In this non-traditional 

environment, teachers not only provide instructions but also support mentor and make 

referrals for social services.   
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Direct Instruction 

Teachers will integrate work skilled readiness, social themes in the shelled based 

curriculum with the Madeline Hunter Model Seven Step Process as a shell for lesson 

planning and unit planning: 

1. objectives 

2. standards 

3. anticipatory set 

4. teaching 

• input 

• modeling 

• check for understanding 

5. guided practice/monitoring 

6. closure 

7. independent practice 

The methods of instruction will vary based on the needs of the students: 

• One-on-One Instruction: This may be utilized for students who need review, who 

need tutorial, or who may be advanced, working on a project. 

• Independent Study: This may be utilized for gifted and talented students or any 

student who wants to work on a project of his or her choice from the 

interdisciplinary core curriculum. This method of instruction allows a student to go 

deeper into the study. Students will be encouraged to do independent investigations 

as well. 

• Small Group Instruction: Students will work on collaborative projects such as 

research, murals, timelines, or a long-term writing project. For example, students 

may create a story with their own characters and share with the teams how the 

story evolves. They may read their story to the class; the teachers will guide the 

discussions and check for understanding of the essential ideas of the story by having 

the class reflect on what they heard and ask questions. In this no-fault environment, 

students will be anxious to share and participate in teams with their classmates. In 

this example, the teacher would use the guiding Comer School Model principles to 

establish and maintain a safe environment for communicating, risk taking, and 

learning essential skills such as listening, reflecting, and formulating questions. 

• Large Group Instruction: Interdisciplinary team-teaching is an excellent method of 
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instruction for large groups. It requires the collaboration of staff and students to 

come together to decide what needs to be learned. This instructional method 

provides each student with an appropriate learning program built on a continuous 

cycle to find out where each student is and how he or she got there (assessment), 

deciding what he or she needs to learn next (specifying objectives), selecting ways 

for him or her to obtain those objectives (diversified learning styles and 

opportunities), and making sure he or she has met the objective (reassessment). 

• Interdisciplinary theme focused community projects-Working alone or in small 

groups students can design a project that will offer them an opportunity engage the 

community, use skills mastered and create a final product or project that can be 

shared with the community. The will foster a sense of connectedness and 

citizenship.  It will give students a real life experience and an opportunity to 

establish meaningful adult relationships.    

This multidimensional method of teaching will allow the teacher to meet the student at his 

or her developmental level of readiness. Parental participation will help maintain a safe 

environment for learning and reinforce the value of education. 

b. Students with Disabilities 

At the NPAPCS, we value all students and see each one as equally deserving of an excellent 

academic environment geared toward building effective, confident, and highly motivated 

individuals. We are committed to the success of every student enrolled at NPAPCS 

including students identified as having disabilities. We will provide the necessary supports 

in order to ensure the success of our students with disabilities in the classroom throughout 

their school years at NPAPCS. We will provide opportunities for all students to improve 

their self-esteem and to self-reflect, self-evaluate, and self-assess. Based on our mission to 

prepare our students through a student-centered, interdisciplinary learning environment 

with a challenging academic atmosphere, we will use an inclusion model. We will begin 

with a consultant model utilizing the special education coordinator/teacher as the resource 

for the general education teachers to assist with assuring that Individualized Education 

Program (IEP) goals are being implemented. Later, depending on enrollment, we will use a 

collaborative co-teaching model consisting of the special education coordinator/teacher 

and general education teachers. If we find that we have students with IEP needs that 

cannot be addressed appropriately in the general education classroom, we will provide a 

resource room in order to provide additional outside services. 

Staff 

Our special education staff will consist of a special education coordinator/teacher that will 

coordinate meetings and referrals, ensure the accountability of providers and services, 

facilitate training for staff on special education needs, and maintain records on students. 
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We will hire a special education coordinator/teacher and depending on special education 

enrollment, more as needed. We will also have a part-time mental health professional on 

staff to provide counseling services as needed to address social, emotional, and other 

issues. 

Legal Status  

NPAPCS will use DCPS as the LEA for special education purposes.” DCPS will provide 

assessment and placement if necessary, transportation, and teacher training. NPAPCS will 

be responsible for referral, placement where appropriate, and related services. 

Needs Assessment 

The assessment process will be ongoing. Parents, as active members of the NPAPCS 

educational community, will be partners in any process that determines student needs. If it 

is found that a student is having difficulty meeting the standards of the classroom and it is 

suggested that the student may have a disability, the student will be referred to the School 

Support and Services Team to determine if a disability exists. The team will decide if a 

referral for assessment should be made only after modifications and accommodations have 

not been successful. In instances where newly enrolled students have been identified as 

having a disability, the existing IEP will be requested and reviewed by the SSST to 

determine needs and strategies to implement the IEP. As part of the application process, 

parents/guardians will be asked to submit a copy of the IEP and other supporting 

documents and/or have them sent from the previous school. As a part of the ongoing 

identification process, parents/guardians may make referrals if they are concerned or 

suspect a disability. 

Once a student is referred through the classroom process or by a parent/guardian, 

interventions are not successful, and the SSST suspects a disability, the special education 

coordinator/teacher will invoke the necessary procedures for evaluation, IEP team 

meetings (including parents, classroom teachers, assessment professionals, the special 

education coordinator/teacher, etc.), IEP development, and appropriate placement if 

necessary. Students will be evaluated with a battery of tests by a multidisciplinary team 

that includes, as appropriate, a psychologist and other mental health professionals, a 

speech pathologist, an educational specialist, and so on. Evaluations will be conducted 

within the timelines as prescribed by NPAPCS and DCPS.    

Depending on the needs identified in the IEP, the student will receive services in the 

inclusive classroom using a team approach (classroom teachers, specialists, special 

educational coordinator/teacher), in a pullout setting, or in a self-contained classroom. All 

related services will be provided in these settings. 

Monitoring 
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Classroom teachers and staff will conduct ongoing monitoring of students’ services and IEP 

goals in and outside of the classroom. The special education coordinator/teacher will 

document this process and all special education compliance according to federal law and 

regulation. Frequent progress meetings and progress reports will be provided to parents, 

and the special education coordinator/teacher will make all SSST members aware of 

progress and the need for adjustments to the IEP goals and services. 

c. English Language Learners 

The English Language Learner (ELL) Program of NPAPCS will be in full compliance with all 

federal laws designed to ensure that all Students regardless of immigration status have the 

right to free, appropriate education. Parents of ELL students will be oriented and trained 

about the educational program for their Students. Materials will be translated so parents 

understand and participate in all school activities: 

• Enrollment: NPAPCS enrollment policies do not discriminate based on English-

language proficiency or immigration status. 

• Identification: All students during the enrollment process must complete a Home 

Language Survey to identify students who come from homes where a language other 

than English is spoken. NPAPCS will make sure that important documents are 

translated into the appropriate language to keep parents informed. 

• Assessment: All students will receive appropriate assessment for placement in 

classes and programs using tools designed to measure English-language proficiency 

in the areas of reading, speaking, writing, and the comprehension of English. 

Students will not be labeled Non– or Limited English Proficient (also known as NEP 

and LEP) without a valid assessment. 

• Placement and Services: The ELL Program is designed to address the needs of the 

students and not just the English language needs of the students. ELL students will 

receive the same educational programming that is provided for all students. 

Inclusion will be the preferred method of instruction for ELL students. NPAPCS will 

use the pullout strategies if, based on assessments and teacher observation, 

students are not progressing according to their grade level. The Comer School Model 

creates a learning climate that will be very supportive of ELLs and their parents. In a 

student-centered environment, instructors must have as much information about 

the student as possible. NPAPCS will select the most appropriate ELL plan for its 

student population. 

• Transition/Exiting: NPAPCS will have policies for exiting a student from the 

language support program once the student gains proficiency in English so that the 

student can participate in the general educational program. NPAPCS will establish 
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criteria to determine when a student qualifies for exiting. 

• Monitoring: NPAPCS will monitor students to ensure that students exited from the 

language support program are performing in the general educational program 

without barriers caused by limited English proficiency. 

• Staffing: NPAPCS staff for the ELL Program will meet the certification criteria 

established by Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL). Staff 

will receive training to understand that language-learning process. Staff needs to 

know that a student may demonstrate peer-appropriate second-language 

conversation within two years of arrival but that immigrant students require an 

average of five to seven years to approach grade norms.  

NPAPCS plans to locate in Ward 7 or 8, both of which currently do not have a large Latino, 

Asian, or African population; however, that could change with the advent of the baseball 

stadium east of the river and job opportunities associated with the new stadium. NPAPCS 

estimates that 18 ELLs will be enrolled. Whether there is one student or 30, NPAPCS will 

provide the support required as outlined by the National Council of La Raza, the U.S. 

Department of Education, and the professional association TESOL. The foreign language 

teacher will have training to assist ELL students 

d. Strategies for Providing Intensive Academic Support 

Due to a lack of developmental support in their homes and communities, students   bring 

both academic and social needs into the learning environment. 

Health Support 

Our targeted populations have not always had the benefit health screenings, fitness, proper 

diet and nutrition, eye care and dental care. Health problems unattended will adversely 

impact a student’s ability to learn and focus.  During the initial orientation period, student 

and parent will be asked to give permission for NPAPCS to access health information 

beyond the mandatory information required to attend school 

  

Health information will make the teacher aware of any physical deficits that impair the 

student’s learning. This pathway addresses physical health, nutrition, energy, physical rest, 

and alertness. Many at-risk Students have untreated hearing, vision, dental, and other 

health-screening needs. Teachers will work with the Student Support Team (SST) to 

address health issues. NPAPCS has initiated discussions with Dr. Sakilaba Mines, 

Multidimensional Health Institute, Dr. Goulda Donner, HIV-AIDS expert and Dr. Patria 

Davison, cardiologist, will demonstrate healthy meal strategies to create a community 

health program for our students.  
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Academic Support 

It is important when providing intensive academic support that a climate exists where 

students are not afraid to say, “I don’t understand. Could you please explain it again?” or “I 

need some help with this assignment.” The purpose of intensive academic support is to get 

the most from students in terms of their motivation, engagement, and effort in the 

classroom. 

Strategies for providing intensive academic report will reflect the student-centered 

philosophy of NPAPCS.  Using the ISLP support teachers will be guided by the ‘whole 

student’ in providing the support.  What initially may appear to be an academic deficit 

could have a socio-economic foundation that must be addressed simultaneously with 

academic problem?  Strategies will be as varied as learning styles and will engage the 

students, parents, community partners, technology and tutorials. 

Students who are reading at or near grade level and who would only require ongoing 

reading instruction in content area knowledge, vocabulary, and literacy strategies; 

Students who were reading substantially below grade level with a range of instructional 

difficulties that included word recognition, fluency, vocabulary, and/or comprehension; 

and Students who were unable to "unglue the print from the page" and could thus read 

only the simplest of texts. Interestingly, when the data were disaggregated, it was found 

that all of the students in this group had been identified as having language-processing 

difficulties and were enrolled in special education will lend a receptive student-centered 

climate at NPAPCS. 

The Remedial Program  

The NPAPCS staff will be involved in a concentrated effort to provide services and 

alternative learning experiences to students who, in the teacher's judgment, will qualify 

and profit from additional assistance in the areas of language development, reading, 

writing, math, history or science.  Major emphasis will be focused on nurturing success in 

classrooms and developing positive self-concepts and good attitudes toward school.  

Tutorial services will be available to any student who is not making sufficient progress as 

documented on Standards of Learning, national norm-referenced, and/or other local 

assessments.  The self-paced, open-ended A+anyWhere Learning System will assist student 

in improving their basic skills. 

NPAPCS will use volunteer tutors to reinforce student deficiencies. Based on the student’s 

learning styles varied approaches to content materials will be used depending on the 

student’s need.  Student interests and life skills experiences can further assist in reading 

skills mastery.  

The NPAPCS staff, parents, volunteers and community members often will work in the 

classroom side-by-side with the classroom teacher to help Students with their reading, 
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spelling, writing, math, history, or science assignments.  Occasionally, Students will be 

"pulled-out" into another classroom or area so that they may work individually or in small 

groups on particular skills. 

 Students come to school with developmental gaps that impair their ability to learn. It is 

because of these gaps and a desire to address them holistically within the learning 

environment Parental involvement is essential to help NPAPCS identify the needs of the 

students. The academic environment will foster trust and a safe learning environment for 

students and parents. In this environment parents will work with teachers and staff to 

better serve the needs of students. 

The NPAPCS staff will be involved in a concentrated effort to provide services and 

alternative learning experiences to students who, in the teacher's judgment, will qualify 

and profit from additional assistance in the areas of language development, reading, 

writing, math, history or science. 

Literacy 

The literacy program of NPAPCS, with its emphasis on every teacher  using reading 

techniques integrated in skills to be mastered , coupled with pre-assessment diagnostic 

tools will help teachers identify students who are substantially below grade level. The 

process of identification and early intervention will be made easier due to the teacher–

student ratio. While the teacher is doing large group instruction, librarian technology 

teacher can provide one-on-one individualized instruction or a tutor with teacher guidance 

can prepare individual learning packets for students who require additional help. ISLP 

allows students to work with A+anyWhere Learning System The instruction and the 

packets will be based on data gathered from assessments about the student from the 

weekly review of the ISLP by all teachers. And for students identified as LEP and NEP, the 

foreign language/ELL teacher will be available to provide intensive support in the 

classroom setting or a pullout setting if the students’ learning needs so dictate. 

Interdisciplinary Teams 

Interdisciplinary/Cross Curricular team-teaching thematic skills base curriculum will 

provide multiple strategies for addressing the needs of students with reading and other 

basic skills that are substantially below grade level. There will be continuity and 

consistency in the instruction of reading and other basic skills instruction. The teams will 

have an opportunity to track student performance across disciplines and subjects. The data 

and observations will be captured in the ISLP to enable teachers to develop the most 

effective plan for addressing the students’ needs, and that plan will provide the basis for all 

teaching instruction. To reconnect youth with risky behavior such as drug abuse, alcohol 

abuse, other risky behaviors requires collaboration across all youth serving systems. 

Patchwork of programs will not do, there must be a continuum of services to support 
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learning.  

Intensive academic support is not the teachers’ responsibility alone. The support of the 

entire school community and parents will help to bring about student success. Teachers 

can assist parents in learning more about the strengths and learning styles of their students 

so that they will be better able to reinforce their student’s learning at home. School policies 

and practices can be structured to support student effort and high expectations for success. 

School Climate 

School climate has been a factor in youth dropping out of school. Fear and concern for 

safety and security, must be addressed to create an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect 

in the classroom to prevent disruptive behavior, fights, and conflicts. Using these 

principles, teachers and students will establish guidelines for classroom interactions as 

well as boundaries for discussing sensitive issues. Students will learn to respect the 

diversity of ideas and styles of learning. Through collaboration and consensus students will 

learn to give and receive feedback in a non-threatening learning environment. The socials 

skills integrated into the curriculum will use student’s life skills, peer modeling and real life 

situations to improve social interactions; students’ emotional skills will be built by training 

them in alternative behaviors for resolving conflicts that is critical for success in the work 

place. 

Daily parental presence in the school and in the classrooms will reinforce that NPAPCS is a 

place for learning and not conflict. 

2007 survey of high school students found that 16% males and 8% females have had 

physical fights on school property. 0% had not gone to school on one or more days in a 

month because they felt unsafe either at school (Center of Disease Control and 

Prevention.2009) Ensuring that youth feel safe is central to enhancing school enrollment 

completion. 

Longer School Day and Year 

Many at-risk students enter school with learning deficits due to social-economic conditions. 

Teachers will be able to use this additional instructional time to determine the total needs 

of the students and create an academic program that will ensure that all students can 

progress at their rate to achieve graduation. 

The more time in school, the more opportunities to learn and master skills. The after-

school program will have tutorials to assist students one on one or in small groups. 

NPAPCS will partner with Howard University Jump Start, Council of Churches of Greater 

Washington, DC Cares and Ameri-Corps for Work skills Readiness Summer Experience.  

NPAPCS will provide a Work-Study Six Weeks Summer Experience where student will have 

two week of intensive social skills and work skills readiness exposure. Using the social and 
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character skills development curriculum of the High Tea Society and the National Work 

Readiness Council’s Work skills Situational Judgment and Active Listening Manual student 

will be exposed to the soft work force skills that employers are demanding in today’s 

workforce. NPAPCS will enroll to be a site for Mayor Summer Youth Program and will work 

during the year to build relationships with potential employers that reflect varied career 

paths so the work placements will meet the needs and interest of the students.  

e. Strategies for Meeting the Needs of Accelerated Learners 

Gifted and Talented 

Data from standardized tests, classroom-based evaluations, observations and teacher-

made assessments will enable teachers to determine which students should be identified as 

gifted and talented. This determination will provide the information necessary to develop 

programs, materials, and activities that challenge the students academically. These 

students will have the opportunity to work on increasingly difficult and complex 

assignments that will challenge their intellectual abilities such as  

• Personal Learning Contracts,  

• Problem-based Learning Activities,   

• Research Papers  

• Internship Activities 

• Learning Packets 

• Independent Study 

• Learning Center Assignments 

• Differentiated Instructional Activities (Higher Order Thinking Skills) 

• Peer Collaboration 

5.  Graduation/Promotion Requirements 

Basis for Promotion and Graduation 

Before earning the necessary Carnegie Units for the next grade or graduation, NPAPCS 

students will be able to demonstrate that they have mastered the critical skills in each 

course. Students must meet high academic standards before they can be promoted or 

graduated. NPAPCS believes that learning is continuous and that the compartmentalization 

of learning makes it difficult for students to master and transfer skills within and among 

content classes.  This supports the Thematic Approach in the classroom setting. It is the 

mastery of skills identified in the Aligned Curriculum at each grade level that will be a 

substantial factor in the determination of promotion and graduation. NPAPCS is student 
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centered and holistic. 

As part of the Aligned Curriculum Process, teachers working in interdisciplinary and/or 

grade-level teams will chart the skills needed to achieve proficiency in each subject. Skills 

mastery is cumulative and reflects skills mastered in the previous grade and the 

prerequisite skills needed to enter the next grade. Skills will be placed in a hierarchy of 

learning by teachers based on their significance in overall understanding of the course 

content. Skill attainment will be charted daily, weekly, biweekly, and monthly, depending 

on the support needed for success. Some skills are complex and require some knowledge 

from other disciplines (Thematic Approach), whereas others are simple. Teachers and 

students working together will chart student progress.  

Federal Law permits special education students to attain a High School Diploma or a 

Certificate of Attendance.  Selection should be made by the 16th Birthday of the student 

and his or her parent or guardian.  Additionally, after age 16, special education students 

must be actively in a transition program that intensely examines the world of work to 

obtain prereadiness career/college and or work skills. 

English 4 units 

Currently, high school students must complete four years of English: English I, II, III, IV, 

respectively.  English I and II develop reading, writing, listening and speaking skills.  

English III is a survey of American Literature and English IV is a survey of English 

Literature.  Each course (generally) is offered for the length of one school year.  The one 

year class format supports the needs of some students.  The progress of others may begin 

to decline early; they are locked in to class for the year; they experience failure and despair; 

and they possibly drop out.  One solution to this problem is to present the year’s offering in 

two parts, for example, English I Part English I Part II and I.  This format allows the student 

to progress at his/her own rate.  If the student does not master the material in Part I of any 

course, he/she may recycle Part I during the next semester.  The student will have the 

opportunity to gain .5 credits and have a sense of personal gratification. In this self-paced 

learning environment, the goal is academic success.  

In addition to the required English courses, students should have the opportunity to enroll 

in enrichment classes of particular interest/need to them.  These classes would have timely 

and attractive names reminiscent of current events and pop culture, Word Attack, Poetry 

Unleashed! The Grammar Factor, The Real Writers of DC, and yet they would convey the 

communication, life, and study skills needed to advance in today’s society. 

The acquisition of knowledge is never a misuse of time.  Haven’t we all surprised ourselves, 

at one time or another, by easily pulling from our own caches some know-how or facts that 

we had learned long ago?  Our target student population may consider some of the 

American and English literature selections that they have encountered dry and of little 
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interest to them.  Yet, in order to compete with their peers in and outside of the local school 

system, they must have the same measure of exposure and opportunity to survey the 

literature that has influenced the history development of our country. 

A skills-based English curriculum would provide a comprehensive approach to teaching 

and learning with clear guidelines and procedures.  Through active learning, students 

would engage in relevant learning experiences in research and high level thinking skills 

based on real world inquiry.  Teachers would provide individualized support as they 

differentiate instruction.  Students who learn to carry out research will utilize their skills to 

become lifelong learners and contributors to their homes and communities.  Instruction is 

not contained in the classroom.  Interdisciplinary/Cross-Curricular opportunities abound 

for the English student.  One thematic interdisciplinary activity for our target population is 

Exploration of our City. Our youth our locked into their communities and do not venture 

out beyond community boundaries. To increase their exposure and opportunities they 

must expand their horizons.  The disciplines would team up, for example, English-Social 

Studies, and after initial class activities would head out into the cornucopia of educational 

pursuits that the DC area has to offer: architectural and historical walking tours, museums, 

colleges, the waterfront, etc.  The session would include a trip to the Smithsonian Museum, 

Eastern Garden, National Park, etc. Students’ parents, children and members of the 

community could come along. Students would be required to research bus routes from 

their homes.  Once there, they would meet their teachers and pick up engaging assignments 

to be completed at the festival, including new vocabulary discoveries, recording and 

interviewing participants, taking pictures, and collecting pamphlets and memorabilia.  The 

students will organize their information and upon returning to school (usually the 

following week) make their presentations to the group.   

Through the auspices of the thematic projects in English class, students will be able to 

present their research projects to other classes and, through the collaboration of the 

teachers, receive credit for both classes.   

Students at every grade level take an English class that meets four times per week. NPAPCS 

will use the thematic approach Spring Board Curriculum to focus on building solid language 

skills and developing strategies that can be used in every subject area. For example, one 

teacher had this to say about the Spring Board Curriculum, Sylvia Ellison, also an English 

teacher at Brandon High, was happy to replace the chronological teaching of American 

literature for her 11th-graders with "'The American Dream" theme. 

Ellison teaches three 11th-grade language arts classes that combine students with 

disabilities in classes with other students. Two-thirds of her students failed the English 

portions of the 10th-grade Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test, she said, but they are 

taking to Spring Board. "They like the variety," Ellison said. "I love it." Her class took about 

seven weeks to cover Jon Krakauer's biography, "Into the Wild," about a 24-year-old man's 
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adventures and death in the Alaska wilderness. "We listened to the whole book on iTunes," 

Ellison said. "Last year, they read 'The Great Gatsby.' I think they got more out of this one." 

Students related to the adventurer's relationship with his parents, she said, and there were 

"all sorts of life lessons." 

Through listening, writing, and reading the students learn significant facts, concepts, and 

generalizations for meaning. In oral communication the listener’s task is to understand the 

message of the speaker, in conversation or formal lecture. Listening is a critical skill 

essential for preparation for work force readiness.  Teachers will be encouraged to have 

listening circles that will provide opportunities to relate relevant life skills, but also to 

listen and reflect. The students will be taught to go beneath the surface of words to get 

meaning and develop vocabulary. The classroom teacher will integrate vocabulary 

development into the skills based thematic curriculum and present a model for word 

power. . Through interdisciplinary instruction students will understand and use technical 

words and specializations commonly used in a field of study and careers. Students will be 

able to use the dictionary and other resources for figuring out meanings, pronunciations, 

and normal usage and patterns of words. Vocabulary development will involve talking, 

seeing, reading, writing, and extending word relationships. Students will learn to use 

computers and other technological aids to support their communication skills. They will be 

given opportunities for oral communication through classroom activities; community 

projects public forums and student leadership opportunities 

Through student-centered learning environments that support student’s social, ethical, 

psychological, language, physical, and cognitive development, the language arts 

instructional program will teach students to listen attentively, speak persuasively, read 

with understanding, and write with command. Reading and communications skills will be 

integrated into the language arts program to meet the needs and learning styles of every 

student in the school.   The English curriculum is based on research, best practices, and the 

newly adopted D.C. CCSS and other content standards. Skills based thematic 

interdisciplinary/Cross Curricular teaching is properly suited for translating English skills 

into real world situations. 

English skills facilitate students’ ability to learn and use content materials. Interdisciplinary 

team-teaching allows for continuity of instruction among all teachers and will be 

encouraged. 

As students gained the basic rudiments of English, writing, and reading, they will be able to 

use mastered skills to engage in complex projects identified by the interdisciplinary teams, 

such as major writing projects, journaling, and internships. The skills for each content 

course will be identified so that they can be reinforced in each subject, which will enable 

students to develop mastery at their own readiness level. 
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Math 4 units 

Our approach to the math curriculum is adopted form the Sage School that uses two-fold a 

skills based approach. First, our math curriculum allows students to progress at their own 

pace, some may move through the material quickly, while others move through more 

slowly. However, they all are expected to do so at 100% mastery. The key to keeping 

students engaged is allowing them to progress at their own rate and to experience 

ownership over their learning. The second facet of our math program focuses on 

immersing students in mathematical thinking, an approach called Quantitative Reasoning. 

This includes activities that challenge and develop the logical, mathematical, and statistical 

problem-solving tools needed for today's world. Students learn and strengthen 

mathematical habits of mind while reading the newspaper, engaging in projects, solving 

riddles, designing products, and even while performing daily tasks such as cooking. 

NPAPCS selected look at curriculum where students solve complex math problems using a 

variety of mathematical knowledge and skills, collaborate with others to complete a task, 

and communicate effectively using the language of mathematics. With such programs as 

the College Board Springboard, students explore the “big ideas” such as reflected in the 

skills base thematic curriculum used in the school and develop the critical thinking skills 

needed to apply and communicate concepts in real-world situations.   

It is our goal to ensure that every student receives the essential skills needed for 

mathematical literacy. In keeping with this challenge, our mathematics program will reflect 

a learning environment that emphasizes the unifying concepts of communication, 

reasoning and proof, representation, problem solving, and connections. These are 

embedded in the new CCSS. 

Developments over the past 20 years have led to a tremendous increase in the importance 

of mathematics in a growing number of occupations and in daily life. As a result, the goal of 

achieving mathematical literacy for all citizens has become a national priority. By today’s 

definition, mathematical literacy means that students need to have a range of sophisticated 

mathematical knowledge and skills that extends far beyond basic calculation skills. 

The Education Committee of the founding group also recommends curriculum based on the 

NCTM standards that seek to develop students’ mastery of content and process, and seek to 

develop teachers’ subject-specific expertise. These two curricula will encourage teachers 

and students to go beyond arithmetic—to explore more of the mathematics spectrum by 

investigating data gathering and analysis, probability, geometry, patterns, and algebra. 

Mathematics is integrated into other subject areas and becomes part of the ongoing 

classroom routine, outdoor play, and the spare transitional moments that occur every day. 

The work skills readiness and social skills development integrated in the skills based 

thematic approach will give students opportunities to apply skills to community and real 
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life situations. 

These curricula will emphasize the application of mathematics to real-world situations. 

Numbers, skills, and mathematical concepts are not presented in isolation but, rather, are 

linked to situations and contexts that are relevant to everyday lives. The curriculum also 

provides numerous suggestions for incorporating mathematics into daily classroom 

routines and other subject areas. Our Aligned Curriculum and interdisciplinary approach 

will provide students with many opportunities to “do” and “use”: financial literacy, banking, 

measurements, and so forth. 

Lessons will include time for whole-group instruction as well as small group, partner, or 

individual activities. These activities balance teacher-directed instruction with 

opportunities for open-ended hands-on explorations, long-term projects, and ongoing 

practice. Students will be encouraged to explain and discuss their mathematical thinking in 

their own words. Opportunities to verbalize their thoughts and strategies give students the 

chance to clarify their thinking and gain insights from others. 

The use of technology in implementing the math program will provide numerous 

opportunities for one-on-one, small group,  individualized activities and the A+anyWhere 

Learning System. The availability of excellent software to support mathematics programs 

will enable students to receive supplemental instruction and reinforcement for additional 

challenges and will assist students in monitoring their own progress. 

Science 4 units 

All NPAPCS students will NPAPCS take year-long Science courses every year or present 

evidence of successful completion from the last school attended. We use a hands-on, 

experiential approach to Science which helps students gain an understanding of concepts 

and processes such as chemical interactions, biological effects of chemicals, qualitative and 

quantitative analysis, and the difference between science and public policy.  

Ninth grade students will take Environmental Science, where they will learn about the 

living and non-living factors and phenomena that make up the world in which they live. As 

they learn about the environment and their role in it, they will also sharpen critical 

thinking and analytical skills. Tenth grade students explore a series of Chemistry concepts 

beginning with matter, atoms and molecules, and leading up to molecular properties, 

structures, phase changes and chemical reactions. 

Eleventh grade students cover key concepts of Biology related to the fields of cell biology, 

genetics, ecology and evolution.  Twelfth grade students study Physics through the 

Modeling Physics approach and its applications to the world around us.  

To expand its science focus beyond the classroom, NPAPCS will create will work with local 

advisory members to create opportunity for health service projects. We believe students 
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learn science best when they are actively engaged in doing science and thinking like 

scientists.  HIV=AIDs, SDPs, Anacostia River Clean project, Global Warming are just some 

samples of themes that also have social , literacy, language art, fine arts, etc. application. 

NPAPCS will use the A+anyWhere Learning Program to provide  students with 

opportunities to investigate the natural world; learn about interesting, relevant, and 

exciting ideas; and understand the link between science and all other aspects of the 

curriculum. Each program is based on the following principles of scientific literacy: (1) all 

students can investigate and learn science concepts and can experience success in science; 

(2) students must develop knowledge of and the ability to use tools and processes of 

scientific inquiry; (3) students experience success in science when they develop age-

appropriate knowledge and understanding of the life, earth, and physical sciences and 

when they learn about the history and nature of science; (4) science content should be 

presented to students in an interesting, comprehensible, and clearly organized format; and 

(5) students’ competence in the concepts and processes of science should be assessed 

through a variety of tools that are consistent, authentic and fair. The products also contain 

specific materials for English Language Learners (ELL) and students with special needs. 

NPAPCS also plans to purchase experiment kits for each grade level. 

The science program will provide a continuum of interactive activities that will be designed 

around the CCSS and the NPAPCS standards. The science-learning environment will engage 

students in problem solving, inquiry, and decision-making and ensure a quality holistic 

learning experience. Students will make real-life connections through skills based thematic 

science projects as science is extended beyond the classroom walls. 

The use of the scientific method and critical analysis will be integrated into hands-on 

learning experiences. Scientific inquiry, life sciences, physical sciences, earth and space 

sciences, and the earth systems are the topics that will be taught and integrated into the 

thematic content. 

Social Studies 4 units 

The Pathways Academy Public Charter School Social Studies Program for grades 9 through 

12 is designed to prepare attending students to become knowledgeable and productive 

citizens in a culturally diverse and interdependent global society.  The social studies 

program will focus on connecting students intellectually with past, present and projected 

future historical events through the implementation of a multi-disciplinary and 

interdisciplinary curriculum. 

With the implementation of the Common Core State Curriculum Standards and the 

organizing strands of the National Council for Social Studies, the NPAPCS Social Studies 

Program will be an integrated study of the social sciences and humanities to promote civic 

competence. The NPAPCS social studies curriculum will provide a coordinated, systematic 
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instructional framework that incorporates theories and concepts from the following 

disciplines. 

 

Anthropology Archaeology Economic Geography History 

Law Philosophy Political Science Psychology Religion 

Sociology     

 

Inclusion of content information from the above disciplines will incorporate the 

humanities, mathematics and the natural sciences in the NPAPCS social studies program. 

The NPAPCS Social Studies graduation course requirements and Carnegie Units (4.0) are: 

    SUBJECTS                        CREDITS 

World History  1.0 

DC History/Civics  0.5 

US Government  0.5 

US History   1.0 

Geography   0.5 

Elective   0.5 

 

Implementation of the social studies program will present opportunities for students to 

become well-informed individuals who will be able to make thoughtful decisions that will 

have noteworthy outcomes. 

The NPAPCS social studies program will encompass the skills students need to develop the 

values of a democratic republic, skills for collecting and analyzing data, as well as, 

opportunities for group collaboration and problem solving.  Differentiated instructional 

strategies will be used to foster students’ abilities to: 

• Compare and contrast past and present events 

• Read and interpret maps, graphs and charts 

• Identify the relationships of individuals and groups to institutions 

• Study and embrace cultural diversity 

• Master presentation skills, as well as, verbal and written feedback  

• Experience the varied visual and performing arts 

• Use technology to research, record and preserve data 

The New Pathways Academy Public Charter School Social Studies Program will incorporate 

and implement the Common Core State Curriculum Standards and the National Curriculum 

Standards for Social Studies’ “Ten Themes” organizing strands.   
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THE TEN THEMES 

Theme 1:  CULTURE 

Theme 2:  TIME, CONTINUITY, and CHANGE 

Theme 3:  PEOPLE, PLACES, and ENVIRONMENTS 

Theme 4:  INDIVIDUAL DELVELOPMENT and IDENTITY 

Theme 5:  INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS, and INSTITUTIONS 

Theme 6:  POWER, AUTHORITY, and GOVERNACE 

Theme 7:  PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION and CONSUMPTION 

Theme 8:  SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, and SOCIETY 

Theme 9:  GLOBAL CONNECTIONS 

Theme 10:  CIVIC IDEALS and PRACTICES 

History courses broaden our students’ understanding of what it means to be human and 

why it is important to have a socially just world.  Special emphasis is placed on the lives, 

work and history of women and people of color. The National African American Museum of 

History and Culture, the Native American History Museum, the Anacostia Museum, and the 

Dorothy I. Height Library are excellent resources that will be used in the program, in 

addition to the internet and other relevant technological programs. 

Ninth graders will focuses on World Geography from both a micro and macro perspective. 

Students will uncover their unique place in this world as they gain a global outlook. 

Students will also examine diverse cultures, political systems and religions.  

In 11th grade, students will take US History, a one year course that is a study of various 

people and events that spans the relatively young history of the United States of America, 

designed to give students a critical and thorough perspective on the successes and failures 

throughout American history from the meeting of three very different cultures through 

present day. The course will involve specific looks at various case studies of specific events 

and “big ideas” behind them that connect to today. 

Teachers will identify other materials that will provide global awareness through themes 

mutually agreed on by the teachers. Global awareness in content classes will be reinforced 

with maps, timelines, posters, world workbooks, and other skills based thematic projects.  

Additional materials will be selected that will reinforce/support the acquisition of such 

skills as questioning, hypothesizing, critical thinking, chronological thinking, historical 

analysis and interpretation, understanding historical issues, analysis, decision making and 

historical research capabilities.  
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Foreign Language 2 units 

Our Spanish curriculum focuses on bolstering students' conversational skills and 

confidence to use the language in their everyday lives. Daily classes are conducted 

primarily in Spanish in order to maximize students' exposure to the language. Students 

learn through a combination of games, songs, videos, and projects, which provide ample 

opportunities for practicing speaking, listening, reading, and writing. We focus principally 

on building vocabulary and grammar skills, which can then be used to learn more about the 

cultures and histories of the Spanish-speaking world. Recognizing that this Spanish-

speaking world begins in our home valley and extends around the world, we are 

developing opportunities for trips--both local and global--in which students can put their 

skills to use in real-life situations. 

Students strive to understand and interpret written and spoken Spanish well enough to be 

able to use the language both within and beyond the school setting. In class, students will 

perform dialogues based on real life situations (i.e. buying food at the market, asking 

directions to school) to put their written vocabulary and grammar into authentic practice. 

Our goal is to provide a non-competitive atmosphere where the student is highly motivated 

and feels comfortable with the language in as short a time as possible. This course asks 

students to practice and study Spanish outside of the classroom daily. Students will learn 

Spanish through reading, speaking and listening comprehension.  

The foreign language curriculum will be one that supports NPAPCS’s belief that the 

acquisition of other languages is a critical component when developing students to function 

successfully in the local and global community.  Critical to this sensitivity is a foreign 

language program that will give the students an appreciation of other cultures through 

another language and provide them with a different way of looking at themselves and 

others.  

The curriculum chosen will offer a dynamic, comprehensive, evolving program that can be 

supportive of the core subjects when used in the interdisciplinary approach to education. 

Emphasis will be on oral communication and listening, with secondary emphasis placed on 

reading and writing skills. In the foreign language classes students will receive instruction.  

All course content will not be theme directed. Teachers will make the determinations based 

on CCSS and content. To build mastery, language skills are built over two-year cycles. 

Looping will enhance language skill acquisition. Students will remain with the same 

language instructor during the two-year cycles: The foreign language classes will reinforce 

the themes, units, and content of the core courses.  Recommendations for the foreign 

language have been suggested by Ms. Matilde Martin (Spanish teacher) and Dr. Marilyn 

Sephocle (Multi-language professor at Howard University) and consultants in the field.  

The foreign language curriculum at NPAPCS will offer a dynamic, comprehensive, and 
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evolving program that presents topics of relevancy to the learners. The teaching 

methodology will take into consideration various learning styles to be able to reach all 

learners while emphasizing oral communication and some reading, writing, and listening 

skills. Instruction methodology will include (but not be limited to) online and audiovisual 

aids to enhance learning. Some classes will be held on a university campus with a strong 

instructional technology component that will allow students to travel in time and space via 

cyberspace. The Howard University Ralph Bunche International Center has excellent 

language labs that will expose students to simultaneous translations. This will provide 

authentic text and visual material, as well as an opportunity for chats with native speakers, 

self-tutorial practice to improve students’ writing skills, immediate feedback, and self-

paced interactive language software. 

The foreign language curriculum at NPAPCS is guided by Standards for Foreign Language 

Learning of the American Council of the Teaching of Foreign Language that has been 

adopted by NPAPCS. This organization promotes the “five Cs” of foreign language 

education: communication, cultures, connections, comparisons, and communities.  

Music/Art/   0.5 Units Visual/ Performing Arts 0.5 units 

The Visual Arts play a key role in shaping students’ critical thinking and creative modes of 

learning. By engaging students in the exploration of projects in a variety of art techniques 

and processes, instruction will also focus on developing students’ capacity to make 

connections between the visual arts and other disciplines; to understand the visual arts in 

relation to history and cultures; and be able to ask meaningful questions about the role of 

the arts in general 

Like other facets of the skills based thematic educational program, these subjects will be 

offered in the student-centered, interdisciplinary holistic approach. The culturally rich 

community of Washington, D.C will support the content area. 

Art and music will be an extension of the communication programs of NPAPCS. Art and 

music are forms of self-expression. Art as visual language and music as language of sound 

will provide other outlets for students to communicate. Additional skills learned in art and 

music that will be applied in other classes is such skills as discipline, safety tips, motor 

dexterity skills, hand–eye coordination, and creative thinking. In the student-centered art 

program, students will be introduced to a variety of techniques that students can relate to 

real life, social skills and work skills. Art will not be taught in isolation but, rather, will be 

totally integrated in the interdisciplinary program with all the other subjects. The 

art/music instructor will be a member of the interdisciplinary team. 

Technology 

Our technology program addresses the inconsistent academic preparation our students 

have received in their l school education before matriculating through NPAPCS. This lack of 
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preparation creates a large variation between high-achieving and less accomplished 

students which requires NPAPCS faculty to cater to a wide range of student skills in a 

differentiated learning environment. Using technology to create an always on, self-paced 

and collaborative environment for our students, we can weave technology into the fabric of 

our disciplines while simultaneously creating a more interactive and responsive teaching 

model. In this way, we hope to prepare our graduates for successful careers in a highly 

global and interconnected society. Our program creates a more personal differentiated 

teaching environment for the students. This will be achieved by implementing a blended 

learning environment, which includes online learning combined with traditional classroom 

instruction facilitated by Promethean Smart Boards and computers. 

The vision for this curriculum is based on the National Educational Technology Standards 

for Students (NETS - S). The NETS- S has six different dimensions: 

• Creativity and Innovation – Demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, 

and develop innovative products using technology. 

• Communication and Collaboration – Use digital media and environments to 

communicate and work collaboratively. 

• Research and Information Fluency – Use digital tools to gather, evaluate and use 

information. 

• Critical Thinking, Problem Solving and Decision Making – Use critical thinking skills 

to plan and conduct research, manage projects, solve problems and make informed 

decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources. 

• Digital Citizenship – Practice legal and ethical behavior and understand the human, 

cultural, and societal issues related to technology.  

• Technology Operations and Concepts – Demonstrate a sound understanding of 

technology concepts, systems and operations. 

6.  Supports for Learning 

a. Family Involvement 

Positive adult relationships are critical to the behavioral development of students. Comer 

Model places so much emphasis on the involvement of parents in the schools and the 

learning environment. Their presence signals to Students that schools are important and 

learning has value. Parents will be actively recruited to work hand in hand with teachers 

and administrators for the academic benefit of their Students. 

It is critically important that parents have a sense of ownership and pride in the school that 

provides education for their Students. Parents must feel empowered and that their input is 

valued. The Comer Model is a school-level participatory approach that stresses the 
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involvement of parents. As a part of this model the school’s staff and stakeholders organize 

themselves into three teams: the School Planning and Management Team, the Parent Team, 

and the School Support and Services Team. These teams have three guiding principles that 

allow the school to review its aims and methods and identify problems in a no-fault 

environment. These principles create a culture where parents can play an active role in the 

school community, from management to the classroom. Teachers and administrators are 

trained to work with parents in a no-fault environment where consensus allows for 

brainstorming, in-depth discussion, and cross-fertilization of ideas. Collaboration without 

paralyzing the principal and willingness to work cooperatively as a part of a team are 

another component of the School Development Program (SDP).  A member of the staff will 

be trained to be the SDP facilitator.  This individual will be available to help with the 

organization of each component of the program. 

Parents at NPAPCS will do more than just participate. Projects may include but are not 

limited to fund-raising; volunteering as hall monitors, coaches, hosts, and guides for new 

parents; being administrative, or classroom aides; and assisting in other school programs. 

NPAPCS will have an “Open-Door Policy” for parent participation in school activities. 

Parents will have “hands-on” participation. 

Parents will be selected by their fellow parents to participate on the SPMT. The SPMT gives 

parents direct access to management and a vehicle for transmitting views and opinions on 

issues related to academic, social, and school management. When parents are seen working 

in the school, their involvement bridges the gap between home and school, which helps at-

risk student make this tremendous transition. Parents will serve as a link to volunteer 

groups and organizations, service agencies, businesses, and other parents. At home parents 

provide support and reinforcement to increase the bond between school and home that 

will foster success for their students. Parents bring vital information about their student’s 

social development needs and their strengths. This information can influence curriculum, 

instruction, and assessment. 

The SDP views parental involvement as the cornerstone for success in developing a school 

environment that stimulates the total development of its students. Parents are expected to 

• select their representative to serve on the SPMT, 

• review the school plan developed by the SPMT, 

• work with staff in developing and carrying out activities of the parent–teacher 

general membership group in line with the overall school plan, 

• support efforts of the school to assist students in their overall development, and 

• encourage new parents to become involved in school activities.  

o Parent and Principal Monthly Breakfast Meeting - This meeting is a 
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breakfast meeting that will be held each month for parents. This time is set 

aside for parents to dialogue with the principal in an informal setting and for 

principal to give a mini update of school progress.          

o Parent Academy - The academy will provide training, workshops, individual 

and group counseling, seminars on topics critical to them, provide 

information to parents on ways that they can help prepare children for 

school, and provide an arena for parents to form parent support groups. 

b. Community Participation 

The holistic philosophy of NPAPCS is premised on a belief that the school must address all 

the developmental needs of each student. The school will not have all the necessary 

resources to address all these needs. However, if left unattended, these needs may 

adversely affect a student’s ability to learn and be successful in the school environment. 

Parents will be a vital link to community support and resources to help NPAPCS. NPAPCS 

will solicit community partnerships from a broad array of organizations and individuals 

with programs that can help NPAPCS meet its goals and objectives. In addition to providing 

support outside the school, community stakeholders will have an active role as members of 

the Board of Trustees, Community Advisory Council, and the SPMT. Community 

participation can provide volunteers, in-kind contributions, fund-raising assistance, and 

program development. 

NPAPCS will be located in Ward 7. These communities are located in the far southeast 

sectors of Washington, D.C., and have limited access to resources. NPAPCS will tap 

community support from the immediate community and from Washington, D.C., at large. 

NPAPCS founders have met or spoken with representatives from certain organizations, and 

some letters of support and endorsement are attached. 

From its inception NPAPCS has been committed to the involvement and participation of 

parents and community in the creation and development of the school. The concept for the 

school evolved from grassroots involvement. The principles that are the underpinning of 

the mission, philosophy, and goals of the school are student centered with a commitment to 

parental and community involvement. 

Most of the current founders of the school either currently live in have worked in Wards 7 

and 8 and are familiar with the educational, social, and economical problems that plague 

these wards. Among the founding members residing in Ward 7 are Pauline Davis is an 

entrepreneur, Mary Terrell, retired associate judge, founder Dix Street Academy,  educator, 

Kathy Williams, General Counsel, Dr. Bevadine Terrell, former principal, community 

outreach coordinator and Dr. James E Terrell, community leader, reading specialist 

consultant.  
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There has always been a Community Outreach Committee composed of members of the 

founding group. Student NPAPCS has engaged in a series of informal focus groups to gage 

the level of interests and need for a school to serve the drop-out and potential drop out 

student population. 

Advisory Council 

In addition to having grassroots community members in the founding group, NPAPCS has 

Advisory Council that will provide input into the planning of the school. In addition to 

parents and members of community organizations, there will be at least an international 

educator and an early student hood education specialist on the Advisory Council. NPAPCS 

met with Theresa Mullens of Kids Konnection on August 11, 2005, at her headquarters at 

the GatePost, 1300 Good Hope Road, S.E. Kids Konnection is a grassroots organization for 

youth. She has agreed to serve on the Advisory Council. Advisory Council members are 

• Donald Isaac, Executive Director, East of the Rive Clergy and Police Partnership Rev. 

Stephen Young, Senrior Pastor, Holy Christian House of Praise 

• Janice Tyler, parent 

• Theresa Jones, ANC Commissioner (806) 

• Dr. Goulda Downer, HIV-AIS Specialist 

• Rev. Kip Banks, Interim Executive Director, Progressive Baptist Church National 

Convention 

• Rev. Dr. James E. Terrell, Reading Specialist, President of the Council of Churches of 

Greater Washington, vice president of the Washington Baptist Seminary 

• Fannie Allen,  President, Allen Etiquette Institute; 

• Dr. Sakilaba Mines, Multidimensional Medical Institute 

• Dr. Shelvie McCoy, Special Education Specialist 

• Janice Smith, Assessment Specialist 

• Theresa Beaton, Beaton’s Fine Caterers 
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Organization Contact Services 
Council of Churches of 

Greater Washington, D.C., 

Baptist Minister’s 

Conference, and 

Washington Baptist 

Seminary, area colleges and 

universities 

Dr. James E. Terrell Volunteers 

Anacostia Museum Dr.  Gloria Herndon Cultural programs at the museum 

ARCH Dr. Averette Mhoon 

Parker 

 Drug Abuse 

Private Practice Dr. Patricia Davidson Healthy Lifestyles 

Howard University Jump 

Start 

 

Charles Prince 

 

Volunteers 

Multidimensional Health 

Institute 

Dr. Sakilaba Mines Community health screening and 

programs 

Beaton’s Fine Caterers  Theresa Beaton Culinary Arts 

Sports and Physical 

Therapy 

Paul Heath Fitness 

High Tea Society Lorna John Volunteer Cultural-Enrichment 

Program Afternoon Tea 

 

Student and Community Meeting - This meeting is an opportunity for students and 

community supporters to dialogue with students to hear their concerns. Students for these 

meetings will be selected by their peers to serve as representatives voices for the student 

body. These meetings will also give community members an opportunity to have an 

intimate talk with the students. 

a. School Organization and Culture 

NPAPCSNPAPCS will use the comprehensive school reform model known as the Comer  

The purpose of the Comer Model is to provide schools with an effective and efficient 

management process that will allow them to successfully meet the needs of Students in the 

areas of academic and social development. In this school management model, the school’s 
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staff and parents organize themselves into three teams: 

• The SPMT establishes policy guidelines that address important issues relating to the 

curriculum, parent/staff relationships, school social climate, staff development, and 

public relations. It develops and implements the Comprehensive School Plan and 

school activity calendar. It is also responsible for the coordination of all activities 

and programs in the school. This team creates dialogues around teaching and 

learning, monitors the progress of the Comprehensive School Plan, and makes 

necessary adjustments to the school plan when needed. The team consists of 

administrators, teachers, support staff, and parents. 

• The Parent Team is designed to establish a framework for enhancing both the 

quality and the quantity of parent involvement in the local school. The parent 

component will serve to create opportunities for parents to participate at a variety 

of levels while developing those skills and experiences that allow increases at more 

complex levels of responsibility and decision making in the school program. 

• The SSST promotes desirable social conditions and relationships. It connects all of 

the school’s student services and provides input to the SPMT regarding individual 

and group concerns by focusing on prevention and problem management. The team 

assists individual teachers by suggesting ways to manage early and potential 

behavior problems in the classroom. The team consists of an administrator, staff 

members with expertise in student development and mental health, teachers, and 

other pupil personnel staff who service the specific Students being discussed. 

This process is not an instant panacea. All three teams operate under three guiding 

principles: 

• No-Fault: No-fault keeps the focus on problem solving rather than placing blame. It 

means that everyone becomes accountable. 

• Consensus: Through dialogue and understanding, we build consensus about what is 

good for Students and adolescents. 

• Collaboration: This encourages all stakeholders to work together. The Comer 

Process is based on the belief that students learn best when their education is the 

result of collaborative planning by adults from the school, home, and community 

who work together to implement the school program. 

Under the Comer Model, the SPMT is the central organizing body in the school. This team is 

led by the principal and includes teacher, parent, and support staff representatives. Its 

major function is to develop and monitor a Comprehensive School Plan for the academic, 

social climate, and staff development goals of students and adults in the school. The SPMT 

coordinates all school activities. The presence of parents and teachers on the decision-
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making body provides representation and input. The underlying principles that make this 

an effective organizational model are collaboration and consensus.  

The principal with support from the SPMT will be responsible for the day-to-day operation 

of the school. Students are expected to be in school every day and on time. The parents’ 

handbook will inform them to notify the school of illness and work with teachers to ensure 

that instruction can continue while the student is home. 

School Day 

Although standardized tests do not measure the full range of academics, they do give an 

insight into a school’s performance in some important areas such as reading, English, and 

math. Standardized test results receive wide publicity, and the public judges schools 

partially on the results of these tests. The school day must reflect the amount of time 

necessary to improve standardized test scores without compromising the development of 

academic competencies and student holistic needs... 

The Classroom 

The classrooms are the students’ home away from home, and they must enable a student to 

make a transition from the home environment to the school environment, which may be 

qualitatively different. This transition will be helped if parents are actively participating in 

the school. The teachers will be trained in the DC Best Youth Development strategies and 

must be sensitive to the needs of the student. In the morning when the students arrive, 

teachers must be sensitive to the social development needs of the students. They must have 

activities that allow students to demonstrate their social skills. There must be a social 

routine. The teacher must be sensitive to students’ physical and health needs and 

cleanliness. Students’ ethical needs must be addressed, and they must learn problem-

solving techniques in the classroom because improper behavior is disruptive to the 

learning environment and reduces instructional time. The psychological needs of the 

student must be addressed. The teacher must be sensitive to the emotional needs of the 

student in the classroom. Are they angry, sad, disruptive, or combative? The teacher must 

use the morning class group time to address the students’ needs so that cognitive and 

language development will have the proper academic environment to enable the students 

to achieve. Parents will be encouraged to drop in and participate in the morning meeting. 

Interdisciplinary Team-Teaching 

During the initial summer staff development training, teachers will have a comprehensive 

orientation about the NPAPCS philosophy, mission, and goals. They will also learn how to 

implement an interdisciplinary skilled based thematic focus, CCSS, workforce readiness, 

social skill development and A+anyWhere Learning System curriculum. The staff will be 

trained in DC Best Youth Development Strategies, and Interdisciplinary/Cross- Curricular 

Collaboration, to align course content from selected textbooks and additional instructional 
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materials, and the standardized assessment instruments. 

Reading skills will be critical for each content class and will provide opportunities for 

shared strategies and teaching methodologies. The reading specialists will provide staff 

development training and staff support. More specialized instruction in content subjects 

will occur as students’ progress. The foreign languages curriculum will also be utilized to 

reinforce content course themes. This format will allow for longer instructional blocks for 

reading, because reading provides the instructional framework for the other subjects. The 

themes will provide an opportunity for students to receive exposure to other subjects, and 

more time in their content courses. 

For example, a theme “Plants We Grow” may focus on China. The science and social studies 

teachers may decide to collaborate to develop an integrated unit about tea. Working as an 

interdisciplinary team, the social studies class may focus on the traditions and customs; 

and science may focus on plant classification, climate, and temperature. Other teachers may 

decide to integrate global awareness activities about China in their classes; for example, 

math may teach Chinese measurements, weights, or currency; English may choose to 

examine Chinese or American folklore associated with tea; and in the art class students 

may use Chinese symbols to create a design. The themes provide teachers with many 

learning opportunities to achieve learning goals and address the learning styles and needs 

of the students. 

Supportive Learning Environment 

A communal supportive learning environment will allow students to thrive and feel secure 

whether working with interdisciplinary teams, small groups, individualized workstations, 

A+anyWhere Learning System or one-on-one or peer instruction. Students who master 

certain materials will be encouraged to assist their fellow students in this supportive 

school climate, where collaboration is a value practiced throughout the school. In addition 

they can move forward using A+anyWhere Learning System. Student learning styles and 

developmental levels based on their developmental needs will determine the educational 

methodology selected to ensure the students’ achievement. 

The SPMT will work hard to reduce interferences with instruction time. PA announcements 

will be limited. Teachers will develop techniques to ensure that instruction starts 

immediately when Students complete lunch. Teachers trained with knowledge of student 

development will find creative ways to keep the Students engaged in the learning process. 

The interdisciplinary teams will create an interactive learning environment that will keep 

each student challenged. Students support will be readily available and visible to ensure a 

safe environment. 

In the Comer Model, parents are partners in the learning environment. Parents work hand 

in hand with principals and teachers. Parents can help maintain order. Parent mini-
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workshops will be scheduled to help them work with students and address supports and 

services needed for the student. One workshop will be held in the morning, one right after 

school, and then one in the evening. This way NPAPCS will be able to catch parents who 

drop off their Students in the morning, pick them up in the evening, or work during the day. 

The NPAPCS school climate will be one that invites and welcomes parents. 

 

b. Extracurricular Activities 

Before-School Care 

Many NPAPCS students will be eligible for Title I free and reduced-price meals. NPAPCS 

will ensure that all students receive a healthy start in the morning with a nutritious meal. 

Social welfare, health, parenting, etc. Counselors will be available to address student needs. 

A member of the founding group is currently working on a program design for the Before- 

and After-School Care Program. Should a charter be granted, she will seek funding for full-

time staff for this program.  Child care will be available for parenting students. 

Student Access Center (SAC) - The Student Access Center is a mini- service center that 

students can go to receive information and services. Students will be able to access 

information about jobs, volunteer opportunities, tutorial, mentors, and college and career 

path information. Students will be able to walk in and receive on-site assistance. 

Health and Wellness Club - Students will be able to utilize the gymnasium for supervised 

activities to enhance their wellness- Yoga, Intramural Sports, Health and Wellness 

activities. 

Academic Counseling - A counselor will be available to counsel students on academic 

issues and concerns. 

Clubs and Organization- Clubs and Organizations will be available for students - Student 

Government Association, National Honor Society, Drama Club, Art Club, Robotics Club, 

Chess Club, Technology Club, Female and Male Self Esteem Clubs School Newspaper, Book 

Clubs, Writing Club and other clubs as requested by students. Each club or organization 

will set their meeting days and times. 

NPAPCS Service Learning Program - Students will be given an opportunity to explore and 

develop interests and talents outside of the school. Students will be assigned to work sites 

that are related to their career or life goals. They will report to their assigned work sites 

once a week. Their participation will be evaluated 4 times during the school year (at the 

end of each school grading cycle). In lieu of monetary payment, students will receive 30 

points for each cycle's successful participation.  The students will receive 1 credit for 

successfully completing 4 sessions to be recorded on their permanent record at the end of 
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each school year. 

Tutorial Services - Tutorial services will be available to assist students with academic 

reinforcement. Because our students will be on flexible schedules students will be able to 

schedule their tutorial sessions in 1 hour intervals. 

Career Counselors- Career counselors will be available to assist students with social and 

interpersonal skills, work readiness skills and job/volunteer placement. 

Mental Health Team - A team of mental Health Professionals will be available to counsel 

with students on student issues and concerns. 

Out of School Time Program 

Yoga meditation, fitness (weights, stair masters, medicine balls) and tai chi taught in the 

physical education classes will be extended to the After-School Care Program to teach 

movement, strength and concentration, and relaxation. Those students with an interest can 

participate in Yoga and Tai Chi Clubs once a week from 5:30pm- 6:30pm.  Volunteers and 

parents will also be utilized to assist with extracurricular activities.  Private individuals will 

fund this out of school time program.   Teachers with an interest in an activity may assist. 

Students will create clubs of interest to them. The programs will be designed to increase 

student exposure. Snacks will be available to students in Out Of School Time activities. 

A+anyWhere Learning program will be available for students who need tutorial, 

acceleration opportunities, or credit recovery. Tai Kwan Do and chess club will provide 

outlets for competitive activities. The High Tea Society and the Blue Chip Society social-

ethical program will be available for students who want additional exposure to social 

civility skills and cultural enrichment. 

Students who need additional support will receive tutoring by their peers or volunteers. 

Depending on the need, students may receive additional support from teachers. 

Art and music will be incorporated in the Out of School Time Program to provide 

enrichment and creative expression for students. The excellent aspect of most of the 

extracurricular activities is that they can be performed in regular classroom settings. For 

example, tai chi, reading, math, and clubs only require a room, and yoga requires a mat or a 

towel that will be provided to students. 

c. Safety, Order, and Student Discipline 

 

NPAPCS Philosophy 

 

In developing its safety and discipline polices NPAPCS is relying on the research-based data on 

adolescence risk behavior, Reducing Adolescent Risk:  Toward An integrated Approach (Romer, 
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2003)  

 

The NPAPCS school climate model, cooperation, collaboration and no-fault, in our student-

centered environment will utilize the data in the SILP for clues to address students’ needs and 

discipline issues. Mutual respect for all persons in the school community and high expectations 

for success will create a climate where civility and proper behavior will be the norm. Peer 

mediation and conflict resolution will be utilized to resolve disputes among students.  

 

The presence of parents in the school daily will reinforce the NPAPCS philosophy of mutual 

respect for all persons. Due process will ensure a fair hearing, with notice to parents of any 

breach of school policies and procedures by their student. Positive relationships and respect have 

been shown to be the best tools to address problems of discipline. It is well documented that 

students will meet the high-expectation standards established by the school culture. Interventions 

will be readily available to support students whether parenting, drug abuse, HIV- AIDS, angry 

management, homelessness, etc. All staff will receive training in positive youth development 

strategies. 

 

NPAPCS will adopt policies, procedures, and plans to ensure a safe, orderly, and drug-free 

school. The SPMT will develop plans for the implementation of these policies. Staff and parents 

will have input through their representatives on the SPMT. 

 

The parent, student, and teacher handbook will provide step-by-step instructions of the penalties, 

enforcement, and reporting and handling of all serious incidents that occur in the school or on 

school property. The handbook will identify risky behavior and illegal behavior for which 

NPAPCS will have zero tolerance. 

 

NPAPCS will have an emergency response plan for evacuations in the event of fire, terrorism, or 

other emergencies. There will be periodic drills to test these plans. 

 

NPAPCS will comply with the D.C. school codes and will follow school safety policies 

established by DCPS. In addition, NPAPCS will be a Drug-Free Zone, which means that 

enhanced penalties will be charged against anyone who sells or uses illegal drugs in or near the 

school. NPAPCS will report all violations to the proper authorities. No weapons of any kind will 

be tolerated at NPAPCS. Parents will be encouraged to serve as monitors in and around the 

school to ensure that no outsiders cause disruptions in the school or the immediate vicinity. 

 

Suspensions, Truancy, Lateness 

NPAPCS will have zero tolerance for drugs, weapons, bullying or violence on school property.  

Zero Tolerance of certain criminal acts is necessary in order to insure student and staff safety and 

an environment conducive to learning.  Zero tolerance is defined as immediate contact with the 

police department when an act of certain criminal nature occurs in the school, outside on school 

property, and on the way to and from school.  This includes offenses against persons or property.  

This includes offenses against persons or property, which involves violence and the actual or 

threatened infliction of bodily harm, the unlawful use and possession of firearms or other 

dangerous weapons. Arson or fire setting activities or any other act deemed unsafe and harmful. 
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Attendance/Truancy 

 

Student absent from school without an approved release shall be deemed truant.  Truancy is an 

indication of a much more serious problem that can lead to risky behavior such as drug abuse, 

alcohol, delinquency, etc. Truancy will be addressed immediately by alerting parents/guardians 

at work or home.  NPAPCS will use all available means to locate the student and bring them to 

school. 

 

Lateness to school 

 

All students are expected to accept responsibility for reporting to school on time. Students are 

expected to be in their classroom prior to, and no later than 8:45 AM.    

 

All efforts will be exhausted to avoid student suspensions.  When possible in-school suspension 

will be utilized to keep the student in the learning environment,  

 

Student ID Card 

 

All students will be issued an ID card and must be in possession of their ID Card while on school 

property. 

 

The goal of NPAPCS is to always seek to keep the student n in the learning environment. 

Expulsion will be the last option to be considered. For students who are disruptive, alternative 

instructional programs will be developed to address their developmental needs in the classroom 

there will be emotional, psychological, and social clinicians to address disciplinary behavior. 

Tardiness, excessive absences, and disruptive behavior all reduce the instruction time an 

individual student receives and can in some instances affect the instructional time of other 

students and adversely affect student achievement, and so this will not be tolerated. Safety, order, 

and discipline will be reinforced in the classroom daily but with aim to discover the underlying 

cause. Truancy, risky and disruptive behavior are symptoms of a more serious underlying cause.  

The clinical social worker and intervention counselor will be critical to help identify these issues 

and work with the students to resolve them before they disrupt learning. 

 

Role of Students 

 

In a student- centered environment students have a roll in the decision making process through 

SSST and SPMT. They help to create the disciplinary policies and will participate in peer 

mediation when miner disputes arrive. The roll in all problem solving is to arrive at a win/ win 

situation. Students, Parents, the Board of Directors and the Advisory Council will have an 

opportunity to provide input into the Behavior Code.  

 

The students are expected to follow the NPAPCS Behavior Code: As a student at NPAPCS, I 

agree to: 

 be a positive role model for other students; 

 be respectful of others and myself; 

 strive to do my best every day; 
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 attend school regularly; 

 project a positive self-image in dress, language, and attitude; 

 make a positive contribution to my school and community; 

 have a value system that lets me know the difference between right and wrong behavior; 

 establish high standards of achievement for myself; 

 refrain from the use of drugs and behavior that will lead to school suspension; and 

 refrain from behavior that will harm my body or others. 

 

Security Guards 

 

NPAPCS will have the appropriate number of security guards and will benefit from the latest 

thinking about school safety arising from the tragic shooting at Newtown Elementary School. All 

students will be treated fairly in accordance with DC and Federal laws. Student will always be 

afforded due process with notice of any offense and an opportunity to heard or appeal any 

decision. 

 

f.    Professional Development for Teachers, Administrators, and Other School Staff 

The professional Development allocation will be increased to $25,000.00.   

At the outset the training activities will focus on providing the school principal and teams 

with the requisite foundation for being effective implementers of the skills based thematic 

aligned curriculum with CCSSS and DC Standards. It is important that they learn how to 

create a climate of cooperation, support, trust, and “no-fault,” where the students are in the 

center of all school decisions and where decisions are made by consensus. It is important 

that teachers know and understand how to maximize the benefits of a Comer Model School 

management System. 

Facilitators with expertise in Comer Model will work staff throughout the year to provide 

support to the principal and school teams in executing their duties and responsibilities at 

the school level and to assure that the process is being implemented correctly and that that 

the students are in the center of all decisions made. 

Staff development will also include interdisciplinary co- curricular training includes but not 

be limited to the following topics: 

• curriculum alignment, 

• local and CCSS standards, 

• DC Best Youth Development Practices, 

• Student-centered functional classroom environment, 

• effective communication with parents and community, 
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• Thematic skill based curriculum development, 

• orientation in the selected textbooks, 

• steps in effective instructional delivery, 

• learning styles, 

• effective use of A+ Any Where Learning System, 

• classroom management, 

• working with at-risk Students and youths, 

• use of conflict-resolution skills, 

• influence of teacher expectations on student learning and behavior, 

• parents as teachers in the home, and 

• use of volunteers for tutoring and mentoring. 

• Staff development will be held monthly and monitored for appropriate 

implementation by the principal and curriculum coordinator. The NPAPCS 

instructional staff will also be provided with grade level–specific staff development 

opportunities based on needs assessment data.  

Staff development for key administrators, staff, and faculty will occur during the 

preplanning, planning, and implementation of the proposed charter school.  

Additional training sessions for staff development will be planned during the coming 

months for the principal and other key staff and prospective teachers should a charter be 

granted. Additional grant funds will support curriculum development, Accountability Plan 

refinement, assessment, school “marketing” and community involvement, and overall 

successful charter school implementation. 

Aligned Curriculum  

The Aligned Curriculum is a process where teachers and administrators make decisions 

about what is important to teach students while balancing their own ideas and professional 

expertise, the existing curriculum and instructional program, the textbooks, the local and 

CCSS standards, and the school’s goals. The alignment process assists instructional staff in 

reviewing with others on their grade level and with other professionals in the school major 

decisions about curriculum content and the time needed for students to learn that content. 

The curriculum alignment process assists teachers and school administrators in deciding 

how to deal on a holistic basis with the competing demands of standards and assessment, 

to determine what is most important for the students, based not only on the various 

mandates but also based on the students’ developmental growth. Teachers and 
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administrators will be provided with intensive staff development on the curriculum 

alignment process. Bi-weekly team meetings will be scheduled to provide grade-level 

teams with time to revise and modify, if needed, their grade level–specific curricula. Also 

teachers and staff will review the ISLP at bi- weekly meeting to ensure students’ needs and 

learning goals are met. 

Many teachers and administrators assume that textbooks adequately cover the topics on 

standardized tests. It has been shown that no single textbook can be geared to the needs of 

all students. The Aligned Curriculum Process will help the teachers and administrators in 

understanding where the gaps exists, thus giving students prerequisite knowledge.  The 

spring board theme-based curriculum will be the center piece that will be supplemented by 

content curriculum for core subjects from various sources. 

Beginning in fall 2014, the principal and selected members from the Curriculum 

Development Team will attend a series of four full-day workshops in which the 

components of an Aligned Curriculum are explained and alignment activities will be 

practiced. During this intensive staff development, the curriculum team will learn 

• the process and purpose for aligning the curriculum, 

• the components of the Aligned Curriculum, 

• local and CCSS standards in the core subjects, 

• how textbook units will align with the curriculum, 

• NPAPCS’s goals and objectives, 

• content specifications for the selected standardized tests, and 

• how the skills based thematic integrate into the alignment process. 

Participants will be involved in aligning specific units to standards, assessments, and 

growth and development. 

Monthly staff development will also be provided for the instructional staff. It is during 

these workshops that school teams will review the Aligned Curriculum, formative 

assessment data, and the Comprehensive School Plan. It is during these workshops that the 

following questions will be asked: Where are we? Where do we want to go? And what do 

we need to do to get there? 

Scheduling 

The staff development program will be designed to ensure that teachers will have enough 

time throughout the year to develop and revise (if needed) the Aligned Curriculum. Other 

staff development needs will come from teacher recommendations, evaluations, and 

assessments of the overall educational program at NPAPCS. Staff will have an hour daily for 
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planning and will have a half-day bimonthly on Friday afternoons. 

g.   Structure of the School Day and Year 

NPAPCS will follow the DCPS holiday calendar because parents may have other students in 

public school and it will facilitate family planning. NPAPCS will operate on an extended-day 

and an extended-year schedule. The year’s fall session will begin the last week of August for 

orientation, observations, and individual and group assessments. The year will consist of a 

minimum of 200 days, with snow days built in. 

How time is used in the school day is an important variable in improving academic 

outcomes. Parents will receive the school schedule and may visit and observe classrooms 

or go on field trips.  

The NPAPCS will operate on an extended-day and an extended-year schedule. The year will 

consist of a minimum of 200 days, with snow days built in. During breaks and vacations 

students will be required to complete homework packets. The school day will begin at 8:00 

a.m. for teachers and 8:30 a.m. for students and will end at 5:30 p.m. for teachers and 5:00 

p.m. for students. Because the majority of students will be eligible for Title I free and 

reduced-price meals, students receiving these meals should report to school no later than 

8:00 a.m. 

Bi-monthly staff development will be held on Fridays for staff after the Listening Circles. 

Immediately after lunch students will cluster in unisex Listening Circles in groups of 10 

with staff to provide feedback on the week’s experience and to address work skills 

readiness and social skill development real life issues. Friday afternoon will also provide 

opportunities for students to participate in scheduled cultural-enrichment programs, 

social-ethical programs, and clubs with support from Dean of Students, Clinical Social 

Worker and Intervention Counselor and community partners and volunteers. The teachers 

and other staff will use this time to conduct team meetings, evaluate the learning 

environment, do case studies on individual students, and participate in training.  

Summer Program 

A summer program consisting of a six- to eight-week which will include work skills 

readiness, social skills development, internship experience, two weeks of extensive work 

skills readiness and social skills development and 4 weeks of work placement with career 

mentor NPAPCS will apply to be a site in the Mayor’s Summer Youth Program. The Schotts 

Foundation Report Card and Johns Hopkins Summer Learning Research have documented 

that the summer learning gap causes students to lose three to six months of achievement. 

Students are strongly required to participate in this summer program and will only be 

excused for family emergencies or vacations. 
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Master Schedule 
 

Semester One 

 

Homeroom Per. 1  Per. 2  Per. 3  Per. 4  Per. 5  Per. 6*  Per. 7**          Per. 8  Per. 9 
8:30-8:55        9:00-9:50            9:55-10:45          10:50-11:40          11:45-12:35         12:40-1:30              1;35-2:25             2:30-3:20             3:25-4:15             4:20-5:10 

 

1.  27    Eng. 9--------------Eng. 9  Soc. St. 9--------- -Soc. St. 9   L             Reading               P        Music (MWF)           HPE (MWF) 
                   Technology                               Art (T&TH)           For. Lang.(T&TH) 

 

2.  27  Soc. St. 9----------Soc. St. 9              Eng. 9--------------Eng. 9                   U          Reading    L               Music (T&TH)               HPE (T&TH) 

                   Technology                                Art (MWF)            For. Lang. (MWF) 

 

3.  27                 Math 9-------------Math 9                  Sci. 9---------------Sci. 9                     N         Technology     A         HPE (MWF)             Music (MWF) 

  (Alg. 1)  (Alg. 1)                   Reading                                       For. Lang. (T&TH)       Art (T&TH)  

 

4.  27                 Sci. 9---------------Sci. 9               Math 9-------------Math 9                    C         Technology                 N         HPE (T&TH)               Music (T&TH) 

      (Alg. 1)               (Alg. 1)             Reading                                       For. Lang. (MWF)         Art (MWF) 

             

                                                                                                                                                H 

 

Semester Two 
 

1. 27             Math 9-------------Math 9                 Sci. 9---------------Sci. 9                       L             Reading  P       Music (T&TH)        HPE (T&TH) 

                           (Alg. 1)              (Alg. 1)             Technology                        Art (MWF)            For. Lang. (MWF) 

 

2.    27             Sci. 9---------------Sci. 9                    Math 9-------------Math 9                    U         Reading                L               Music (MWF)           HPE (MWF) 

                                                                                    (Alg. 1)               (Alg. 1)         Technology                                      Art (T&TH)            For. Lang. (T&TH) 

 

3.   27              Eng. 9--------------Eng. 9            Soc. St. 9----------Soc. St. 9                 N        Technology             A       HPE (T&TH)            Music (T&TH) 

                  Reading                                  For. Lang. (MWF)        Art (MWF) 
 

4.  27           Soc. St. 9----------Soc. St. 9              Eng. 9--------------Eng. 9   C      Technology            N                HPE (MWF)             Music (MWF)   

                  Reading                                  For. Lang. (T&TH)        Art (T&TH)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 

                       H  

Fridays Only – Listening Circles, Period 6 
**Individualized Learning, Special Projects, Special Education 



  

 

School Schedule 

Work skills Readiness/Social skills Development  

Work skills and social skills readiness is integrated into the curriculum but will also be 

reinforced in separate sessions with career mentoring on Fridays. In work skills readiness 

the focus is on decision making, listening, situational judgment and problem solving. 

Individualized tracks will be created to meet the diverse needs of the targeted population 

as well as a designed curriculum reflective of earmarks as follows: 1)resume building, 

2)interviewing techniques/training, 3)electronic job search skills, 4)thirty (30) second 

elevator pitch mastery, 5)public speaking, 6)applications for professionalism, and 

7)career/academic goal planning.  In addition, transitional support mechanisms will be 

implemented to create accelerated Workforce Development Training paths and secondary 

educational tracks.  Metacognition training approaches will serve to create heightened 

learning strategies, while promoting techniques for stacking credentials.       

Varied instructional methods will be utilized to motivate creative cognitive and behavioral 

shifts.  Moreover, role play and psychodrama will be employed to compliment efforts that 

heighten work skills awareness.  Self-esteem building tactics will be merged within daily 

lesson scopes to develop positive self-perspectives - while meeting the consumer’s current 

status.       

Internship opportunities will be identified and secured for students who achieve entry 

level work skills ready as well as opportunities to connect students with summer 

employment opportunity, by way of the Mayor’s Summer Youth Program and/or the 

private professional sectors.  Incentivized community volunteering projects will be utilized 

to increase student’s outlooks and values for service oriented initiatives.    

In social skills development focus is on demeanor department diplomacy decorum, 

interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships. The Friday afternoon segment of the 

schedule will also afford the students an opportunity to participate in afternoon tea and the 

cultural-enrichment activities cosponsored by the High Tea Society and the Blue Chip 

Society to learn and practice the skills of proper decorum and decision making.  

Supports and Services. In addition, NPAPCS will apply for a 21st Century Grant to fund the 

Before- and After-School Program. If NPAPCS is successful in securing a 21st Century Grant, 

parents will not be required to pay for student care. Student care will be available, 

discounted transportation Smart Trip cards will be made available for youth and the end of 

each day to enable them to get home and return to school the next day. This is another way 

to keep an accounting of students. 

 

B.  BUSINESS PLAN 



  

 

1. Planning and Establishment 

NPAPCS’s Open-Door Policy ensures that parent involvement will be prevalent throughout 

the school. Currently there are two parents in the founding group and one on the Board of 

Trustee. Through its Parent/Community Survey and focus groups, NPAPCS has been able to 

identify other parents who believe in the mission and philosophy and will work with 

NPAPCS to develop and design the school. NPAPCS has parents among the founding group 

and as members of the Board of Trustees. These parents are interested in the educational 

program, community outreach, and recruitment. They will work with other founding group 

members on these committees. All of these parents have Students who are eligible to 

attend NPAPCS, and they have stated that they would enroll their Students and grand 

Students in NPAPCS should a charter be granted. 

Prospectively parents are interwoven into every sector of NPAPCS as follows: 

• Parental involvement in school and learning environment 

• Parental participation in recruitment 

• Parental involvement stressed in Comer Model organization and management 

performance goals 

• Parent Team 

• Parent representative on the SPMT 

• Parents play active role from curriculum planning process to classroom 

• Teachers and administrators work with parent volunteers 

• Parent orientation 

• Parents are link to the community 

• Parental involvement fund-raising 

• Parents help with summer program and extracurricular activities 

• Parental input on safety, order, and student discipline 

• Parents as monitor in and around the school 

• Parental involvement in Before- and After-School Care Program 

• Parental involvement in student performance and assessment 

• Parents and governance 

Parent/Community Survey 

Chaired by Dr. Bevadine Terrell 

Focus Group 

NPAPCS set up several small informal focus groups. One of the interested parents 

developed some questions that could be used as a basis of discussion about schools and 

education with parents. Out of these informal discussions several parents agreed to help 

recruit students for NPAPCS. The dialogue was very insightful, and the parents genuinely 



  

 

appreciated the fact that NPAPCS was willing to take the time to reach out to them, valued 

their input, and solicited their involvement.  

a. Profile of the Founding Group 

The founding group represents a broad, diverse group of individuals committed to 

improving the quality of education for the youth in the District of Columbia.  

NPAPCS is very excited about the interest from parents, international educators, grassroots 

community members, and an early student hood education specialist who will join the 

founding group to plan and implement the school should a charter be granted.  

The group itself comprises the following: 

John Adams is a Clinical Social Worker with expertise in addition counseling.  He has 

training in technology and workforce development.  

Cynthia Broadus is a veteran mathematics teacher who has over 35 years of experience. 

She is concerned about seeing youth who should be in school during school time loitering 

in the street and want to use her math schools to support the school. 

Delores Carter is a curriculum writer, former District of Columbia Public school principal, 

instructional supervisor and adjunct professor at Bowie State University. Published, "Staff 

Development program Evaluation: Application of a peer supervision Model," co-authored 

with Dr. Marcia McBeath. 

Pauline Davis is an entrepreneur who operates at home based business in the area of 

design and clothing.  She works with at risk youth to expose them to interior design work 

skills and clothing.  She has an interest in teaching the youth clothing during out of school 

time. 

Xavier Epps experienced financial manager who operates his own firm.  He specializes in 

working with 501(c)(3) organizations where he manages budgets, conducts financial 

analysis, tax analysis and financial oversight to protect the integrity of an organization. 

Anita Fogan is a human resources specialist who provides advice and consultation to 

senior management, and human resource staff.  She conducts recruitment, job analysis and 

benefits.  She is skilled at preparing benefit packages and conducting interviews and 

orientations for new staff. 

Pat Hoyle is an English teacher with over 30 years of teaching English in non-traditional 

settings.  She has worked at the Washington Street academy and Luke Moore Academy.  

She is experienced in working in student-centered environments and working in 

interdisciplinary teams. 



  

 

Keith Norman is a Special Education Teacher who assesses students, writes and 

implements Individual Education Plans, team leader for support of subject teachers and 

supervises all student activities. 

Lillian Perdomo has over 20 years’ experience in community outreach and parental 

involvement. She has directed parental involvement program, raised over 4 million from 

the department of Education for a parental involvement program. She is bilingual and uses 

her experience to work the Latin American community.  

Alicia Petersen is a public policy expert who has served at high levels of government 

where she had oversight responsibility for management and administration.  She has 

coordinated an Interdisciplinary Miner in Community Development as a professor for over 

10 years at Howard University. She has a doctorate in Urban Affairs and Public Policy. 

Thelma Price has over 20 years in the public and private sector.  She served as a 

Legislative Assistant to Congressman Ronald V.  Dellums, Member Retired) a community 

mediator and a guardian ad litem with Montgomery County (OH) Juvenile Court.  She is 

currently pursuing her certification as a Volunteer Administrator and served as a program 

assistant with UNCF raising funds for the New York Campaign and also administering the 

volunteer program.  

Aleathea Spraggins was former Director of Instruction and Curriculum District of 

Columbia Public Schools (DCPS), Principal of ARE Charter High School, former principal 

Washington Health Careers High School, Assessment Coordinator National Assessment of 

Education Program (NAEP), Curriculum Developer, Biology DCPS. 

Desire Stanley is currently a student enrolled at Howard University.  She grew up in the 

foster care system and has firsthand experience with issues facing youth who are 

disconnected.  

James S. Terrell a former high school Art Teacher at Spingarn High School and Director of 

Youth Programs for the Council of Churches of Greater Washington, he has firsthand 

experience with the targeted population.  It was his suggestion to try a non-traditional 

approach to provide a student –centered learning experience for youth. 

Mary Terrell is an educator who has worked with the targeted population for over 30 

years as a principal, Assistant US Attorney and retired judge. She brings a wealth of 

experience as a specialist in teacher training, youth development, administration, and 

management.    

Bevadine Terrell has over 30 years’ experience as a principal, assistant principal, art 

teacher in District of Columbia Public Schools.  She knowledgeable in management, 

extracurricular activities, budgeting, evaluation, emergency procedures and facility 

operations.  



  

 

Janice Tyler is a parent who resides in Sursum Corda that is a high drugs area with regular 

shootings.  She is concerned about the youth who are not in school or working involved in 

risky behavior that leads to incarceration and death. 

Yvonne Washington is a school counselor for over 25 years serving in District of Columbia 

Public Schools.  She counsels students and parents and provides support services and 

academic counseling. She conducts workshops on AP, PSAT, SAT and ACT exams. 

Kathy Williams served as General Counsel (and held the title of “Supervisory General 

Counsel” within the District of Columbia Government’s Legal Service), senior advisor to the 

Director, Freedom of Information Officer, and liaison between OCF and District government 

executive and legislative entities regarding statutory, procurement, and personnel issues.  

Responsible for the enforcement of ethical compliance 

b. Planning Process 

To undertake the task of completing the application, the founding group members 

organized themselves into committees based on their areas of expertise.  There is an 

Education Committee, Real Estate Committee, Finance Committee, Community Outreach 

Committee, Legal Committee, Fund-Raising Committee, and Governance Committee. The 

functions of these committees will be incorporated in the structure of the Board of 

Trustees. Some of the founding members will assume active roles and positions in NPAPCS 

should a charter be granted. Some members of the founding group are former educators or 

currently educators and reside in Wards 7 or 8.  They are keenly aware of the educational 

gaps in the children who reside in these wards. They are committed to a school where at-

risk students can spend more time in a rigorous academic program that will prepare them 

for civil society and the international community, where their chances for success and 

survival would substantially increase.  

c. Corporate Structure and Nonprofit Status of the School 

On February 21, 2013 New Pathways Academy PCS was incorporated as a non-profit 

corporation in the District of Columbia under the name New Pathways Academy Public 

Charter School. Articles of Incorporation and receipts of incorporation for the organization 

can be found in Section I. The school has drafted by-laws that are also included in Section I. 

NPAPCS founding members, led by Mary Terrell in consultation with Xavier Epps and legal 

counsel, has begun the application process in obtaining its 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status 

from the IRS. The school has obtained it’s Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN) 

from the IRS and will complete the 501(C)(3) tax-exempt status with the IRS immediately 

following charter approval.  

2. Governance and Management 

Board of Trustees 



  

 

The Board of Trustees (BOT) is the governing and policy-making body of the Pathways 

Charter School. The Principal is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) responsible for the day to 

day operations of the school. The founding board will serve for one year after the school 

has been legally established, funded and become operational. One year after the first year 

of school an election will be held for new Board of Trustee members. The new Board of 

Trustee members will serve an elected term as defined in the by-laws.  

The Founding Board 

New Pathways Academy Charter School understands board governance will become much 

more complicated, will involve delegating decision making, and will require more power 

sharing both within and without the board. It is generally accepted that School boards will 

need to be involved in setting goals and determining directions; engaging in strategic 

planning to implement these goals and move in specific directions; stimulating curriculum 

development aligned with national, state, and professional curriculum standards and 

creating staff development structures to enable teachers to teach these curricula; and 

designing mechanisms for restructuring education systems and changing school 

management.  

The founding board will be responsible for establishing Pathway goals, mission statement 

and a 5 year plan which is attached to the application as Appendix A. To accomplish these 

broad goals, the Pathways board will develop local education goals that are consistent with 

state and federal education goals; and create coherent policy to link these goals with local 

curriculum. 

As the governing body for Pathways the BOT will be legally and fiscally responsible for its 

sound operations. To assure this the operation plan includes a time schedule for meeting 

academic and fiscal reporting requirements of Title I, Title V and any other requirements 

for sources of funding and academic performance.  

Composition of the Board 

The composition of the Board is very important because the school must be in compliance 

with many requirements under the applicable laws and regulations from federal and local 

agencies. There are also requirements under the terms of the charter agreement that must 

be carefully monitored. The Trustees must have sufficient knowledge of school operations 

to know the standardized testing schedule, reporting requirements for federal funds (e.g., 

Title I, Title V, etc.), and proper use of public funds. A reporting schedule must be 

established for fiscal data (cash flow, balance sheets that show revenue and expenditures 

for the reporting period and for the year to date) as well as reports from the School 

Planning and Management Team (SPMT). 

The BOT will be composed of individuals who are committed to the mission, philosophy, 

and focus of Pathways. There must be persons with the following experience: legal (general 



  

 

counsel), education (elementary/secondary), international background, fund-raising, 

public relations/marketing, parenting (selected by the Parent Team), financial 

management, administrative/management background, and community advocacy. To be 

functional, the BOT will not exceed 11 members. A matrix will reflect the diversity and 

skills of the board to ensure balance. The Principal and Business Manager/ Accountant   

will be ex officio members of the BOT. Some members of the founding group may become 

members of the BOT. 

Board Committees 

Board of Trustee members will be asked to make a time commitment when they agree to 

serve that will include active participation on board committee for Development, Facilities, 

Finance, Staff Evaluation, Accountability Plan/Student Achievement, Trusteeship and 

Recruitment/Admissions. 

Annual Report 

The BOT will review and approve an annual report prepared by the Principal and SPMT. 

The annual report will be made available to the public to show academic success and fiscal 

responsibility. In addition the BOT will secure an audit and report the findings in the 

annual report.  

Board Meetings 

The Board of Trustees will meet six times a year starting the month after the school is 

established. SPMT will prepare an agenda in conjunction with the Board secretary for the 

meetings. The Principal and Financial officer will report at each meeting on school 

operations over the previous two month period. The board will vote on any actions to be 

taken that effect fiscal expenditure, changes to staff or operations at the meetings. A Board 

of Trustees  notebook will be available at all meetings with the bylaws, Accountability Plan, 

school and BOT calendar, minutes from the previous meeting, financial statements, and 

other information necessary for the BOT to exercise its duties and responsibilities. The 

principal in conjunction with the BOT secretary will prepare these documents. 

Performance Evaluation 

The Board of Trustees will hire an independent consultant to assess and evaluate school 

performance on a regular basis to determine how effective the school has been in meeting 

its goals, particularly in terms of academic achievement of its students. The consultant will  

implement an assessment and indicator system to track school progress toward these 

goals; develop a process for periodically reviewing the school's performance; and design a 

phased-in assistance/intervention program for the areas in which performance lags.   

The consultant will prepare a quarterly report to the board on findings and make any 

recommendations for corrective action that may be needed to assure the school will be 



  

 

successful and be refunded. The quarterly report will be submitted to the Board and the 

SPMT.  

Training 

Pathways will reinforce both its Board members, teachers and staff with training to assure 

they will be successful in addressing the needs of this unique school. It will draw on the 

resources available for board training from the D.C. Public Charter Schools Board which 

recently received a grant to provide additional support and training for Boards of Trustees. 

It will also draw on sources like Boardsource, an organization that provides training and 

assistance to board members and trustees and provides useful information on their 

website. (www.boardsource.com). 

Rules and Policies 

The BOT will operate under a set of bylaws that will outline the duties and responsibilities 

of the board. The bylaws will set term limits, meetings, committees, officers, and other 

rules that will enable the BOT to function efficiently and effectively. (See Appendix: 

Bylaws.) 

Administrative Structure 

The BOT will provide overall governance and management. The principal will be 

responsible for the day-to-day operations, with input from the SPMT; the SSST, which 

connects all school student support services; and the Parent Team, which involves parents 

in the school. An Advisory Council will be an additional resource for the principal in 

identifying and recruiting volunteers.  
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The New Pathways Charter School Organizational Chart 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As opposed to having an individual make unilateral administrative and management 

decision for the school, a School Planning and Management Team will assist the principal in 

developing a Comprehensive School Plan; setting academic, social, and community goals; 

and coordinating all school activities. The SPMT is led by the principal but includes teacher, 

parent, and support staff representatives. The major function is to develop and monitor a 

Comprehensive School Plan for the academic, social climate, and staff development goals of 

students and adults in the school. This document provides a structured set of activities in 

academics, social climate, staff development, and public relations that enables the SPMT to 

establish priorities and to approach school improvement in a well-coordinated and 

systematic fashion. This type of organizational structure does not undermine the authority 

and responsibility of the principal but, rather, builds in a mechanism to facilitate 

communication among the stakeholders and provide support for school programs, goals, 

and activities. The principal will interview and hire teachers and staff. The administrative 

staff will consist of an administrative assistant, a business manager, and a curriculum 

coordinator. The principal will evaluate these individuals. The business manager will have 

dual reporting responsibilities, to the principal and the BOT 

In addition to the SPMT, which provides the overall governance of the school, the principal 

will have support from the SSST, which includes staff with child development and mental 

Board of 
Trustees 

School Planning 

and 

Management 

Team 

Advisory 

Council 

Principal 

Administrative Assistant 

Business Manager 

Curriculum Coordinator 

Volunteers 

Teachers Student and 

Staff Support 

Team 

Noninstructional 

Staff 

Parent Team 



  

 

health knowledge and experience—the school psychologist/guidance counselor, school 

nurse, special education teacher, and any other appropriate staff persons—to address 

school wide prevention issues or individual student cases. The SSST intervenes to address 

student’s needs that may affect the student’s ability to learn and achieve. This team 

consults with teachers and the SPMT on child development and behavior. It meets weekly 

to: 

• apply—through its representative on the SPMT—child development and 

relationship knowledge and skills to the social climate, academic, and staff 

development programs developed by the governance and management body; 

• facilitate the many interactions between parents and school staff; 

• consult with the classroom teachers to assist them in responding to students in a 

way that promotes growth and development; 

• assist classroom teachers in developing strategies that prevent minor problems 

from becoming major ones; 

• set up individualized programs for children with special needs, which may involve 

outside services when necessary and possible; 

• assist all staff in bridging the gap between special education and regular classroom 

activities; 

• provide consultation to and training workshops for staff and parents on child 

development, human relations, and other mental health issues; and 

• make recommendations for building-level policy changes designed to prevent 

problems.  

The SSST provides a forum for psychologists, social workers, community health 

professionals, teachers, and parents to talk collectively about a child and figure out ways in 

which they can provide unified support for that child’s development.  There are 

representatives from this team on the SPMT. Input from this team is critical to meeting the 

goals and objectives of the school and setting school policies. 

The Parent Team ensures that parents are involved. A representative selected by the 

parents’ body serves on the SPMT. Parents will also be represented on the BOT. Parental 

input is guaranteed, and the principal has a vehicle for rallying the parents to support the 

programs and activities of the school. 

Board of Trustees Schedule 

The Founding Board met on February 1, 2013 and accomplished these tasks: 

1. Developed a schedule for monthly meeting (board training will be part of these 

meetings.) 

2. Selected a nominations committee to select persons for board officers and to 

nominate additional persons to the board. 



  

 

3. Selected an operations committee 

4. Selected a facilities committee 

5. Reviewed the application modifications to be forwarded to the Charter School Board 

on September 17, 2007 

6. Developed a monthly training schedule. 

The Founding Board members are listed in Appendix B of the application. 

d. Performance History of Experienced Operator 

New Pathways Academy PCS founding Board of Trustees does not intend to enter into a 

contract with a school management firm. 

3.    Finance      

a. Anticipated Sources of Funds 

The D.C. Public Charter Schools Uniform Per-Student Funding Formula and the facilities 

fund will provide the majority (if not all) of funding source for NPAPCS. NPAPCS has 

budgeted funds to sufficiently cover the entire cost to operate the school during its first 

year. As the school year 2018–19 (fifth year) arrives, NPAPCS is expected to reach a 

projected enrollment of 350 students, public funds will serve to be very sufficient to meet 

the school’s funding needs. 

 



  

 

With an enrollment of 110 students for incoming 9th graders, NPAPCS anticipates receiving 

$1,705,185 in DC public funding in Operating Year 1. This accounts for 100% of the school’s 

total revenue and includes Per Pupil Charter Payments (including funding for students 

receiving special education services and those who are ELLs) and Per Pupil Facilities 

Allowance. While the school expects it qualifies for additional funding from Federal 

Entitlements and Other Government Funding/Grants, the school has excluded such its 

initial budget assumptions. The school will solely focus on District funding in the first two 

operating years. 

In the school’s Planning Year, 100% of the budget will come from the expected federal 

entitlement of Title V-b funding. Immediately upon charter approval, the school will submit 

an application for Title V-b funds to begin immediate operation. Since Title V-b funds are 

distributed on a reimbursement basis, the school will apply for a line of credit. 

Because of the targeted areas of Wards 7 and 8 for the student population of NPAPCS, more 

than 70 percent of the students will meet the criteria to be eligible for Title I, Part A, funds 

for improving the Academic Achievement of the Disadvantaged. NPAPCS will apply for Title 

II, Part A, Teacher and Principal Training and Recruitment; Title II, Part D, Enhancing 

Education through Technology; Title III for English Language Learners; Title IV, Part A, Safe 

and Drug-Free Schools and Communities; and Title V, Part A, for Innovative Programs. 

NPAPCS will also respond to a Request for Proposals issued by the Mayor’s Office that 

provides funding for programs for at-risk youth and economic development in certain 

economically disadvantaged communities like those in Ward 7 and Ward 8. NPAPCS will 

search for such grant opportunities as City Build Grant, which awarded grants of 

$1,000,000 to four charter schools. While NPAPCS plans to apply for such grants, we have 

budgeted and can sufficiently operate the school without such grants mentioned above. 

Contingency Planning 

In the case that District of Columbia or Federal funding aren’t made available on a timely 

basis as expected or lower than the anticipated funding amount in NPAPCS budget 

projections or in the event that enrollment targets are not fully met, NPAPCS may take 

several of the following measures to reduce overhead or rise more revenues: 

• Reduce all salaries of full-time staff by $1,200 (cost-savings of $18,000 based on Year 1 

projection) 

• Reduce classroom furniture expenses by $2,000 (cost-savings of $12,000). 

• Increase enrollment by accepting thirty 10th graders in the initial year as oppose to just 

9th graders. In doing so, per pupil funding will increase by $387,542 with approximately 

65% allocated for additional expenditure, (additional teachers, supplies, computers and 

other items for direct student cost) which will provide the school with $135,640 in excess 

funds. 



  

 

NPAPCS will seek in-kind contributions for computers. Many law firms update their 

computers and donate them to schools. In addition, the Library of Congress has a school 

computer-distribution program. These programs could save NPAPCS the costs of 

purchasing new computers. NPAPCS will use office furniture consignment shops, auctions, 

going-out-of-business sales, or repossessed furniture sales to secure quality furniture at the 

lowest reduced prices. 

Throughout budget projections, the school operated very conservatively in estimating 

revenues and determining expenses.  To ensure the school’s financial model was 

sustainable not just for Operating Year 1 but for the future of the school, the school has 

budgeted for $25,049 and $42,393 for contingencies in Years 1 and 2 respectively. 

Financial Goals and Objectives for Five-Year Budget. NPAPCS primary goal for the five 

year budget is to generate between 4% and 22% cash budget position each year. As noted 

below in the detailed five-year budget, the school anticipates an ending funding balance of 

about $2.8 million by the end of Operating Year 5. The fund surplus, coupled with a capital 

campaign initiative, will provide contingency cash reserve and allow the school to be in a 

financially viable position to move to a permanent school facility following Operating Year 

5 (at this time, the school’s funding balance will be $2.8 million). The secondary budget 

goal is to support the increased instructional and programming needs that will be incurred 

as the school adds an additional grade each year and implements a staffing model that 

supports that growth from the business and operations areas of the school, in conjunction 

with the academic needs.  

 

b.     Planned Fund-Raising Efforts 

NPAPCS will plan several fund-raisers during the period leading up to the opening of the 

school to supplement the per-pupil allocation. The first fund-raiser will target the special 

talents of the students and reinforce a positive relationship with the school. The event will 



  

 

be hosted as social services fair exhibiters will pay a fee. The fund-raiser will attract a cross 

section of individuals. The mission, philosophy, focus, and need of the school will be 

explained. NPAPCS envisions this event will net $5,000. The next event will be an Academy 

Awards Program in the spring to highlight student accomplishments. The event will raise 

$50,000. The Board of Trustees and the Parent Team will plan other fund-raising events. 

NPAPCS will develop a long-term fund-raising strategy. Within the Fund-Raising 

Committee of the BOT, there will be a Sustainability Committee that will determine how 

much NPAPCS needs to rise in the next five years. This committee of no more than six 

persons will find people who love fund-raising and who have established networks. They 

will assess the fund-raising patterns of the District of Columbia and identify community 

leaders, “old-timers” who are a part of the establishment, and elected officials. This 

committee will function for 18 months, explore all types of funding options, and submit a 

one-year plan to the BOT for feedback. The committee members will then write a long-term 

plan for raising funds. 

Private Foundations 

In the president’s State of Union Speech he made specific reference to urgent need educate 

our youth to grow our economy.  There are many foundations that support youth 

programs. Ms. Foundation, the Casey Foundation, Exxon Mobile, Freddie Mac, the Charles 

Delmar Foundation, the Jacquemin Family Foundation, Inc., the Anthony Francis Lucas-

Spindletop Foundation, the Wallace Foundation, the Washington Post Foundation, the 

Cafritz Foundation, and the Rotary Club of D.C. Foundation are some of the foundations that 

NPAPCS has researched. Because of its 501(c) (3) status the school can make direct appeals 

to foundations. The Fund-Raising Committee of the BOT is prepared to move forward with 

grant applications at the appropriate time.  The BOT will seek advice from experts in the 

field of fundraising and development 

c.    Financial Management and Accounting 

NPAPCS will maintain and implement a financial management system that provides 

accurate, current, and complete disclosure of financial transactions; records that identify 

source and application of funds; effective control and accountability for funds, property, 

and other assets; comparisons of actual expenditures and budgeted amounts; and 

accounting records supported by original documentation. NPAPCS records will be in 

accordance with generally accepted accounting practices (GAAP), as defined by the 

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The Financial Manager will be 

responsible in establishing the school’s financial systems and implementing systems on a 

day-to-day basis with support and regularly review of financial systems by The Head of 

School as well as oversight by the Finance Committee of the Board. The maintenance of an 

accurate and complete financial accounting system, in accordance with generally accepted 



  

 

accounting principles, is a basic requirement in providing adequate accountability. The 

accounting system will be made up of the following: 

• cash receipts, 

• cash disbursements, and 

• a general journal 

NPAPCS has identified a Financial Manager to provide oversight of the school’s accounting 

and financial reporting process. We will also develop an accounting policies and 

procedures manual to define and facilitate the operations of the school relative to the 

accounting functions of the organization. The purposes of the manual would be 

• to capture the salient features of the internal control system; 

• to serve as a training and reference guide for new and existing staff; and 

• to provide a tool and guide for management, the Board of Trustees, and others by 

outlining the elements of the financial management system. 

Cash Management 

NPAPCS will establish expense management and controls as follows: 

• Track all cash receipts and disbursements on a daily basis. We will prepare cash 

receipts and disbursements journals on a weekly basis. We will utilize strict 

budgeting to compare actual receipts and actual disbursements to budgeted 

amounts. This will ensure that all disbursements are made in accordance with the 

board’s policies. 

• Establish strict controls for all disbursements. We will require two signatures for all 

bank accounts for amounts in excess of $1,000. 

• Anticipate maintaining a small petty cash account of $200. This can be accessed by 

the business manager and will be reconciled on a weekly basis. 

• Record receipts and disbursements daily. 

• Utilize accounting software to track all transactions. 

• Prepare monthly cash receipts and disbursements journal, income statement, 

balance sheet, and updated budget. 

• Utilize the help of a certified public accounting firm to document our accounting 

policies and procedures, to ensure the uniform application of all receipts and 

disbursements. 

d.  Civil Liability and Insurance 

NPAPCS will obtain a basic insurance coverage package outlined below: 



  

 

• General liability (at least $1,000,000 per occurrence, $2,000,000 aggregate) 

• Umbrella coverage (at least $3,000,000; $5,000,000 if providing transportation) 

• Business & personal property (100% of replacement cost) 

• Auto/bus liability (at least $1,000,000) 

• Boiler and machinery insurance, if applicable (at least $1,000,000) 

• Computer equipment (currently in consultation with insurance agent) 

• Workers’ compensation (as required by law) 

• Personal injury liability (currently in consultation with insurance agent) 

• Directors and Officers liability (at least $1,000,000) 

• Educator’s legal liability (at least $1,000,000) 

• Fidelity Bond (currently in consultation with insurance agent) 

The annual premium would be $13,100. 

NPAPCS is considering an enhanced coverage product; the price would be $15,344. This 

highly recommended enhanced product includes additional coverage for crime, student 

accident, sexual molestation/sexual misconduct liability, and employee benefits liability. 

NPAPCS will select through the prescribed bidding process and contract with a vendor at 

the appropriate time. 

e.     Provision for Audit 

NPAPCS will hire a certified public accountant to audit the school’s financial statements on 

an annual basis. The audit will be completed according to government auditing standards 

and the D.C. Public Charter School Board audit policies. 

The board will convene an Audit Committee to select an independent auditor that is 

licensed in the District of Columbia. The BOT is negotiating with the certified public 

accounting firm of Thompson, Cobb, Bazilio & Associates, and P.C. 

4.    Facilities 

a. Identification of Site 

NPAPCS has identified a wonderful site that has recently become available.  It’s the 

educational facility Nannie Helen Burroughs School in Northeast that was a private 

educational institution dedicated to Christian principles located off the corner of Nannie 

Helen Burroughs Avenue NE. The church has offered NPAPCS a letter of intent (See 

Appendix). NPAPCS has a Real Estate Committee chaired by founding member Ramona 

Greene of Long and Foster, who is experienced and knowledgeable of the current market. 

NPAPCS is confident that it will have additional site options in 2014-2015 school year. 



  

 

b. Site Renovation 

NPAPCS has identified an architect, Mr. Eddie Johnson, who has over 32 years of experience 

managing an architecture firm where he has renovated commercial space, schools, 

churches, and many other diverse properties. The facilities grant will assist with any 

renovations that may be required. 

c. Financing Plans for Facilities 

The budget shows that as we grow we need to lease additional space which accommodates 

the enrollment of 350 students by the fifth year. We have budgeted for the rental of this 

space for the first five years of the school’s existence. During the fourth year we will begin 

to look for a facility to purchase. Based on a total projected enrollment of approximately 

350 students, we will seek to purchase a building about 35,000 square feet. Based on 

today’s prices, this facility may be in the $6,500,000 – $7,500,000 range. A renovation cost 

of $1 million is also anticipated. Financing of 80 percent of $5,200,000 or $6,400,000 at 8 

percent over 30 years will result in debt service of $457,870 or $563,532 respectively. Our 

financial projections indicate a cash surplus of $1.5 million by the fourth year of the school. 

We will also explore other charter school financing tools offered by the city, nonprofits, and 

other traditional sources. 

Increasingly, financial institutions such as Eagle Bank, the Coop Bank, and City First Bank 

are aggressively marketing to charter schools since the market has been proven. We feel 

that after four years of operation this charter school will have the cash flow to purchase 

and renovate a facility with 35,000 square feet. 

d. Building Maintenance 

NPAPCS has identified a site location. NPAPCS will look to the lease to determine whether 

the lessor or lessee is responsible for all building upkeep and maintenance. Generally in 

commercial leases, the tenants have responsibility for building maintenance within the 

space they are utilizing. Capital maintenance will have to be negotiated by the business 

manager and general counsel with the owner. Our budget contains $28.8 thousand in the 

first year of operation and increases each year thereafter. 

5.  Recruiting and Marketing 

a. Outreach to the Community 

NPAPCS will utilize parents, volunteers, and community partnerships to assist with the 

outreach effort. Some of the cultural-enrichment programs will be scheduled on the 

weekend so that parents and community members can have the same exposure the 

students experience daily. The school will be a cultural community center and provide a 

platform for students and community members to express their artistic talents. Special 

forums on lifestyle improvements such as money management, health and nutrition, 



  

 

exercise, educational opportunities, career planning and so forth will be held at the school 

and open to the public. 

b. Recruitment of Students 

NPAPCS will use a multifaceted approach to recruitment and will have the services of 

veteran public relations expert to help develop the campaign to recruit students and inform 

parents and the community about the school. The recruitment strategy will be designed to 

expose NPAPCS to a wide cross section of the Washington, D.C. community citywide.  

Immediately upon approval, NPAPCS will commence an aggressive recruitment strategy.  

NPAPCS knows there is tremendous interest in this unique school from because the current 

drop out and truancy rate .The strategy will include the following: 

• Leafleting: In the targeted wards (7 and 8) parents and community leaders will join 

members of the founding group to do door-to-door leafleting to inform prospective 

parents about NPAPCS. Leafleting will be an effective tool for spreading the word 

about NPAPCS in the targeted wards.  There will be leafleting at the Metro stations 

especially Congress Heights, and Benning Road Metro stations. 

• Community Meetings: The resourcefulness of the NPAPCS founding group will be 

very helpful in identifying important community meetings and helping a member of 

NPAPCS get on the agenda to talk about the school and its benefit to the students 

and the community. Daily there are numerous meetings in each ward of the city, and 

NPAPCS founding members will fan out throughout the city to make presentations 

to explain the mission, philosophy, focus, and benefits of NPAPCS to students and 

the community. There will be a uniform script prepared for all speakers in addition 

to a flyer so that all citizens will hear a consistent message. 

• Public Service Announcements: We will draft press releases so that NPAPCS can 

take advantage of the free publicity available from public service announcements on 

the radio and in community newspapers, the Washington Informer, the Afro 

American and the Washington Post, and the Washington Times. These 

announcements will reach a citywide audience and provide general information 

about the locations of information meetings about the school, admissions, and 

registration. 

• Outreach Meetings: NPAPCS will host a series of outreach meetings at the public 

libraries in the various wards of the city to expose the community to this exciting, 

innovative school. These meetings will be scheduled at 

• Southeast Library at 7th and D Streets, S.E.; 

• Mt. Pleasant Library at 16th and Lamont Streets, N.W. (the Latino community will be 

targeted); 

• Capitol View Library at Central Avenue and 50th Street, N.E.; 

• Petworth Library at Georgia Avenue and Upshur Street, N.W.; 

• Ft. Davis Library at Alabama Avenue, S.E.; (renamed) and 



  

 

• Watha T. Daniels Library at 8th and R Streets, N.W. 

• Dorothy I Height Library, Benning Road, N.E. 

• These information sessions will provide an opportunity for parents and community 

members to learn firsthand information about the school as it prepares to open. 

• Mailings: NPAPCS will use the voter registration lists to do limited targeted mailings 

at the bulk rate, especially in certain precincts that are designated economically 

challenged communities in Wards 7 and 8. Some of the founding members 

purchased these lists during their campaigns or can access the information from 

campaigns where they were volunteers. The fliers will announce the school and 

provide information about the website and other places where more information 

about admissions and registration can be obtained. A founding member will donate 

the cost for the mailing. 

• Community Fairs: NPAPCS will take full advantage of the many community fairs 

held throughout the city during the spring and summer months. NPAPCS will have 

an information table where parents and community members can learn more about 

the school and receive handouts about the school also at the Anacostia Coordination 

Council meetings, the Hillcrest Height Civic Association and the Congress Height 

Civic Association meetings. Fliers will be distributed to churches in the area. 

• High Tea Society (HTS): NPAPCS will have the benefit of its partnership with HTS, 

which is highly respected in the community for its cultural and civility programs for 

youths from economically challenged communities. The HTS network of parents, 

community leaders, and supporters will be an excellent means of informing parents 

about NPAPCS. NPAPCS will be advertised at all HTS events. 

• The recruitment strategy of NPAPCS will ensure that the community will be 

inundated with information about NPAPCS, and we do not foresee any difficulty in 

meeting our enrollment goal. 

 

c. Future Expansion and Improvements 

The enrollment projection is realistic, with no major influxes of students that will require 

radical expansion, major staff increases, and resource utilization. NPAPCS is basically 

adding one new grade a year. NPAPCS will do outreach citywide. It is projected that 

NPAPCS will have 12 students with special needs and 18 ELLs. 

 

Student Enrollment Projections 



  

 

 

C. OPERATIONS PLAN 

a. Timetable for Registering and Admitting 

NPAPCS will commence formal recruitment in fall of 2013. Registration forms and 

admission information will be available on the NPAPCS website, at churches, and at 

libraries. Registration will be ongoing until the enrollment deadline. By April families will 

be notified of admission, and an “Intent to Enroll” form is due in June. In June, residency 

requirements and student interviews and pre-assessments are required. This will give 

NPAPCS time to verify D.C. residency and immunization records and to make sure that a 

particular grade level is neither under enrolled nor overenrolled. 

A lottery system will be in place and publicly announced. If NPAPCS is undersubscribed at 

the end of the enrollment period, the school will have rolling admissions until final 

enrollment numbers must be submitted. The exact number of students will be documented, 

and additional slots will be announced. If the school is oversubscribed at the end of the 

enrollment period, then all the applications go into the lottery. This system of random 

selection of applications identifies students for enrollment and creates a waiting list. 

During the lottery process all completed and accepted applications submitted during the 

enrollment period are publicly drawn in random order until capacity is reached. The 

remaining applicants are placed on a waiting list and admitted on a “first come, first 

served” basis. The administrative assistant in the school office will maintain the waiting 

list. It is valid for one school year. A new list will begin each year. 

The school will open August 2014. The timetable for future recruitment efforts will be 

formalized after the first year based on enrollment outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

Recruitment, Registration, and Admissions Timeline 

Month Activity 



  

 

July 2013 Disseminate brochures, flyers, letters, leafleting door to door 

and at Metro stops, attend neighborhood; place ads in local 

newspapers, public service announcements on radio station 

and community fairs 

July 2013–January 2014 Disseminate applications 

April 2014 Application deadline 

April 2014 Families notified of admission acceptance 

Lottery 

June 2014 Intent to enroll 

June 2014 Finalize admissions, parent/student interview, residency 

information, pre-assessment test 

August 2014 Parent orientation 

September 2014 School begins 

 

NPAPCS does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national or ethnic origin, language 

spoken, intellectual or athletic ability, measures of achievement or aptitude, religion, 

gender, or status as a student with special needs or disability in the administration of its 

education programs, admission policies, employment practices, or any other school 

program or activities. As a public charter school, NPAPCS must accept students from 

anywhere in the District of Columbia. Students who reside outside the District of Columbia 

must pay tuition in compliance with the applicable rate established by DCPS. If there are 

more applications to enroll in NPAPCS from D.C. residents than there are spaces available, 

then NPAPCS will create a random selection process, except special consideration will be 

given to siblings of students who are currently attending or have been admitted to NPAPCS. 

NPAPCS will work hard to create a nurturing student-centered environment where parents 

feel they are an integral part of the school community; however, if a student wishes to 

withdraw, NPAPCS will forward his or her records to any school upon a written request 

from the new school. If a student withdraws, then NPAPCS will check the waiting list to see 

if there is another student with interest in being admitted to the same grade level. If 

students apply after the deadline for admission and after the school must give the final 

enrollment numbers in October, NPAPCS will consider whether to admit these students on 

a case-by-case basis, knowing that there will be no reimbursement of per-pupil cost after 

the final numbers are submitted to DCPS. 



  

 

Regarding suspensions and expulsions reference should be made to “Safety, Order, and 

Student Discipline” above. Also the student and parent handbook will outline the 

procedure. NPAPCS will exhaust all possible remedies before suspending a student. Unless 

there is a legal requirement for suspension or expulsion due to weapons or illegal drugs, 

NPAPCS will look for alternative methods to deal with problems before discipline escalates 

to the point where suspension or expulsion will be the only option. The SSST functions to 

identify students’ needs and intervenes to take preventive steps weekly or whenever the 

need arises. Interdisciplinary teams will keep students engaged in learning, which will 

reduce behavior problems. Having parents actively engaged in the school monitoring halls, 

classrooms, and the playground will help students recognize that learning is important and 

valued by everyone. The student-centered approach of NPAPCS will create an environment 

of high expectations, trust, and mutual respect that translates into all stakeholders 

demonstrating to students that their needs are paramount. This communal learning 

environment should reduce the need for suspension and expulsion. In addition, students 

will be taught how to deal with anger, aggression, and fear in socialized civility sessions 

and peer-mediation conflict-resolution sessions. Notice and due process will be afforded 

any student who is confronted with the possibility of suspension or expulsion. 

b. Student Policies and Procedures 

There will be a handbook developed for students and parents that will outline the policies 

and procedures that will govern students who attend NPAPCS. These handbooks will be 

available on the first day of school when there will be student and parent orientation. 

2.   Human Resource Information 

a.   Key Leadership Roles 

Principal 

The principal is responsible for the day-to-day management of the school. She is 

responsible for ensuring that the educational services are delivered to the students.  She 

must ensure that the teachers and staff are provided appropriate staff development to 

effectively, successfully meet the goals and objectives of school. The principal must be 

fiscally responsible. She will have support from Advisory Council and the Board of 

Trustees. Mary Terrell is a founding member.  She is eminently qualified having served as 

the former principal and founder of the Dix Street Academy High School for youth who 

dropped out of school.  She is former Administrative Director of the Antioch Graduate 

School of Education, Washington Center.  As an Assistant United States Attorney she 

created the “Just Say No to Drugs Program to deter high school from drug abuse.  She 

created the High Tea Society program for girls in 1997 when she was sworn in as an 

Associate Superior Court Judge to bridge gap between the family and the civil society and 



  

 

global community.  In 2008, she retired from the bench to create educational program for 

at risk youth.      

General Counsel 

A member of the founding group, Kathy Williams, Esq .has agreed to serve as the general 

counsel. She will provide advice and counsel to the BOT on critical legal issues. NPAPCS is 

fortunate to have many talented attorneys as members of the founding group who are 

available to assist in areas of the law that are not within the area of expertise of the general 

counsel. She is filing the 501(c) (3) application. 

Business Manager 

Founding member and currently a Board member, Xavier Epps, a highly respected financial 

manager and owner of XNE Financial Advising, LLC has agreed to serve a Financial 

Manager.  If a charter is awarded he will step down from the Board. He specializes in 

providing financial advice to 501(C) (3) and for profit organizations.  He is uniquely 

qualified and competent to provide financial oversight of NPAPCS’ budget and tax matters. 

The business manager will be responsible for managing the school’s financial resources. He 

will work with the accountant responsible for the audit to create a financial reporting 

system that meets the standards of general accounting and auditing procedures. The 

business manager is responsible for accurately tracking the income and expenses to ensure 

adequate cash flow to protect the school’s financial integrity. The business manager will 

also work closely with the treasurer of the BOT by creating a reporting schedule and a 

system for reporting financial data monthly. 

Curriculum Coordinator 

Dr. Arlethea Spraggins is a member of the founding group and has agreed to assume the 

position as curriculum coordinator.  She is a veteran educator and administrator who has 

designed curriculum, has been the Director of Instruction and Curriculum. She has been the 

Assessment Coordinator for the National Assessment of Educational Programs (NAEP), 

former principal of ARE Public Charter School, Staff Development Coordinator for 

Montgomery County Public Schools and School Examiner. The Curriculum Coordinator is 

responsible for the Implementation of the curriculum and ensuring that standards are met 

and the scope and sequence time limes are adhered to graduation requirement.  

Furthermore, she is responsible for developing a staff development program to prepare the 

teachers to be successful in the classroom. 

b.   Qualifications of School Staff 

NPAPCS is a non-traditional student-centered high school.  Many teachers have limited 

experience in a student-centered learning environment and training of staff will critical to 

success of the school.  Teachers will be selected based on content competence and 

willingness to cooperate, collaborate, multi-task using an interdisciplinary approach. 



  

 

Interdisciplinary Teams 

The staff at NPAPCS will work in interdisciplinary teams to implement the Integrated 

thematic skills based Aligned Curriculum that all teachers will help to design. This 

curriculum is skills based, which requires students to be pre-assessed to determine their 

skill level and their level of readiness along their developmental needs such as; social, 

ethical, cognitive, etc... NPAPCS will utilize a thematic approach that will integrate social 

skills and work skills readiness into the curriculum... Students will have the opportunity to 

explore the world of work using life skills. Each student will receive educational support 

based on his or her needs to enable him or her to meet the standards and goals of NPAPCS. 

There will be specialized staff development to prepare teachers to team teach; integrate 

their content materials to cover the scope and sequence of content material for graduation. 

Reading 

Reading will be fully integrated throughout all classes. Students will have SILP s based on 

their needs. All teachers will be teaching reading strategies and techniques through their 

content specialty. 

Home Base Teachers 

Students will have a home base teacher who will be responsible for tracking their progress. 

The home base teacher will greet the students in the morning and conduct the morning 

meeting to determine any special student needs and ascertain from the students events or 

activities that occurred the evening before. The students will meet with the home base 

teacher in the afternoon for the closing meeting at which time discounted Smart Trip Cards 

will dispense. Because of the nurturing nature of the school and the configuration of the 

classroom, the students will be able to bond with all the teaching staff. There will be one 

comprehensive educational plan developed by the SPMT with input from teachers and the 

curriculum coordinator. 

Principal Qualifications 

The principal is a manager, administrator, educational and curriculum specialist, public 

relations expert, and parent and community liaison: 

• Manager: Has demonstrated experience in operating a school or organization with 

specific goals and objectives to meet the needs of the targeted population. Must have 

experience in creating and implementing educational programs. Must be 

knowledgeable of management systems that ensure academic accountability. Must 

be able to develop a cohesive staff and delegate responsibility. Must develop tools to 

evaluate the staff and measure staff achievement. 

• Administrator: Must have at least three years of experience as a school 

administrator in a school created to address the needs of the targeted population. 



  

 

Must have excellent organizational skills. Must be able to multitask and develop 

policies and procedures that will ensure a safe and positive educational climate. 

Must be willing to learn the intricacies integrated thematic skills based aligned 

curriculum and oversee its implementation in the school. 

• Educational and Curriculum Specialist: Must have previous teaching experience. 

Must be able to guide the educational staff to develop sound teaching strategies and 

assessment tools. Must be able to motivate the instructional staff to create a learning 

environment that is student centered and holistic so that each student can achieve 

success. Must be able to develop a staff development program that will provide 

support for the staff so they can be successful as teachers and support staff. Must 

have the necessary educational training to be able to evaluate lesson plans, conduct 

classroom observations, and review assessment tools. 

• Public Relations Expert: Must be able to articulate the mission, philosophy, and 

focus of the school to the school community and to the community at large. Must 

have the proper demeanor and decorum to convey trust and confidence to parents, 

teachers, staff, and students. Must be articulate and serve as the primary 

spokesperson for the school. 

• Community and Parent Liaison: Must have the ability to work with a diverse group 

of individuals from different economic levels, social standings, races, genders, and 

national origins. Must develop an outreach program that will ensure the 

involvement of parents and the community in the school. Must create an 

environment in the school where parents and community members feel they are 

welcomed. Must be willing to work with parents and community members to bring 

additional resources into the school. 

Curriculum Coordinator Qualifications 

Primary Purpose 

• Maintain primary responsibility for the development and implementation of the 

NPAPCS’s Aligned integrated thematic skills based Curriculum with a work skills 

readiness and social skills development component. Serve as supervisor/evaluator 

for instructional and related services staff. Consult with teachers, principal, staff, 

board, advisory committees, and SPMT regarding curriculum development and 

implementation, resource materials, assessment, staff development needs, and data 

analysis. 

• Work closely with the principal to achieve the goals and objectives of the school. 

• Have input into the evaluation of instructional staff and be designated as the 

administrator in charge in the absence of the principal. 



  

 

• Will be expected to assist teachers with the aligning of the curriculum, model 

lessons, and assist with teaching and developing resources and activities that 

enhance the development of the whole student. 

• Create a staff development program to support staff in meeting the needs of 

students 

Skills and Abilities 

• Ability to evaluate instructional program and teaching effectiveness 

• Background in curriculum development preferred 

• Knowledge of student and adolescent development 

• Knowledge of the Common Core State Standards and local standards and the ability 

to articulate those standards 

• Strong organizational, communication, public relations, and interpersonal skills 

• Solid knowledge and experience working with curriculum materials and standards 

• Knowledge and skill in curriculum alignment 

• Demonstrated ability to work effectively with a wide range of professionals 

• Excellent listening skills and a commitment to communicate clearly, completely, and 

in a timely manner, and 

• Strong presentation skills. 

• Experience working with the targeted population 

• Experience in training staff in interdisciplinary team teaching strategies 

Additional duties and responsibilities will be formally developed. 

Qualifications 

• Bachelor’s degree in education or a related field required; advanced degree 

preferred 

• Minimum of five years classroom teaching required 

• Experience in curriculum alignment preferred 

• Must have had some experience in professional development training 

Teacher Qualifications 

• Educational Skills: The teachers of NPAPCS will meet the high qualification 

standards of the No Student Left Behind Act. The teachers will hold a bachelor’s 

degree, passage of the Praxis I, Praxis II and certification will be among the selection 

factors. NPAPCS will also look for teachers with exposure to or experience in non-

traditional teaching strategies. Teachers with three years’ experience working in an 

urban classroom setting are preferable. 

• Organizational Skills: A successful teacher, in addition to having the qualifications to 

be a teacher, must possess other skills. He or she must have the organizational skills 

to create an environment in the classroom that promotes learning and the ability to 

develop a sound lesson. He or she must be able to conduct a lesson in such a way 



  

 

that the expected outcomes are achieved and those outcomes can be measured by 

some teacher-made assessment tools. 

• Communication Skills: Teachers must have excellent communication skills to 

explain classroom goals and objectives in a manner that is understood by students, 

parents, the community, and the principal. They must be able to write sound 

assessment tools and lesson plans that will enable students to meet and exceed the 

Common Core State Standards and school goals. 

• Interpersonal Skills: The underlying principles of collaboration, consensus, and no-

fault must be practiced by teachers in the classroom and in contacts with parents, 

other staff, and community members. Teachers must have personalities that will 

enable them to learn and practice interdisciplinary team teaching in a student-

centered environment. 

This is not a complete list of the qualifications needed to be a teacher; we have highlighted 

in this section some of the salient skills that will be needed for both a principal and a 

teacher to be successful. In order to find these teachers, NPAPCS will advertise within the 

Washington Metropolitan Area and nationally. 

c. Staffing Plans 

Pre-opening Staff 

NPAPCS will hire a principal who will commence work part-time and will become full-time 

in March 2014. The other key staff—administrative assistant, business manager, and 

curriculum coordinator—will commence employment in March 2014. All staff will be hired 

by August 2014.  

Classroom Staff, Years 1–5 

In the first year of operation NPAPCS will have five master teachers (English, Math, Science, 

Social Studies and Foreign Language) The ratio of  1-17 teacher to student will ensure that 

students will receive support for learning. In addition to regular classroom teachers, 

NPAPCS will have a part-time reading specialist, clinical social worker, a special education 

coordinator, Intervention Counselor, Dean of Students, and  Part-time PE/health instructor 

who will be hired in the first year of operation: 

• Reading Specialist: Reading and critical literacy are central to the academic program 

at NPAPCS. All teachers will be trained by the reading specialist to use reading 

strategies in their content courses. In addition the specialist will work with the 

interdisciplinary teams; the reading specialist may from time to time provide 

student support in small group or one-on-one sessions. 

• Social Worker: Initially, NPAPCS will have a clinical social worker who will address 

the special needs of students in the holistic, student-centered environment at 

NPAPCS. NPAPCS will partner with social service agencies to address parenting, 



  

 

homelessness, drug abuse, HIV-AIDs, court matters, etc. NPAPCS will partner with. 

Howard University Family and Community Resource and Research Center in the 

School of Social Work to provide social work interns on a rotation basis. 

• Special Education Coordinator: The special education coordinator will make 

referrals to DCPS of students with special needs. The coordinator will teach and 

provide classroom support as a member of the interdisciplinary team. He or she will 

monitor and follow up on referrals made to the DCPS. NPAPCS estimates that it will 

have 12 students with special disabilities. 

• Foreign Language Teachers The foreign language program will create a positive 

learning environment for LEP and NEP students. NPAPCS estimates that it will have 

approximately 18 LEP students. 

• Dean of Student with interface between the students and the administration and 

handle disciplinary problems that occur on school property. He will monitor the 

halls and address special concerns.  He will establish a peer mediation and in-school 

mediation system to resolve disputes among the students.  He will monitor absences 

and truancies and maintain close contact with the families of the school.  

• Intervention Counselor-is an advocate and academic counselor who will ensure that 

students are kept informed of their goals and monitors their progress.  He/she will 

set strategies to address academic problems and work closely with the clinical social 

worker to ensure that student’s needs are addressed. 

d. Employment Policies 

The NPAPCS is in the process of developing its employment policies that will be contained 

in an employee handbook. The employment policies will be in effect at the beginning of the 

first academic year of NPAPCS and will be disseminated to employees during their 

orientation. While NPAPCS intends to include numerous policies to promote an excellent 

working environment, the following is an overview of the key policies. 

Salary 

NPAPCS intends to design a pay plan that attracts and retains outstanding, qualified staff 

and teachers who understand and are committed to our student-centered, holistic, and 

interdisciplinary learning philosophy. To achieve that goal, NPAPCS’s pay plan will be 

based on the prevailing wage rates for individuals with commensurate experience and 

education in the public school systems in the Washington Metropolitan Area, as shown on 

the attached salary schedules, and those employed with D.C. public charter schools. 

The National Education Association’s 2003–04 (dated info) survey of public school 

teachers found that the median salary for public school teachers was $42,254. Based on the 

information available about the salaries of D.C. public charter school teachers, NPAPCS has 

discerned that salaries range from about $35,000 to $60,000. Based on those 

benchmarking efforts, NPAPCS has preliminarily budgeted approximately $45,000-$54,000 



  

 

for a teacher’s salary. That figure is a baseline that is subject to adjustment based on an 

individual’s education and years of teaching experience. NPAPCS recognizes that it may 

have to compensate its target class of teachers above the norm because of the unique skills 

that will be required to integrate a thematic skills based curriculum with work skills 

readiness and social skills using an interdisciplinary approach into the curriculum as well 

as the extended school schedule. 

NPAPCS will encourage ongoing teacher training and staff development. Each teacher and 

staff member will receive a performance plan designed to ensure that NPAPCS achieves its 

performance goals and objectives for student learning. Based on each employee’s 

performance, which will be measured based on criteria such as student progress, 

organizational skills, attendance, and interpersonal skills, merit increases in salary may be 

awarded. Employees will be evaluated periodically, but no less frequently than on an 

annual basis, to ensure that they are fulfilling the mission of NPAPCS. 

Benefits 

Within its budget, NPAPCS will offer the following benefits: 

• health insurance coverage, 

• unemployment insurance, 

• paid time off, and 

Teacher Recruitment and Retention 

NPAPCS will seek the knowledge we need to fix the problem of growing and retaining 

leaders. Research analyses reveal to us the critical elements of high quality new teacher 

induction programs which NPAPCS will implement. 

These include: 

• Pair new teachers with seasoned mentors in similar grades and subject areas; 

• Reduce novices' workloads and structure teaching schedules to provide common 

planning time and frequent face-to-face interaction among mentors and novices; 

• Provide release time for both the mentor and novice for observations and analysis; 

• Offer ongoing professional development relevant to the needs of novice teachers 

and give them access to an external network of beginning teachers; 

• Develop a standards-based formal assessment of beginning teachers and the 

induction program itself. Tom Smith and Richard Ingersoll have found that only one 

percent of beginning teachers nationally are receiving comprehensive induction 

supports. 

• Work with local colleges to find foreign language majors for teaching positions. 

• Provide incentives for teachers meeting District Standards. 

 



  

 

Hiring and Dismissal 

Because NPAPCS will offer an interdisciplinary learning environment, it is important to 

retain staff and teachers. Like other charter schools, NPAPCS intends to offer all employees 

a one-year contract, with a renewal provision. In the case of budget and/or enrollment 

shortfalls, NPAPCS may dismiss employees with two weeks’ notice. Further, employees 

may be dismissed for cause in accordance with NPAPCS’s progressive corrective action 

process when staff and/or teachers do not adhere to the performance levels necessary for 

students to achieve academic standards and for NPAPCS to fulfill its mission. 

NPAPCS will conduct background checks on all staff and teachers in accordance with 

federal and D.C. laws. Job offers will not be made unless the background check is 

satisfactory. 

Discipline 

If an employee is unable to meet acceptable standards of performance, disregards or 

violates NPAPCS’s policies and procedures, or exhibits unacceptable behavior on the job, 

corrective action may be used as a tool to improve performance and to motivate the 

employee to correct past undesirable behaviors and, as a result, become more productive. 

NPAPCS may administer corrective action as it deems appropriate under the 

circumstances. The following factors may be considered to ensure that proper corrective 

action is taken: the seriousness of the infraction, the past performance record of the 

employee, and the circumstances surrounding the matter. 

The progressive corrective action process that may be used as a tool for performance 

improvement generally results because of increasingly severe or additional actions by the 

employee and is designed to bring about a change in performance or behavior. Corrective 

action can be accelerated, and involuntary termination can occur at any time, without any 

previous steps having been taken. 

• Verbal Warning: The purpose of this step is to correct a performance or conduct 

problem by bringing it to the employee’s attention and to explain performance 

expectations. 

• Written Warning: If the problem persists or an additional unrelated problem 

arises, the administrator may issue a written warning to the employee. 

• Suspension or Termination: If the problem persists or an additional unrelated 

problem arises after the written warning (if any), the administrator may suspend or 

terminate the employee. 

Equal Employment Opportunity 

NPAPCS is committed to offering equal employment opportunities in all of its employment 

practices. NPAPCS will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual 



  

 

orientation, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental disability, handicap, veteran 

status, or any other categories protected by federal or D.C. law. NPAPCS is committed to 

ensuring that nondiscrimination applies to all areas of employment including hiring, 

training, promotion, discipline, termination, layoff, compensation, benefits, and any other 

employment-related action. NPAPCS will implement employment policies and procedures 

designed to encourage equal employment opportunities and to foster a productive work 

environment. NPAPCS will expect all employees to honor these equal employment 

opportunity policies and to treat one another with respect and in a nondiscriminatory 

manner. Employees will be expected to foster a productive work environment that is free 

from harassment or disruptive activity. 

Drug-Free Workplace 

NPAPCS will maintain a drug-free workplace. This means that the unlawful manufacturing, 

distribution, dispensing, possession, or use of a controlled substance (tobacco, alcohol, and 

other drugs) on NPAPCS premises or when representing NPAPCS on business will be 

prohibited. Any violation of these prohibitions will lead to NPAPCS imposing disciplinary 

action up to and including dismissal. All employees will receive a copy of NPAPCS’s drug-

free workplace policy. 

e.   Use of Volunteers 

NPAPCS will make extensive use of volunteers in keeping with its strong community and 

parental involvement. Staff will monitor all volunteers at all times. Volunteers will provide 

support but will not be a substitute for staff. The Howard University Jump Start Program 

and Ameri-Corps will help NPAPCS identify potential volunteers.  

Training 

NPAPCS will develop a volunteer handbook and conduct regular training sessions that will 

cover school policies and procedures; school mission, philosophy, and focus; and volunteer 

accountability, duties, and responsibilities. All volunteers who have more than 10 hours of 

student contact per month must undergo a background check provided by a firm that can 

conduct national background checks. 

Monitoring 

To ensure maximum benefit to meet the school’s goals and objectives and measure the 

benefit of volunteers’ contribution, NPAPCS will use a computer system developed by the 

D.C. Student and Youth Investment Trust Corporation at no cost to the school. The 

volunteers will have to check in with the administrative assistant, who will maintain a sign-

in log. Volunteers will be assigned based on their interview, their interests, and the school’s 

needs. This system will ensure that volunteers are deployed effectively and are making a 

meaningful contribution to aid NPAPCS in meeting its goals and objectives. 



  

 

In the Classroom 

Volunteers and parents will be used to assist teachers in the classroom, to help students 

work on a one-on-one project, or to monitor lunch or physical education. 

In the Office 

NPAPCS will use volunteers and parents to file documents, input data, answer the 

telephone, help with the NPAPCS newsletter, help with open houses, help with mailings, 

and serve as school guides for visitors. 

After-School/Before-School Care 

Volunteers and parents will assist with before-school activities. They will help lead 

students in planned activities, help with breakfast, tutor, and make sure that students are 

ready for school. 

Extracurricular Activities 

Volunteers and parents will help staff supervise club activities. Volunteers will assist staff 

with the yoga and tai chi classes. High Tea Society volunteers will provide support for 

Friday cultural-enrichment activities and afternoon tea. 

In the School 

Volunteers and parents will be used as hall monitors or outside monitors. Volunteers and 

parents will help staff maintain school displays and bulletin boards throughout the school. 

3. Arrangements for Meeting District and Federal Requirements 

NPAPCS’s general counsel is well versed in district and federal requirements for public 

charter schools and will advise the BOT and the principal to make sure that NPAPCS is in 

full compliance with the following requirements. 

a. Health and Safety 

The School will obtain and keep current all necessary permits, licenses and certifications 

related to fire, health and safety within the building and on school property.  In the event of 

an emergency, teachers are responsible for the supervision of students in their care, and 

shall remain with students until directed otherwise.  They shall take steps deemed 

necessary to ensure student safety.  They Shall: 

• Direct students in their charge according to established Universal Emergency 

Procedures (to assembly area, Severe Weather Area, etc.) 

• Render first aid if necessary. 

• Take roll book or attendance sheet with them for student accounting 

• Take roll when the class relocates in Assembly area. 



  

 

• Assist as directed by the Principal, or representative of the Emergency Management 

Team. 

NPAPCS will comply fully with §38-1802.02(11) and §38-1802.04(c) (4) of the D.C. School 

Reform Act, which require a public charter school to maintain the health and safety of all 

students attending the school. The school nurse will work with community providers to 

conduct vision, hearing, and dental screening. In the health and physical education classes 

speakers will discuss nutrition and ways to keep the body healthy and safe. The school will 

maintain information about any special health needs of the students, and this information 

will be available to teachers in the event that intervention is necessary. The school nurse 

will make arrangements for first aid classes to be taught to school staff and teachers. Basic 

safety rules will be posted throughout the building. The school will be open for public 

inspection at all times. 

Food Service 

NPAPCS will provide an adequate supply of food and a facility (cafeteria or designated 

place) for the establishment, maintenance, operation, and expansion of nonprofit school 

lunch programs as stated in Section 2 of the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751). 

NPAPCS will be assisted through grants in aid and other means in providing an adequate 

supply of food and a facility, as well as federal cash assistance (reimbursements) including 

advances paid or payable to participating schools for lunches meeting the requirements of 

210.10 and served to eligible students. 

The D.C. State Department of Education will provide general and special cash assistance 

and donation of foods acquired by the department to be used to assist schools in serving 

nutritious lunches to student each school day. NPAPCS will serve lunches that are 

nutritionally adequate, as set forth by regulations, and shall to the extent practicable 

ensure that participating student  gain a full understanding of the relationship between 

proper eating and good health. A food service management company may be contracted by 

NPAPCS to manage all aspects of the school food service. 

The foods served by NPAPCS will be consistent with the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act of 

2010. 

NPAPCS will operate a nonprofit lunch program in accordance with the National School 

Lunch Act. A free lunch will be served under the program to a student from a household 

eligible for such benefits under 7 CFR part 245 and for which the student will not pay. A 

reduced-price lunch will be served to a student from a household eligible for such benefits 

under 7 CFR part 245 for which the price is less than the school food authority–designated 

full price of the lunch and which does not exceed the maximum allowable reduced price 

specified under 7 CFR part 245. 



  

 

NPAPCS will promote activities to involve students and parents in the school lunch 

program. Such activities may include menu planning, enhancement of the eating 

environment, program promotion, and related student/community support activities. 

School food authorities will be encouraged to use the school food service program to teach 

students about good nutrition practices and to involve the general community in activities 

to enhance the program. 

NPAPCS will comply with the provision of 210.16(a) regarding the establishment of an 

advisory board of parents, teachers, and students: 

• (A) NPAPCS will submit forms and reports to the state agency or the distributing 

agency, as appropriate, to demonstrate compliance with program requirements. 

These reports include but are not limited to the following: 

1. Claim for reimbursement and, for the month of October and as otherwise specified 

by the state agency, supporting data as specified in accordance with 210.8 CFR. 

2. An application and agreement for program operations between the school authority 

and the state agency and/or Free and Reduced Price Policy Statement as required 

under 210.9. 

3. A written response to reviews pertaining to corrective action taken for program 

deficiencies. 

4. A commodity school’s preference whether to receive part of its donated food 

allocation in cash for processing and handling of donated foods as required under 

210.19(b). 

5. A written response to written audit findings pertaining to the school food 

authority’s operation as required under 210.22. 

6. Information on civil rights complaints, if any and their resolution as required under 

210.23. 

• (B) NPAPCS shall maintain records to demonstrate compliance with program 

requirements. These records will include but will not be limited to the following: 

1. Documentation of participating data by the school in support of the Claim for 

Reimbursement and data used in the claims review process, as required under 

210.8(a), (b), and (c) of this part. 

2. Production and menu records and, if appropriate, nutrition analysis records as 

required under 210.10, whichever is applicable. 

3. Participation records to demonstrate positive action toward providing one lunch 

per student per day as required under 210.10(a) (2), whichever is applicable. 

4. Currently approved and denied applications for free and reduced-price lunches and 

a description of the verification activities, including verified applications and any 

accompanying source documentation in accordance with 7 CFR 245,6a of this title. 

 



  

 

NPAPCS shall employ a food service management company and will adhere to the 

procurement standards specified in 210.21. NPAPCS shall ensure that the food service 

operation is in conformance with the school food authority’s agreement under the 

program, and NPAPCS shall monitor the food service operation frequently. NPAPCS will 

retain control of the quality, extent, and general nature of its food service and the prices to 

be charged the students. NPAPCS will maintain applicable health certification and assure 

that all state and local regulations are being met by the food service management company 

preparing or serving meals at the school. 

In addition to adhering to the procurement standards under 210.21, NPAPCS will invite 

food service companies to bid or request for proposals that shall contain a 21-day cycle 

menu developed in accordance with the provisions of 210.10, to be used as a standard for 

the purpose of basing bids or estimating average cost per meal. 

Contractual agreements with food service management companies shall include provisions 

that ensure that the requirements are met. No payment will be made for meals that are 

spoiled at time of delivery, do not meet detailed specifications as developed by the school 

food authority for each food component specified in 210.10, or do not otherwise meet the 

requirements of the contract. 

Under general expenses (page 37 of 48) in the Budget component, v1.2 of the grant 

application, there is a line item of $115,716 designated for food service. On page 14 of 46–

Federal Programs, v1.2 under the National Lunch Program line item, lunch and breakfast 

rates are delineated; under students, descriptions for total lunches, paid lunches, reduced 

lunches, and free lunches have been estimated based on student enrollment. Daily and 

annual estimates are also presented. 

The National School Lunch Program Reference Book has been used as a guideline. 

Agreements, invitation for bids, meal pattern requirements, lunch applications, income 

eligibility guidelines, and other forms from the reference book will be used as a guideline to 

ensure the proper use of all food service requirements. 

NPAPCS will follow the guidelines of the Hunger Free Kids Act of 2010 signed in to law by 

President Obama.  We will also follow the guidelines of the Healthy Schools Act signed in to 

law by the DC City Council in May of 2010. 

b. Safety and Fire Codes for Building 

NPAPCS will be in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and will be 

handicap-accessible so that students, parents, and members of the community who need 

ramps will be able to visit the school. NPAPCS will fully comply with D.C. Fire Codes for 

buildings under §5-501 et seq. Fire extinguishers and smoke detectors will be properly 

placed in each classroom and the hallways. There will be fire drills scheduled during the 

school year for safe evacuation of the school in the event of emergencies. The school will 



  

 

have a plan in place for terrorist attack, and NPAPCS will have a “shelter in place.” We will 

also have an emergency/evacuation plan in place. 

Transportation 

NPAPCS will notify parents that students attending a public charter school are eligible for 

reduced fares on the Metro bus and Metro rail Transit System on the same terms and 

conditions as any DCPS public school. NPAPCS will maintain the proper forms for students 

to be able to purchase fare cards and bus tickets. Any students with special disabilities will 

be transported by DCPS. 

NPAPCS School Transit Subsidy Program 

NPAPCS will be governed by the following rules and regulations governing discount 

student travel on Metro bus and Metro rail. Students must 

• reside in the District of Columbia; 

• be less than 19 years of age except in the case of students with disabilities, to whom 

reduced fares shall be available for those students under 23 years of age; 

• be enrolled in the NPAPCS; and 

• need to use Metro bus and/or Metro rail for travel to and from school and to and 

from related educational activities in the District. 

Restricting student travel to legitimate activities is most important because the 

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) does not absorb the resultant 

student discount. The District is required to pay WMATA the difference between the 

student per-trip contribution of 62.5 cents (bus) and/or 65 cents (rail) and the regular 

adult fare or, with the monthly Smart Student Pass, match the student contribution of 

$22.00. The aggregate of these payments represents the School Transit Subsidy budget. 

 

We will administer this program as efficiently as possible to better justify the cost. We will 

monitor the distribution of application forms for Student Travel Cards and for Metro bus 

Token Blanks and will adhere to the rules and regulations of the government of the District 

of Columbia. 

 

b. Enrollment Data 

 

NPAPCS will fully comply with §38-1802.04(c)(12), which requires a public charter school 

to provide the enrollment data required for DCPS to comply with necessary regulations. It 

is in the best interest of NPAPCS to maintain accurate records of D.C. students enrolled in 

the school and to report that information when required so that funds can be disbursed 

based on a legally sufficient accurate count. Information will be regularly updated based on 

any change in the enrollment. 



  

 

 

c.   Maintenance and Dissemination of Student Records 

There are many privacy considerations that require that student records be properly 

maintained to protect the rights of students. Parents and students are entitled to review 

their school records. Any request for information from students’ records must be in 

writing. Questions regarding when and to whom access to students’ records shall be given 

will be referred to the general counsel. NPAPCS will have in place proper procedures to 

ensure that only the proper authorities, personnel, and parents/guardians will have access 

to student records. Student information will be in a secured data system, and hard copies 

will be placed in secured file cabinets with appropriate access logs and very limited access 

by school staff and teachers. Al student and financial records will be kept in a locked, 

fireproof cabinet or in a fire proofed locked records storage vault.  Computerized student 

records will be backed regularly and stored in a secure area.  NPAPCS will fully comply 

with D.C. School Reform Act, Parts B and D, and other applicable laws, including D.C. Code 

sec. 31-401 et seq. (Compulsory School Attendance), D.C. Code sec. 31-501 et seq. 

(Immunization of School Students), D.C. Code sec. 31-601 et seq. (Tuition of Nonresidents), 

and D.C. Code sec. 29-501 et seq. (Nonprofit Corporation). 

 

d. Compulsory Attendance Laws 

School attendance is essential if students are to achieve academically, and it is the law. 

Student attendance will be reported daily. The administrative assistant will follow up with 

parents of students who did not attend school if parents did not notify the school. The 

administrative assistant will track school attendance and report it monthly to parents and 

the principal. The SSST will use the information to see if there is a correlation between 

attendance and school performance and behavior. Excessive absences will be reported to 

the proper authorities. The Parent Team will also assist with this effort to outreach to 

parents whose students have chronic attendance problems.  

Subchapter B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1411 et seq.) 

and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794) 

NPAPCS will develop a special education program that will fully comply with the applicable 

law. A special education specialist/teacher will be available on a full-time or part-time basis 

depending on the needs of the students. All staff will be trained on the law as it applies to 

students with special needs. This is an area where the general counsel will review the 

special education plan of NPAPCS to ensure full compliance. 

e. Title I of the Improving America’s Schools Act 

NPAPCS will service all the students in the District of Columbia; however, students in Ward 

7 and Ward 8 will be targeted. These wards have the highest population of economically 



  

 

disadvantaged persons in the District of Columbia (Education Need Section). Many of the 

students of NPAPCS will be qualified under Title I low-income status and be eligible for free 

and reduced-price meals. NPAPCS will maintain accurate records to ensure that these 

students receive all of the Title I benefits to which they are entitled due to their economic 

status. 

f. Compliance with Civil Rights Statutes and Regulations of the Federal Government 

and the District of Columbia 

As stated earlier, NPAPCS will have in place and visible a nondiscrimination policy that 

complies with all the civil rights statutes, including Title IX and Title VI of the Civil Rights 

Act, the Rehabilitation Act, the Age Discrimination Act, the Individuals with Disabilities 

Education Act, and the Americans with Disabilities Act. 

g.   Other 

The general counsel of NPAPCS will review with the BOT and the principal any other 

applicable laws and regulations that may apply to charter schools to ensure that there is 

full compliance. Inasmuch as there is ever-evolving legislation and legislative initiatives 

that govern charter schools, the general counsel will appraise the BOT and principal of any 

new laws or procedures to ensure that NPAPCS is in full compliance at all times. 

4.  Implementation of the Charter 

a. Timetable and Tasks for the Implementation of the Charter 

The following timetable covers the period March 2013–September 2014. 

Implementation of Charter Timeline 

Task 2013 2014 

Charter Approval and Oversight   

Submit application and assurance form March  

Prepare for interviews (Principal/Applicant) April–May  

Prepare for public hearing April–May  

Sign charter agreement July  

Review applicable laws and regulations June–July  

Begin negotiating legal terms of charter September January 

Create reporting system September– January 



  

 

Complete all certifications September– January 

Contracts   

Solicit bids August– June 

Select vendors August– June 

Negotiate contracts August– June 

General counsel reviews contract agreements August– June 

Submit contracts for approval 

Purchasing 

Communication 

Food service 

August– June 

Incorporation   

Prepare Articles of Incorporation January– March 

D.C. nonprofit status January–June  

Secure D.C. Certificate of Good Standing March–June  

File 501(c)(3) application February–July  

Secure corporate seal February–June  

Copyright proprietary information August– September 

Management   

Recruit Board of Trustees (BOT) members February  

Identify BOT members February  

Select officers of BOT February  

Adopt bylaws February  

Establish meeting schedule April  

Create BOT manual/guidelines April–June  



  

 

Investigate insurance liability April–June  

Schedule BOT retreat/training August  

Review contracts August– June 

Financial Management   

Create budget February  

Review operating budget July  

Open account March  

Establish finance reporting system March–May  

Establish a petty cash system April–May  

Identify signatories for account (minimum of 

two) 

March  

Establish finance reporting system for BOT March–May  

Establish fiscal management policies and 

procedures 

May–July  

Establish a payroll payment system July–August  

Secure software for budget and accounting 

tracking 

March–May  

Retain accountant to prepare annual audits November  

Insurance   

Assess insurance needs 

Building 

BOT 

Students 

Teachers and staff 

April– August 



  

 

General counsel to review bids/proposals April– August 

Insurance contracts submitted for approval April– August 

Insurance contracts signed April– August 

Building Site   

Commence search for site February  

Identify site February– June 

Enter into negotiation for space February– June 

Conduct needs assessment January  

Review student enrollment projections and staff 

projections 

January–February  

Review zoning code restrictions February– June 

Secure building inspection February– June 

Secure building code approval February– June 

Establish a site fallback plan February– June 

Establish a renovation schedule February– June 

Secure bids for renovations February– June 

Secure occupancy permits June– June 

Obtain a certificate of occupancy June– June 

Schedule final walk-through June– June 

Personnel   

Develop a hiring process August  

Develop job description and vacancy 

announcements 

July  

Develop benefit packets August  



  

 

Develop a salary scale August  

Consult other public charter schools February–August  

Develop selection criteria July  

Screen resumes August– August 

Contact references/conduct background checks August– August 

Establish an interview schedule August– August 

Principal August  

Business manager August  

Curriculum coordinator September–

October 

 

Administrative staff August  

Maintenance staff August  

Educational specialists June  

Part-time staff June  

Create an interview schedule July  

Develop contracts June  

Develop performance standards July  

Create staff personnel handbook May–June  

Develop substitute teacher policy September  

Maintain list of potential substitute teachers 

with references and background checks 

 May–June 

Staff Development   

Assess needs  January 

Decide on schedule for in-house training August– February 



  

 

A+anywhere learning System commence review 

and assessment 

August– February 

Decide on schedule for Aligned Curriculum 

development and commence curriculum 

development process 

September– July 

Commence on process to integrate thematic 

skills based interdisciplinary  approach with 

work skills readiness and social skills 

development into the curriculum 

August– July 

Decide on schedule for first aid training August– February 

Select vendors December  

Review proposal  January 

Consult budget July–August  

Submit contracts for review and approval August– January 

Sign contracts December– January 

Finalize staff development schedule  February 

School Supplies/Furnishings/Equipment   

Identify equipment and furniture needs 

Office furniture 

Computers 

Telephone, fax 

Alarm system 

Website, Internet, and e-mail system 

July– January 

Solicit bids July– January 



  

 

Consult with other public charter schools February–August  

Search for used or recycled 

furniture/equipment 

July  

Select vendors August– July 

General counsel to review lease/sale contracts August– July 

Submit contracts for approval August– July 

Recruitment   

Create flyer, logo, and letterhead March–April  

Meet with founding members and community 

partners 

March–April  

Create recruitment schedule April-May  

Implement recruitment plan July– March 

Create an interest list March– January 

Create a waiting list  January 

Create system for tracking prospective students April–May  

Admissions/Enrollment   

Develop admissions forms June– January 

Disseminate applications October– January 

Application deadline  March 

Create assessment schedule July–August  

Notify parents of acceptance  April 

Lottery  April 

Secure students’ records Ongoing  

Receive “Intent to Enroll”  May 



  

 

Finalize admissions  June 

Schedule orientation students/parents  August 

Create a lottery selection process April  

School Policies and Procedures   

Create handbooks 

Students (special education, ELLs) 

Parents 

Drop-off and pick-up policy 

August  

Establish due process procedures August  

Educational Program   

Conduct an educational needs assessment October  

Consult experts in content curriculum areas September  

Identify curriculum team for Aligned Curriculum 

training 

 June 

Integrate thematic skills based curriculum Ongoing  

Select educational materials October  

Determine necessary school supplies Ongoing  

Identify vendors Ongoing  

Review sales contracts Ongoing  

Select vendors Ongoing  

Select assessment tools September– March 

Develop special education program September– March 

Develop ELLs program September– March 

Finalize schedule and school calendar  July 



  

 

Set up classrooms  July 

Health and Safety   

Emergency evacuation plan  May 

Develop “shelter in place” plan  May 

Develop fire drill plan  May 

Create medical forms March–April  

Mail medical forms/due date to parents Ongoing  

Secure medical and immunization records Ongoing  

Create deadline for all medical information September  

Report delinquent parents to proper authorities  July 

Identify community health resources September  

Identify doctor/nurse resources September  

Create permission slips for emergency 

treatment 

March–April  

Create health room with first aid supplies  July 

Fund-Raising   

Determine funding need June  

Create fund-raising schedule June  

Activate the BOT Development Committee June  

Consult with Parent Team for support  October 

Consult community partners  October 

Community Partnerships   

Identify community partners Ongoing  

Finalize partnership agreements Ongoing  



  

 

Select community members for BOT April  

Identify volunteer need April  

Solicit volunteers Ongoing  

Create volunteer application forms April  

Conduct volunteer training Ongoing  

Conduct volunteer orientation September  

Create volunteer handbook July  

Schedule community orientation/open house  August 

Review tuberculosis test results Ongoing  

Review background check results Ongoing  

Create volunteer agreement form April  

Finalize volunteer relationship Ongoing  

  

b. Major Contracts Planned 

At this time NPAPCS has not entered into any major contracts.  

c. Orientation of Parents, Teachers, and Other Community Members 

Parent Orientation 

Parent orientation will establish the tone for the school year. It is critical that the parents’ 

first major contact with the school be a pleasant experience. Parents will play a prominent 

role during the orientation by explaining the role of the Parent Team and other 

opportunities for parent participation. The orientation will be scheduled at a time when the 

maximum number of parents will be available to attend. 

Teacher Orientation 

Teachers will have their orientation the summer before the school is scheduled to open. 

This is critical because teachers will need training in the integrated thematic skills based 

approach, interdisciplinary team-teaching, and the Aligned Curriculum Development 

Model, Common Core State Standards and Assessment adopted by NPAPCS. Also teachers 

need an opportunity to meet the staff, administration, and fellow teachers. 

Community Orientation 



  

 

The interests of the community at large will probably be much different from the concerns 

of parents and teachers; therefore there will be a separate orientation planned for the 

community and an open house. It is important that the community feels that the NPAPCS is 

committed to improving the entire community and not just the lives of the students and 

their families.  

d. Services Sought from District of Columbia Public Schools 

NPAPCS will not be a Local Education Agency and will seek services from DCPS to provide 

the IEP assessments, transportation, and so on for students deemed to be in need of special 

education services. Also NPAPCS will look to the Office of the State Superintendent for Title 

I support and assistance. NPAPCS will make sure that students receive all the services they 

are entitled to receive from DCPS. 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































